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Preface 
Since mid 2008, a European R&D project, BRIFAG, (Bridge Fatigue Guidance) is running with the 
support of RFCS (RFSR-CT-2008-00033) and national sponsors. As a contribution to the project, an 
international workshop was organised by Ramböll, Luleå Univ. Of Technology and IABSE and held 
at the Ramböll head office in Stockholm the 4th of March, 2010.   The topic of the seminar was 
Strengthening of Steel Bridges with 35 participants from 7 countries speaking and listening. 

 
 
The contributions are presented in this report and the organisers want to thank all participants for 
making this seminar possible. 
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Strengthening Bridges by Developing Composite Action in 
Existing Non-Composite Bridge Girders 
Gunup Kwon, Struct. Eng., Sargent and Lundy LLC, Chicago, Illinois, USA; Michael D. Engelhardt, Prof.; 

Richard E. Klingner, Prof.; Dept. of Civi l , Architectural and Environmental Engineering, 

University of Texas at Austin, U S A . Contact: mde@mail.utexas.edu 

Summary 

A number of older bridges are constructed with floor systems consisting of a 
non-composite concrete slab over steel girders. A potentially economical means 
of strengthening these floor systems is to connect the existing concrete slab and 
steel girders to permit the development of composite action. This paper presents 
the results of a study examining methods for doing this using post-installed shear 
connectors in bridge girders. A series of tests on individual post-installed shear 
connectors and full-scale beams retrofitted with the post-installed shear connec
tors were conducted to evaluate structural behavior and develop design recom
mendations. Results of the research were subsequently implemented in a bridge 
near Hondo, Texas. This paper provides an overview of this research project and 
results of laboratory tests and field implementation. 

Keywords: anchor; bridges; partially composite: post-installed shear connector; 
retrofit. 

Introduction 

A number of older bridges were de
signed based on smaller loads than the 
standard design loads currently used 
for new bridges, as specified in the 
United States by the American Asso
ciation of State Highway and Trans
portation Officials ( A A S H T O ) . The 
inadequate strength of these bridges 
can result in the need to limit truck 
loads on the bridge through load post
ing, or may require replacement of 
the bridge. Alternatively, strengthen
ing measures can be undertaken to 
increase the load-carrying capacity of 
the bridge. 

For older bridges with floor systems 
consisting of a non-composite concrete 
slab over steel girders, a potentially 
cost-effective means of strengthening 
the floor system is to connect the ex
isting concrete slab and steel girders to 
permit the development of composite 
action. Connecting the steel girders 
and the concrete slab using shear con
nectors can increase the load-carrying 
capacity of the girders by more than 

50% compared with that of non-com
posite girders. For new bridges, com
posite action is achieved by welding 
shear studs to the top of the steel gird
er before casting the concrete slab. For 
existing bridges, this approach is not 
possible, because the slab is already in 
place. Consequently, to take advantage 
of composite action in existing bridges, 
cost-effective and practical methods 
for post-installing shear connectors are 
needed. 

Three types of post-installed shear con
nectors were investigated in this study. 
Individual post-installed shear connec
tors were tested under static loading to 
evaluate their stiffness.strength and slip 
capacity. A n extensive series of fatigue 
tests were then conducted to evaluate 
the number of cycles to failure for vari
ous stress ranges. Next, full-scale tests 
were performed to evaluate system 
performance of beams retrofitted for 
partial composite action with post-in
stalled shear connectors. Information 
from the tests was used to develop a 
design approach for strengthening 
non-composite bridge girders with 
post-installed shear connectors. Fi
nally, a bridge located near the town 
of Hondo, Texas, U S A , was retrofitted 
with the post-installed shear connec
tors to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
technique and to evaluate any possible 
design or construction issues. 

Post-Installed Shear 
Connectors 

11 types of post-installed shear connec
tors were initially investigated in the 
early stages of this project. 1 - 3 Individu
al shear connectors with 19 mm diame
ter were tested under static and fatigue 
loads. On the basis of the test results, 
three types of post-installed shear con
nectors were selected as most suitable 
for use in bridge-strengthening appli
cations. These shear connectors, shown 
in Fig. 1, were selected based on their 
static strength, slip capacity, stiffness, 
and fatigue strength. Subsequently, the 
research moved toward the use of 22 
mm diameter connectors to reduce the 
number of post-installed shear connec
tors required for bridge retrofit, and 
additional tests were conducted on 22 
mm diameter connectors.5 The three 
types of post-installed shear connec
tors recommended for bridge strength
ening are described below, along with 
the name and abbreviation for each 
type of connector. 

Double Nut Bolt (DBLNB) 

This connection method (Fig. 1a) uses 
American Society for Testing and Ma
terials (ASTM)A193 B7 threaded rod 
as a connector. The minimum specified 
ultimate strength of the threaded rod is 
860 MPa. Installation of the D B L N B 
connectors requires access from both 
the top and bottom of the slab. Dri l l 
ing through both the concrete slab and 
the steel beam flange is completed from 
the top. The threaded rod is also placed 
from the top, and the connector is tight
ened from underneath the slab using 
an impact wrench to reach the required 
connector pretension of 170 kN. Finally, 
the hole in the slab is filled with grout. 

High-Tension Friction Grip Bolt 
(HTFGB) 

This shear connection method, shown 
in Fig. 1b, uses A S T M A325 high-
strength bolts as the connector. The 
minimum specified ultimate strength 
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Fig. 1: Post-installed shear connectors, (a) Double nut bolt (DBLNB). (b) High-tension friction grip bolt (HTFGB). (c) Adhesive anchor 
(HASAA) 

of the connector material is 825 MPa. 
The H T F G B connector requires two 
different size holes in the concrete slab. 
The hole through the steel beam flange 
is also drilled from the top of the slab. 
A connector is then inserted from the 
top and tightened from underneath the 
slab to a pretension of 170 k N using an 
impact wrench. Finally, the hole in the 
slab is filled with grout. 

Adhesive Anchor (HASAA) 

This shear connection method (Fig. 1c) 
uses A S T M A193 B7 threaded rod as 
the connector material. This shear con
nection method requires access only 
from the bottom side of the slab, so that 
the traffic disruption can be minimized 
during the installation. After drilling the 
holes underneath the slab, the hole in the 
concrete is filled with a two-component 
structural adhesive. A n anchor rod is in
serted. After the specified cure time, the 
nut is tightened to the specified torque 
(170 N m) using a torque wrench. 

Laboratory Tests 

Single Shear Connector Tests 

To investigate structural behavior and 
develop design equations for the post-
installed shear connectors, individual 
shear connectors were tested under 
static and fatigue loads. The test setup, 
specimen, and test procedure are de
scribed in detail in Kwon. 4 

Kayir 3 studied the quasi-static shear 
behavior of 19 mm diameter shear con
nectors, and proposed Eq. (1), in which 
Qu, the maximum strength of post-in
stalled shear connectors under static 
loading, is taken as one-half of the ten
sile strength. Fu of the connector mate
rial. The effective shear area, Asc of the 
threaded rod can be estimated as 80% 
of the unthreaded area. 

Qu = 0,5 AscFU (1) 

To supplement the extensive series 
of static loading tests on 19 mm 

connectors, eight 22 mm diameter post-
installed shear connectors were also 
tested under static loading. The test 
results showed that Eq . (1) provides 
a simple and somewhat conservative 
prediction of the static strength of the 
post-installed shear connectors.4 This 
equation is based on tests with shear 
connectors installed in reinforced con
crete blocks with thicknesses in the 
range of 180-200 mm, and reinforce
ment typical of that found in older 
bridges in Texas that were the subject 
of this research. The limit state that 
controlled maximum shear strength 
of all connectors in these tests was 
fracture of the steel connector itself, 
with the maximum strength reason
ably predicted by Eq. (1). Despite the 
rather low concrete strength used in 
the test blocks, which was on the order 
of 20 MPa , the concrete did not limit 
the shear strength of the connectors. A 
complete description on the reinforc
ing details, concrete strengths, shear 
connector embedment depths, and 
other details of the tests that led to the 
development of Eq. (1) is provided by 
Kwon. 4 

Individual shear connectors were 
also tested under fatigue loading. The 
A A S H T O Load and Resistance Factor 
Design (LRFD) Bridge Design Speci-
fications5 define fatigue strength of 
conventional welded shear studs as a 
function of stress range. In Fig. 2, fa
tigue test results from this study are 
plotted along with the results of Kayir . 3 

Test specimens that did not fail under 
fatigue loading are plotted with right-
ward arrows next to the data points. 
The D B L N B and H T F G B connectors 
had much higher fatigue strength than 
the H A S A A connector, and all post-
installed shear connectors have sig
nificantly higher fatigue strengths than 
the A A S H T O curve for conventional 
welded studs. 

The number of fatigue tests conduct
ed in this study for the H T F G B and 
D B L N B connectors was not adequate 
to develop S-N (stress range vs. num
ber of cycles to failure) curves to pre
dict the fatigue strength of the shear 
connectors. However, sufficient data 
are available to suggest that the fatigue 
endurance limit for the H T F G B and 
D B L N B connectors is a stress range 

Fig. 2: Fatigue test results for post-installed shear connectors 
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of 240 MPa . On the basis of this stress 
range. Eq. (2) can be used to define 
the endurance limit for the shear force 
range on the connector. 

Z r = 240MPa × Asc (2) 

where Zr = allowable range of shear 
force on the connector: ASC = shear 
area of the connector, mm 2 . 

The H A S A A connector showed lower 
fatigue strength than the other two shear 
connection methods. On the basis of the 
test results, Eq. (3) is recommended for 
the design of the H A S A A connector 
under fatigue loading (Fig. 2). 

Zr = (536-601og N) × A s c (3) 

where N = of cycles of fatigue loading. 

Full-Scale Beam Tests 

Four full-scale partially compos
ite beams retrofitted with the three 
post-installed shear connectors were 
constructed and tested under static 
loading. One non-composite beam was 
also tested as a baseline specimen. The 
specimen names begin with the con
nection method, followed by the shear 
connection ratio expressed as a per
centage.The shear connection ratio can 
be defined as the ratio of the number 
of shear connectors at the steel-con
crete interface to the number of shear 
connectors required for fully com
posite design. " B S " stands for beam 
static test. A l l specimens were an 11.6 
m long, simply supported span, with a 
concentrated load applied at mid-span. 
For all specimens, the steel beam was a 
W30 × 99 section of A S T M A922 steel 
(minimum specified Fy = 345 MPa). 
The reinforced concrete slab was 2130 
mm wide and 180 mm thick. Figure 3 is 
a schematic representation of the test 
setup. The compressive strength of the 
concrete used in the specimens ranged 
from 22 to 43 MPa.The measured yield 
stress values for the W30 × 99 steel 
sections were approximately 390 MPa 
in the flanges and 420 MPa in the web. 
Complete details of the specimens are 
reported in Kwon. 

The approach developed in this proj
ect for determining the number of 
post-installed shear connectors needed 
to strengthen an existing bridge girder 
relies on the concept of partial com
posite design. Partial composite design 
is not normally used for new compos
ite bridge girders, because fatigue typi
cally controls the required number of 
shear connectors. However, because of 
the outstanding fatigue characteristics 

of the post-installed shear connectors, 
fatigue is less likely to control the re
quired number of shear connectors,and 
partial composite design is therefore 
feasible. The use of partial composite 
design means that far fewer post-in
stalled shear connectors are needed 
to achieve a desired strength increase. 
This is important, because the cost of 
installing post-installed shear connec
tors in existing bridges is substantially 
higher than the cost of installing con
ventional welded shear studs in new 
bridges. 

Figure 4 shows the computed load-car
rying capacity of the test specimens 
versus the shear connection ratio.These 
beam strength values were calculated 
using the minimum specified concrete 
strength (f'c = 20,7 MPa) and minimum 
specified strength of the steel (Fy = 
345 MPa) As shown in Fig. 4. partially 
composite beams are much stronger 
than otherwise identical non-compos
ite beams, even with low values of the 
shear connection ratio. On the basis 
of this analysis, it was decided to de
sign the four partially composite beam 
specimens with a 30% shear connec
tion ratio, corresponding to a predicted 
increase of 48% in load-carrying capac
ity compared with the non-composite 
beam. To achieve a 30% shear connec
tion ratio, a total of 32 shear connectors 
in each specimen were required. 

Figure 5 shows the mid-span load-de
flection relations of the five full-scale 
test specimens. As shown in the figure, 
the non-composite specimen ( N O N -
00BS) showed highly ductile response, 
as might be expected for a compact, 
laterally supported steel beam. Figure 6 
shows specimen NON-00BS after the 
test. The composite beams retrofit
ted with post-installed shear connec
tors showed much higher stiffness and 
strength than specimen NON-00BS. 
Despite the relatively small number 
of shear connectors provided in these 
specimens, they were significantly 
stronger than the non-composite spec
imen, demonstrating the efficiency of 
partially composite design. 

Specimens DBLNB-30BS , H T F G B -
30BS. and H A S A A - 3 0 B S had retrofit 
shear connectors uniformly distrib
uted along the span at a spacing of 
725 mm. Specimen D B L N B - 3 0 B S and 
H A S A A - 3 0 B S showed a significant 
strength drop, a mid-span deflection 
of about 120 mm, as multiple shear 
connectors failed. As shown in Fig. 5, 
specimen HTFGB-30BS showed 
greater deformation capacity than the 
other two partially composite beam 
specimens with uniformly distributed 
shear connectors. It is considered that 
the oversized holes in the concrete 
slab during installation (Fig. 1b) re
sulted in larger slip capacity for the 

Fig. 3: Schematic of test setup for large-scale beam tests (Units: mm) 

Fig. 4: Predicted load capacity of test specimens versus shear connection ratio 
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Fig. 5: Load-deflection curves for test specimens 

Fig. 6: Specimen NON-00BS at end of test (290 mm deflection) 

H T F G B connector. This higher slip 
capacity enabled more load redistribu
tion among shear connectors, resulting 
in higher strength and ductility of this 
specimen. 

A s a next step, the research considered 
methods for increasing the ductility 
of beams strengthened using the 
H A S A A and D B L N B connectors. On 
the basis of the recommendations of 
Oehlers and Sved6 for predicting slip 
at the steel-concrete interface of com
posite beams, it is possible to show that 
concentrating shear connectors near 
zero-moment regions can theoretically 
reduce slip demand at the steel-con
crete interface.4 This suggests that 

simply supported beams with shear 
connectors near the supports can likely 
show higher deformation capacity than 
beams with shear connectors distrib
uted uniformly along the span. Finite 
element analysis of the test specimens 
supported this inference.4 

Specimen H A S A A - 3 0 B S 1 was con
structed to provide experimental 
verification of the beneficial effect of 
concentrating shear connectors near 
the ends of the beam. This specimen 
had the same number of shear con
nectors as specimen H A S A A - 3 0 B S . 
For specimen H A S A A - 3 0 B S 1 , how
ever, the deformation capacity of the 
specimen was much greater than that 

of specimen H A S A A - 3 0 B S . The test 
results of specimen H A S A A - 3 0 B S 1 
along with supplemental research con
ducted by K w o n 4 indicate that concen
trating shear connectors near supports 
or zero-moment regions increases the 
deformation capacity of partially com
posite beams retrofitted with post-in
stalled shear connectors. 

Field Implementation 

Load Rating and Retrofit Design 

After the extensive laboratory tests 
and analytical research 1 - 4 described 
above, it was decided to implement 
the results of the research by strength
ening an actual bridge using post-in
stalled shear connectors.The objectives 
of this implementation project were 
to demonstrate this strengthening 
technique on an actual bridge and to 
evaluate any potential design or con
struction issues. 

The specific bridge chosen for this case 
study is located on a two-lane rural 
road near the town of Hondo, Texas, 
U S A , about 60 km west of the city of 
San Antonio. This bridge is referred to 
here as the Hondo Bridge. The bridge 
was built in 1950 and the measured 
average daily traffic in 2006 was 900 
vehicles. The Hondo Bridge is a steel 
girder bridge with three simply sup
ported spans, each about 12 m long. 
The bridge has four longitudinal steel 
girders (W26 × 85 sections), and a 160 
mm thick reinforced concrete slab. 

Before the retrofit, the bridge was 
load rated using the load factor meth
od described in the A A S H T O Manual 
for Condition Evaluation of Bridges.7 

The load rating results were HS10,6 
for the inventory rating level and 
HS17,6 for the operating rating level. 
The operating rating level of less than 
HS20 indicates that the bridge is re
quired to be posted for load. Because 
the existing concrete deck and steel 
girders were still in good condition, 
this bridge was chosen as a case study 
for strengthening. On the basis of dis
cussions with Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxDOT) personnel, 
the goal of this retrofit was, as a mini
mum, to increase the operating level 
rating above HS20. It was also decid
ed to retrofit each of the three spans 
of the bridge using one of the three 
shear connection methods shown in 
Fig. 1. 

For a preliminary design, it was decided 
to provide enough shear connectors to 
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achieve a 50% shear connection ratio, 
and then to determine the resulting in
crease in the bridge load rating.This re
quired 28 shear connectors per girder, 
and resulted in an approximately 55% 
increase in flexural capacity. The shear 
connectors were installed near the sup
ports at a 300 mm spacing to increase 
the ductility of the retrofitted partially 
composite girders. Figure 7 is a photo 
of one girder after retrofit, showing 
the post-installed shear connectors 
near the girder end. The strengthened 
bridge girders had an inventory rating 

level of HS17.4 and an operating rating 
level of HS29,1. Full details of the load 
rating procedures and calculations are 
provided in Kwon. 4 

Fig. 7: Post-installed shear connectors in the Hondo Bridge 

Fig. 8: Strain profile in an interior girder 

The fatigue strength of the shear con
nectors was also checked under the 
standard HS20 design truck loading. 
For this case study, T x D O T requested 
that the shear connectors resist at least 
two million loading cycles. For the 
D B L N B and H T F G B connectors, the 
fatigue endurance limit of 240 MPa 
from Eq. (2) was used for the design 

check of the shear connectors. Equa
tion (3) was used for the H A S A A 
connector, which resulted in an al
lowable stress range of 158 M P a for 
two million cycles. The results of this 
evaluation showed that fatigue did not 
control the required number of con
nectors for the D B L N B and H T F G B 
connectors. For the H A S A A connec
tors, fatigue did control the number 
of connectors, requiring 52 shear con
nectors per girder. Note that for con
ventional welded studs, approximately 
120 shear studs per girder would be 
needed to satisfy A A S H T O fatigue 
requirements. 

Load Tests 

The structural behavior of the Hondo 
Bridge in the elastic range was evalu
ated by load test. Two heavily load
ed dump trucks were placed on the 
bridge, and the strains and deflections 
of the bridge girders were measured. 
The tests were conducted twice, before 
and after the bridge strengthening. 

Figure 8 shows the measured strain 
profiles over the height of an interior 
steel girder, both before and after the 
retrofit. Note that the trucks used for 
testing the bridge after retrofit were 
approximately 20% heavier than the 
trucks used before the retrofit. Conse
quently, a direct comparison of strains 
is not possible. However, the key ob
servation from these measured strain 
profiles is the change in neutral axis 
location resulting from the retrofit. 
Before the retrofit, the girder showed 
a small degree of composite action due 
to friction at the steel-concrete inter
face. Nonetheless, the neutral axis was 
near mid-height of the steel section, 
as expected for a non-composite gird
er. After the retrofit, the neutral axis 
moved toward the slab, as expected 
for partially composite behavior. De
flections of the girders also decreased 
by about 25-30% as a result of the ret
rofit, indicating an increase of stiffness 
of the bridge resulting from partial 
composite action. Overall, the results 
of the load tests and measurements in
dicated the retrofitted bridge behaved 
as expected. A s a result of the retrofit, 
the load rating of the bridge increased 
by 65%. 

Conclusion 

The results of this study indicate that 
the stiffness and strength of exist
ing non-composite bridge girders can 
be improved significantly by adding 
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a relatively small number of post-in
stalled shear connectors. The number 
of post-installed shear connectors re
quired to strengthen a girder can be 
minimized by using the principles of 
partial composite design and by using 
shear connectors with high fatigue 
strength. Design recommendations 
have been developed in this study for 
strengthening non-composite bridge 
girders by the use of post-installed 
shear connectors. These recommenda
tions were implemented on a bridge 
located near Hondo, Texas, U S A , and 
the use of post-installed shear connec
tors resulted in a 65% increase in the 
load rating of this bridge. 
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Ramboll Workshop on strengthening of steel bridges Stockholm 4 mars 2010 
 
 
An overview of older structural steel and their properties 
 
Kjell Eriksson LTU 
 
A very brief history of the development older structural steel is followed by a discussion of 
their chemical composition, static strength and toughness and related topics. 
 
Historical background 
 
The overview of the type of older steel dealt with here begins with the introduction of steel 
produced through melting, which quickly superseded earlier materials like wrought iron, and 
it ends with the adoption of the first Charpy notch toughness requirement in Swedish 
Standard. In short, the overview starts at the end of the 19th century and ends in 1961.  
 
The emerging steel production methods were the Bessemer converter and the Martin furnace 
processes. In both processes, liquid pig iron of high carbon content, produced in a blast 
furnace, is decarburized through oxidation. 
 
In the Bessemer process air is blown through the melt and in the Martin furnace both gas 
blown against the melt and slag are acting as oxidation agents. Subsequently, liquid steel, of 
adjusted carbon content, is cast to ingots, contrasting the previous common method, solid 
state working of red-hot billets of wrought iron, and today’s continuous casting methods. 
 
The essential alloying element in the Bessemer and Martin steels is carbon alone and the 
product is accordingly denoted carbon steel. The mechanical properties are governed both by 
chemistry and treatment subsequent to casting. In Fig. 1 the chemical composition is 
represented by an ingot and the mechanical and thermal treatment schematically by a rolling 
mill.  
  

 
  

 
Figure 1. Steel casting ingot and rolling mill, schematically. 
 
In order to understand certain features of the properties of ingot cast steel it is instructive to 
consider briefly what happens during casting and rolling. 
 
After casting, the solidification process proceeds from the ingot surface toward the centre. 
The solubility of foreign elements, like alloys and gases, liquid and solid precipitations and 
other impurities, is much smaller in the solid state than in the liquid.  
 



Due to conditions of solubility and the progressive nature of solidification, foreign elements 
are concentrated toward the centre of the ingot, resulting in a non-uniform composition, as 
schematically illustrated by the blue curve to the left in the figure.   
 
The non-uniform composition is retained in a rolled product and just the length scale of the 
concentration gradient is strongly increased, as indicated by the right blue curve. (Imagine a 
set of concentric layers in the ingot, a layer defined by its uniform composition. The layers are 
brought closer to each other during rolling but remain concentric. They do not mix or change 
order mutually.) The part adjacent to the surface of a rolled plate or profile is accordingly very 
clean and foreign elements are concentrated to the core.          
 
Early rolling technique was basically aimed at changing the shape of an ingot most 
economically to that of the final product, e.g. profile or plate. The entire steel process was 
manually controlled and manipulated, resulting in a largely uncontrolled and widely varying 
properties of the final product   
 
During the 1930s, welding gradually replaced riveting as predominant joining technique. The 
welding properties, or weld-ability, of contemporary steel was, according to present day 
standards, however sometimes very poor.  
 
At this time, spectacular disasters afflicted a number of large welded structures. The total 
breakdown of the Hasselt bridge in Belgium 1938 is an illustrative example, but it was 
however not a single and unique event. In fact, no less than some thirty disasters of this kind 
are reported in the history of failures, in Europe alone, up to the outbreak of the 2nd WW. 
 
But still worse was to come. During the 2nd WW a huge fleet of all-welded merchant ships 
were built in the US in a very short time for transports over the Atlantic to the European war 
fronts. One type is the well-known ‘Liberty’-ships. 
 
Out of some 5000 ships, however no less than some 250 broke more or less in two parts. All, 
but one, m/s Schenectady, failed at sea, who, just carrying ballast, failed already in harbour, 
on an unusually cold day in a period of falling temperature. She broke in two parts almost 
instantly, “ … with a report (read ‘bang’) that could be heard more than a mile away … ” and 
she did never enter the sea.      
 
The disasters led after the war to the development of steels with improved weld-ability. This 
was to some extent achieved through reducing the content of carbon and of impurities like 
phosphorus and sulphur and of non-metallic inclusions. 
 
Further, by adding silicon, the oxygen precipitated at the solidification front after casting was 
bound in silicon oxide inclusions instead of causing porosity. Through alloying with silicon, 
so called ‘killed’ steels were produced, of more homogeneous composition and 
microstructure, resulting in further improvement of weld-ability. Steels that are not alloyed 
with silicon are denoted ‘rimmed’ steels, alluding to their porosity. 
 
The other side of the coin was however reduced yield strength due to the reduced carbon 
content. To restore the yield strength, the steels were alloyed with manganese. 
 
The effect of manganese on mechanical properties is rather complex. Basically, manganese 
increases strength but decreases toughness through solid solution hardening and, more 



important, at the same time manganese refines the grain size, which increases both strength 
and toughness. The final effect is to increase both strength and toughness with emphasis on 
strength. Structural steels of this kind, which are alloyed with essentially carbon and 
manganese, are accordingly denoted carbon-manganese steels.  
 
Contemporary research indicated that grain size is a critical parameter for both strength and 
toughness. Of all known metal strengthening methods, only reduction of grain size increases 
strength and toughness together. All other methods decreases toughness as strength is 
increased.   
 
The grain size of the final product is strongly dependent on the rolling technique. The 
realisation of the grain size effect upon strength and toughness initiated in turn the 
development of rolling and heat treatment techniques in order to control grain size and 
produce fine grained steels. The amount of deformation and temperature in a rolling stick and 
their number are important production parameters. 
 
The grain size of steel could be further reduced by adding certain small-particle-forming 
alloying elements in very small proportions, or micro-alloying, followed by normalization 
heat treatment. The first micro-alloying element exploited was aluminium, and it was later 
followed by other elements of grain refining effect, notably vanadium and niobium. 
 
Exploiting the fine-grain technique structural steel with increased strength and toughness 
could be produced without resort to carbon so that at the same time weld-ability was 
improved. 
 
Also new and improved steel making processes were developed, e.g. the electric arc furnace 
and the basic oxygen processes, allowing better control of final chemistry, in particular the 
contents of phosphorus and nitrogen.  
 
Further development, exploiting micro-alloying and controlled rolling methods, that is, 
control of grain size through special alloying technique combined with carefully designed 
heat treatment and mechanical working process, have made possible today’s very high 
strength steels with satisfactory toughness and weld-ability, but that is another story …. 
 
 
After the pre-war bridge and 2nd WW ship disasters, investigations on international scale, with 
emphasis on the material and mechanical sciences were undertaken. The brittle to ductile 
transition phenomenon in ordinary structural steel was recognized and detailed in qualitative 
terms.  
 
After more than a decade of research work at leading institutions in several countries and 
committee work, the so called IIW Bonhomme recommendation was put forward in the late 
1950s. 
 
The brittle to ductile transition phenomenon could not be rationalized in tensile testing terms, 
and because of this, the Charpy impact testing method, featuring a notched specimen, was 
adopted. A notch toughness of minimum 27 J obtained with a standardised V-notched 
specimen at a selected testing temperature was suggested to imply safety against brittle failure 
in a structure of a then ordinary structural steel.                 
  



The Bonhomme recommendation was subsequently approved by ISO, (International Standard 
Organisation) and the 27 J requirement for ordinary structural steel entered Swedish Standard 
in 1961. 
 
The application of Charpy toughness data suffers in general however from certain 
shortcomings. The most serious is perhaps that quantitative methods to determine e.g. an 
admissible working stress from a Charpy notch toughness value are yet missing, leaving notch 
toughness data to be evaluated only in qualitative terms, to the discretion of the user. 
 
The loading rate of a Charpy specimen is in general several orders of magnitude greater than 
in a common structure. Also, the position along the temperature axis and to some extent the 
form of the notch toughness versus temperature curve is influenced in particular by the 
specimen notch tip radius. The curve is essentially displaced towards higher temperatures 
with increasing tip radius. Both features leave open the question what is actually measured by 
a Charpy notch toughness test. 
 
The Charpy specimen is in certain situations too small to capture a representative amount of 
material in inhomogeneous steel. One could say that the inhomogenity wave-length is greater 
than the size of the specimen. The scatter of notch toughness data is found considerable and 
no hint as to the effective toughness of a larger structural element is gained.     
 
 
Chemistry 
 
Typical examples of the chemical composition of older structural carbon steels are collected 
in Table 1. Six different groups of steel have been selected from practice as examples of 
composition. When two lines are given, the first shows the minimum content and the second 
the maximum content of an element. A number inside parenthesis is the number of steels in a 
group. 
 
Table 1. Chemical composition, weight % 
 
C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Cu N 
0.33 0.02 0.50 0.014 0.030 0.010 0.047 0.129 0.002 high-C 
0.48 - 0.52 0.024 0.054 0.011 0.052 0.138 0.005 rimmed (8) 
 
0.22 0.14 0.40 0.025 0.017 0.001 0.009 0.013 - medium C, 
0.33 0.17 0.48 0.048 0.036 0.006 0.019 0.029 - semi-killed (4) 
 
0.16 0.18 0.74 0.31 0.024 0.010 0.043 0.100 0.002 low-C. 
0.17 - 0.75 0.33 0.029 - - - 0.003 semi-killed (3) 
 
0.07 0.01 0.26 0.011 0.019 0.022 0.017 0.050 - very-low-C 
         rimmed 
 
0.08 - 0.47 0.112 0.050 0.013 0.043 0.041 0.015  
Low-C, rimmed, very high phosphorus, high-sulphur, high nitrogen 
 
0.25 0.21 1.00 0.041 0.028 0.010 0.042 0.100 0.001 C-Mn steel 
0.26 0.22 1.03 0.044 0.054 - 0.045 0.109 0.003 semi-killed (10) 



The minimum set of elements to characterize a structural steel comprises C, Si, Mn, P, S and 
N. The residual elements Cr, Ni and Cu are rarely critical, but they need checking when 
welding is an issue, e.g. in repair work. 
 
The last steel is a carbon-manganese steel and all others are carbons steels. 
 
The carbon content of the steels covers a very wide range, from a few hundreds of a percent 
up to around half a percent. The maximum carbon content is more than twice the upper limit 
in present day weld-able steel (and that limit is in turn related to toughness). 
 
The absence or very low content of Si indicates rimmed steel, which is porous and 
inhomogeneous. The Si content of the remaining steels is smaller than that of fully killed 
steel, which is about 0.3% Si, and they are denoted semi-killed steels.  
 
Mn is a deliberately added alloying element in C-Mn steel. As weld-ability and toughness are 
concerned, up to some 1.7% Mn can be tolerated. Mn is not added to the carbon steels, but is 
a residual element. Too low a Mn content may in certain situations be detrimental, as Mn 
impedes hot cracking in welds. 
 
P, S and N are all considered impurities. In particular P and N contribute in fact significantly 
to strength but all are detrimental for toughness. 
 
For the steels shown the amounts of sulphur and phosphorus are moderate and generally 
within the limits of present day high-strength steels, with few exceptions. The nitrogen 
content is, with one exception, generally very low and well within present day limits. A low N 
content is a characteristic of Martin steel.  
 
In group 1 and 6, the amount of S (0.054%) is too high and greater than current maximum. 
  
The fifth steel is most likely an air-blown Thomas steel. The steel is rimmed and the amount 
of P is extremely high, more than twice the current maximum. S is greater than the current 
limit and N is on current limit. The steel is inhomogeneous, with very poor toughness, and 
susceptible to ageing embrittlement.     
 
The original Bessemer converter was lined with clay. The process is chemically acid and does 
not allow reduction of phosphorus in the raw material. In the Thomas process, the converter 
lining is chemically basic (dolomite) and allows reduction of phosphorus, however not always 
efficiently. Uptake of nitrogen in air-blown steel also presented a drawback characteristic of 
Thomas steel.       
 
Regarding chemistry, a suitable composition is a necessary condition for toughness in 
particular, but composition alone is not sufficient, as toughness is also affected significantly 
by the rolling technique, i.e., the mechanical and thermal treatment. Conversely, an unsuitable 
chemical composition can not be compensated for by an adapted rolling technique. 
 
 



Static strength 
 
The static strength of older structural steels, as characterized by the yield stress and the 
ultimate tensile strength, in general and if not almost exclusively, has been found to be quite 
satisfactory, independent of the age of the steel. 
 
It can be mentioned that for some 100 steels investigated, taken from objects in service or 
decommissioned, the oldest object being more than 100 years old, for just one single steel, the 
yield stress was found to be only 180 MPa, which is significantly smaller than the classical 
minimum yield strength limit of 220 MPa. 
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Figure 2. Static strength of older steel. 
 
The yield stress of older structural steels is typically of the order 275 to 325 MPa and falls 
occasionally outside this range, see Fig. 2. For structural steel in railway bridges in Sweden 
the yield point mean value is 278 MPa and the lower 5% percentile strength 239 MPa 1900-
1920 and yield point mean value 297 MPa and ditto percentile 248 MPa 1920-1940.  
 
 
Toughness 
 
A general observation is that in particular the toughness of older steels may vary greatly from 
steel to steel, from levels that do not satisfy present safety requirements to those that are 
comparable to modern steels’.   
 
Unfortunately, no simple indirect and reliable indicator of toughness has as yet been found, 
that is, the toughness of certain steel cannot be inferred from other properties, e.g. chemical 
composition only, as toughness depends also critically upon microstructure. This means that 
the toughness of older steels can be determined accurately only through direct measurement. 
 
It is my experience that toughness varies from steel to steel to such an extent that the older 
steels must be considered individually. The only way today to determine the toughness of 
certain old steel is thus through direct measurement by testing samples from the object of 
interest. 
 
Fracture toughness as a characterising measure of toughness of older steels has in Sweden 
since more than a decade been adopted by the National Rail Administration among others, 
Fig. 3. The fracture toughness measurement procedure is standardised and described in a 
Handbook (BVS 583.12). Briefly, according to this standard steel samples are extracted from 



a structure for at least three specimens. The most common specimen type used is the three-
point bend specimen. 
 
A specimen is provided with a sharp crack through fatiguing. After cooling to a testing 

alue 

 National Rail Administration (Banverket) Handbook, BVS Sect. 583.12 
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temperature, typically -30oC, the specimen is loaded to failure and a fracture toughness v
is evaluated for each specimen. The lowest of three measured values is taken as characteristic 
fracture toughness. 
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he theoretical probability that the ‘lowest of three’ overestimates the mean (or median) T
fracture toughness of the material investigated is 12.5%, which is an accepted level of saf
 

he result of the fracture toughness testing is evaluated by comparison of the characteristic T
fracture toughness with two limit values on the scale shown in the figure. 
 

or a characteristic fracture toughness value smaller than the limit 20 kN/m, replacemF
recommended without further ado. For a characteristic value greater than 50 kN/m, no furthe
action is required (meaning inspection and maintenance work as usual). For characteristic 
values in between the two limits, further action is required, e.g. a more detailed fracture 
mechanics analysis, structural reinforcement, etc.  
 

or a cracked body, fracture mechanics offers explicit quantitative relationships between a) F
nominal stress, b) crack size and c) crack extension force. The application of a failure 
criterion yields a unique relation between nominal stress and crack size. For example, given 
the fracture toughness of a material and the size of a real or assumed crack, a maximum 
allowed nominal stress can be calculated. 
 

he two limit values, 20 and 50 kN/m, areT
of a number of typical structural details. The limit values are chosen, on empirical ground and 
with a certain margin of safety, so as to exclude brittle fracture for an assumed crack of a 
certain size. In the example shown, the size of the edge crack is of the order 100 mm. 



Toughness varying across thickness 
 
As already mentioned, the manufacturing of ingot cast and rolled products such as steel plates 
nd profiles may result in inhomogeneous material. The cleanest steel is found adjacent to the 
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Figure 4. Old Lidingö bridge   

25 mm thick flange  

In Fig. 4 down, is shown the va
ample taken from a 25mm thick flange ofs

obtained with 5mm thick specimens located at different, equally spaced positions across the
thickness of the steel sample. It is seen that the material adjacent to a surface is significa
superior to the core material.  
 
Another example is given by the Old Lidingö bridge, top left in Fig. 4, situated in Stockholm
T
full thickness specimens, as indicated in the top right figure. The core specimens were 
standard three-point bend specimens and the full thickness specimens were tapered three-
point bend specimens. 
 
Fracture toughness valu
th
continued service, while in general, the core specimens did not.   
 
Through comparison with fracture toughness obtained with sample full thickness specim
h
value of the distribution of fracture toughness over thickness rather than to its minimum.  
 



Therefore, in fracture toughness testing of older steel, it is essential to conduct testing with 
specimens of full sample thickness in order to obtain a representative fracture toughness value 
in relation to a through thickness crack. 
 
Extracted, thinner specimens, containing essentially core material are prone to yield unduly 
low fracture toughness in relation to a through thickness crack in the original material. The 
difference between fracture toughness obtained with thin and full thickness specimen has in 
practice been found critical for continued service of large structures more than once.  
 
Also, in relation to corrosion, if the surface material, with the best toughness, is severely 
damaged by corrosion, then the effective toughness of the remainder may be significantly 
reduced. This point indicates the importance of preserving and not neglecting the corrosion 
protection of a steel structure.   
 
 
Effect of loading rate on fracture toughness 
 
Fracture toughness of structural steel, in general and not just that of older steel in particular, is 
very sensitive to the loading rate. Fig. A1 shows fracture toughness versus loading rate, 
evaluated with non-linear method and obtained with three-point bend specimens (W = 50 
mm) taken from a typical older structural steel. 
 

 
 
 
The fracture toughness (Jc) is given as a critical value of the crack extension force and the 
loading rate (dK/dt) is given as the nominal rate of the stress intensity factor, that is, the 



loading rate at incipient loading. The loading rate covers three orders of magnitude, from 
quasi-static loading and up. 
 
The fracture toughness, which is strongly affected by the loading rate, decreases rapidly with 
increasing loading rate. At the highest applied loading rate, the load is applied about 1000 
times faster than at static testing, and the fracture toughness is reduced to some 15-25 % of 
the static fracture toughness. 
 
The ‘ASTM-limit’ line in the figure indicates the maximum loading rate for quasi-static 
testing. Only the subset of data points to the left of this line would then be used to specify 
fracture toughness at static loading by an investigator unaware of the loading rate effect. 
 
The extreme points of the oblique criss-cross pattern on top of the figure shows a range of 
loading rates which are frequent in practice. The loading case considered in this example is a 
simply supported horizontal beam of length L and v is the speed of a vertical downward point 
load, moving along the beam. The beam is a broad-flanged I-beam with an edge crack of dept 
a in a bottom flange at the midpoint of the beam span. 
 
It is seen that the fracture toughness in the corresponding loading rate range is smaller than 
one half of the static fracture toughness. Thus, a safety factor of two applied to the static 
toughness is accordingly easily swallowed by the loading rate.            
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The most critical issue of older steel is their toughness, which may vary greatly from steel to 
steel. The only reliable method to determine toughness of older steel is through direct 
measurement. Fracture toughness testing of full sample thickness specimen is preferable to 
impact testing. Fracture toughness testing is since long standardised by many institutions and 
experience of fracture mechanics applications is extensive and well established.                        
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1. Introduction 
The history of technology, in particular that of structural engineering, which has traditionally been 
somewhat conservative, is characterised by the recurring process of weighing up the risks between 
breaking new ground and insisting on tried-and-tested methods (standards). In this process, the 
engineer is confronted with the problem of whether the structure built in accordance with the design 
will permanently and safely resist all later influences, and whether the translation of the conceptual 
model into the actual structure was correct.  
Once a structure has been erected, its reliability and operational safety must be ensured over its life-
time. By analogy with the progress achieved in calculation and planning, demands for monitoring, 
maintenance and, if necessary, refurbishment also increase so as to be able to use structures safely 
for as long as possible even with increasing loadings. Innovative solutions therefore are required for 
an objective assessment of existing structures to decide about the measures to be taken in technical 
and economic point of view to cover increased axle loads or higher train speeds for railway bridges.   
Contrary to newly designed structures, existing constructions have been “tested” for many years 
thus allowing to draw conclusions regarding the actual load-bearing behaviour. In assessing the 
load-bearing capacity, it can be assumed that the structure was designed and built in accordance 
with the technical standards valid at the time of construction. Other than the new dimensioning, the 
recalculation generally requires a much more realistic modelling of the load-bearing behaviour, 
demands more accuracy and requires verification which is connected with a higher amount of 
calculation in order to be able to activate limit load reserves. In addition to that, experts have to 
dispose over the necessary knowledge of standards and material technology of the time when the 
structure was under construction. From this point of view rehabilitation projects are challenging 
tasks nowadays.  
In consequence the question arises, if a structure which is in service since years will be able to fulfil 
new demands. The presented paper will show two approaches how decision making for responsible 
bridge authorities and consulting engineers is possible based on additional measurements.  

2. Bridge Monitoring 
In context of bridge assessment it is important to enable determination of the realistic load bearing 
capacity and current bridge condition. In-situ measurements are an adequate tool for these tasks and 
therefore it is important to shortly summarize the following aspects.  
Modern methods of measuring are increasingly being employed to monitor built structures, 
particularly in the field of bridge maintenance. One highly ambitious aim in the past was to make 
statements about the condition of a bridge on the basis of actual measurements carried out on the 
structure in conjunction with recalculations conducted in parallel. For a long time attempts were 
made to establish these monitoring procedures as an alternative to the tried and tested conventional 
methods of bridge testing, too. But this idea has – quite understandably – failed to gain acceptance 
among practising bridge engineers, although some promising results have been obtained in research 



projects. The information content of conventional bridge testing, including special surveys, goes 
well beyond what measuring and analysis can achieve, assuming that the monitoring methods are 
employed cost-effectively.  
In the course of his activities in recent years the author has carried out numerous monitoring 
projects with varying aims and technology within the framework of research and commercial 
projects. The resulting findings may be summarised by the following three – possibly controversial 
– statements [1]: 

• Global monitoring methods do not permit early diagnosis of damage at acceptable cost. This 
applies particularly to vibration monitoring applying only a limited number of sensors. 

• Data-based investigation is ideally suited to observing known problems or damage and 
changes in these over time. With monitoring focused on documenting a specific problem, 
the measuring program can be designed specifically to target the variable parameters, which 
ensures that the methods are employed cost-effectively. The aim must thus always be to 
develop a tailor-made concept for the particular structure and the assignment in question. 

• Objective data are collected as input parameters for further investigation. E.g. measurement 
results obtained are used for further finite-element calculations to improve simulation 
quality for more realistic results. 

On the basis of these findings the author implemented several monitoring systems in recent years. 
In particular the third point mentioned is the key concept presented in this paper. Decision making 
could then be based on realistic structural data and the intended future function of the bridge.  
 

3. The Problem 
Modern society's demands on mobility are increasing continuously. Faster means of transportation 
result in shorter travel times and the development of far away areas and economic regions. In 
addition to the significant increase in the number of airline passengers, a considerable development 
potential exists for rail network transportation if faster and more efficient connections between 
important junctions can be ensured. Velocities of 300 km/h are commonplace in rail traffic 
nowadays, in France (TGV) and Germany (ICE), for example. The ambition of implementing more 
and more powerful railway systems needs to be fulfilled not just by developing high speed trains, 
but also dictates considerable development to the railway track itself. High travelling speeds puts 
the focus on rail traffic as an efficient alternative to other means of transportation. With these 
aspects in mind, efforts are being made in several European countries to build a track system which 
is suitable for high velocities while other efforts are made to upgrade secondary lines to a standard 
compatible with the TEN requirements. In this context bridges are the bottle-neck of this 
development in terms of railway traffic.  
On the other hand a continuous trend towards higher axle loads is recognizable on road and railway 
all over Europe. The major goal is to transport as much goods as possible with maximum speeds. 
The limiting factors in this context are load bearing capacities of bridges where the design dates 
back decades or sometimes one century. The original design only considers loads which had been 
state-of-the art during design procedure covering additional safety margins. The axle loads which 
are desired nowadays are mostly clearly beyond the design loads of the original structural design. 
In particular this aspect is important for our road bridges due to the loads given in the new 
Eurocode generation. These codes replace all former national codes, considering higher traffic loads 
within the road network. In Austria for example the old national code requires two 25 tons trucks on 
the bridge and an additional load of 5 kN/m² on the remaining parts of the bridge. The new 
Eurocode however requires a 60 ton on lane 1, a 40 tons plus a 20 tons truck in parallel and an 
additional load of 9 kN/m² on lane 1, all other lanes are loaded with 2,5 kN/m². From this point of 
view it becomes obvious, that recalculation based on new codes might definitely result in a load 
bearing problem for existing structures. Thus, bridges are in a tension field according to figure 1. 



Fig. 1 Tension field of bridges 

From this figure it becomes 
obvious, that existing 
structures may be 
insufficient due to 
deterioration of structural 
elements, increased loading 
or speeds (dynamic 
magnification factor, 
resonance effects) as well as 
changing technical 
requirements in terms of new 
standards and/or new safety 
concepts. 
As a consequence of these 
demands our bridges 
frequently require structural 
upgrading or even a new 
construction. 

This is, of course, not the best solution if the economic point of view is considered in the decision 
making process. In this context an important aspect must be considered. From our bridge 
monitoring experiences we know that structures usually represent higher load bearing capacities 
than expected and hence have considerably safety margins. Using this knowledge in a way to 
improve assessment of existing bridges is a new challenge in civil engineering. 
The presented paper will give two examples where the combination of measurements and 
recalculations are successfully applied within a structural assessment process. 
 

4. Assessment of load bearing capacity 
For existing (railway) bridges the assessment of load bearing capacity usually is performed by static 
means only. Therefore a finite element model from design drawings is created, the loads from the 
relevant codes are considered and the evidence is performed also according to the current design 
code. In some cases additional measurements are being performed. Therefore static load tests are 
conducted for example. The measured deflection under load is compared with the result of the finite 
element model and thus enables the combination of real structure and calculation. The problem of 
such load tests is, that usually the regular traffic needs to be interrupted during the test procedure 
and this is nearly impossible nowadays if the average daily traffic on our roads is considered. 
Therefore an advanced approach is required. 
As the topic of recalculation and load bearing assessment gains more and more importance in 
Austria during the last decade a specific guideline “evaluation of load capacity of existing railway 
and highway bridges” was published shown in chapter 4.2.  
 

4.1 Method 
If an existing object requires static recalculation or if a dynamic examination has to be carried out 
due to the speed increase in the section, an innovative method combining measurements and 
calculations can be applied. The analysis aims at identifying possible critical zones of the structure, 
in order to be able to subsequently reinforce the system. 
Basically, this consists of combining the results of a measurement carried out on real the object with 
a finite element simulation for recalculation. In the course of the on-site measurement the actual 
characteristics of the construction (basically stiffness properties) are collected, which can then be 
used as a basis for the adaptation of the calculation model to the results of the measurement. The 
figure below shows the basic differentiation of the examination method for static and dynamic 
problems. For the present project the static examination was selected. 



 
Fig. 2 Basic verification approach 
For carrying out an adaptation of the calculation model it is important whether the construction in 
question is a massive bridge (reinforced concrete, prestressed concrete, composite) or a truss bridge. 
While in the case of massive bridges the global stiffness of the system can be determined very well 
by means of measurements, and can be adapted in the course of the calculation via a variation of the 
e-module, such a simplified approach is not possible in the case of truss bridges. 

 
Fig. 3 Approach regarding the certification of massive bridges 
The problem with truss bridges is that a global measurement does not allow any conclusions as to 
the stiffness of the individual beams. For a realistic adaptation of the model it would be necessary to 
know the natural frequency and thus the stiffness of each individual beam. This approach, however, 
is not economical in this case. 
In this case global measurements are used in order to examine the plausibility of the results of 
measurement and calculation. If the natural frequency e.g. determined by means of both methods 
are in a similar order (i.e. if there are no large differences in the natural frequencies) calculations 
can be based on the static model. In case of large differences of the natural frequencies further 
examinations (detailed inspection of the structure) are indispensable. 

 
Fig. 4 Approach regarding the certification of truss bridges 
 



4.2 Austrian Guideline 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Flow chart of ONR 24008 [2] 

As recalculation of old bridges is an important 
topic nowadays a guideline concerning 
“evaluation of load capacity of existing railway 
and highway bridges” was launched in Austria 
end of 2006. This guideline should help the 
practicing engineer to realistically determine the 
load bearing capacity of bridges. By this means 
a prospective reduction in reliability should be 
determined as well as rehabilitation should only 
performed for those structures which really 
require.  
The basic principle of this guideline is, that 
bridges which are already under service for a 
long time have proven their functionality and 
enable conclusions about realistic load bearing 
capacity. If the structures do not represent any 
damage it may be concluded that the system is 
proven. For assessment it can be assumed, that 
the bridge was designed according to the 
standards and state of the art at the respective 
time. Thus, the today’s assessment may consider 
these facts. The guideline proposes the step-by-
step approach shown in figure 5.  
In addition it is possible to certificate the 
structures concerning standards which have 
been valid at design stage of the structure 
because new codes sometimes have changed 
considerably. For example shear of current 
codes may never be covered by the old design 
philosophy. Such a decision must be taken by all 
involved parties bridge authority, designer and 
check engineer. 

4.3 Example 1: Alphios Bridge in Greece 

 

Fig. 6 Overview of the bridges examined 

In the scope of this approach
three existing railway bridges 
were analysed in view of the 
permissibility of higher loads per 
axle together with the Austrian 
company iC Consulenten GmbH 
for the Greek Railways OSE. The 
objective of the recalculation was 
to identify possible critical zones 
of the structure and to reinforce 
these zones if necessary. 
Calculation for the structures as 
well as all connections (rivets) 
was performed according to the 
German guideline DS 804 and 
DS 805 respectively.  



The objective of the contract was an assessment of the static condition of the bridges in view of 
specific operation trains. The loads (load configurations) on which the calculation was based were 
provided by the client. The recalculation shall allow a realistic assessment of the bearing capacity of 
existing bridges in view of an early identification of risk potentials on the one hand and on the other 
hand to avoid unnecessary investments through the reconstruction of a bridge. 
Contrary to newly designed structures, existing constructions have been “tested” for many years 
thus allowing to draw conclusions regarding the actual load-bearing behaviour. In assessing the 
load-bearing capacity it can be assumed that the structure was designed and built in accordance with 
the technical standards valid at the time of construction. Other than the new dimensioning, the 
recalculation generally requires a much more realistic modelling of the load-bearing behaviour, 
demands more accuracy and requires verification which is connected with a higher amount of 
calculation in order to be able to activate limit loads reserves. In addition to that experts have to 
dispose of the necessary knowledge of standards and material technology of the time when the 
structure was constructed. The approach will be shown in the following section for Alphios bridge.  

 

Fig. 7 View of Alphios bridge 

Alphios bridge is a steel truss 
bridge with curved load bearing 
element underneath the track. 
The river crossing also consists 
of a chain of simply-supported 
structures comprising 6 structures 
with an individual span of 6 x 
51.60 m (total length: 310 m). 
The bridge is a single-track 
bridge with linear course. 
According to the available plans 
and static calculations the 
structure was built in 1901, and 
restored/reinforced in the 1950s. 
The following tables provide a 
summary of the selected 
allowable values for steel girders 
and connections (rivets) in table 
2. The areas edged in red indicate 
the stresses on which the 
calculation was based. 

 
Table 1 Allowable stresses for steel elements 

Allowable Stress DS 804 / S235 
kN/cm² 

Load Case H HZ 
Allowable σD 14,0 16,0 
Allowable σ 16,0 18,0 
Allowable τ 9,2 10,4 

Allowable σV 
Equivalent Stress 

16,0 18,0 

Acc. σ 
Bearing Resistance 

32,0 36,0 
 

Table 2 Allowable stresses for rivets 
Allowable 

Stress 
kN/cm² 

DS 804 / 
Rivet St36 

Base for 
dimensioning 

Load Case H HZ H HZ 
Shear τzul 14,0 16,0 10,0 11,5 

Tension σzul 5,0 5,5 3,6 4,0 
Bearing Resist. 

σL,zul 
32,0 36,0 - - 

 

 



4.3.1 Static system and bearing scheme 

 

Fig. 8 Standard cross section of the structure 

The static system of Alphios bridge is a 
chain of simply-supported structures. The 
support of the individual girders can be 
seen in the following drawing. In order to 
obtain a statically defined bearing, two 
movable bearings and two fixed bearings 
were used. 
In the course of static calculation the 
following assumptions were taken, which 
should be verified with a field inspection: 
(i) Main beam diagonal bars: the second 
diagonal bar (span 4) is not indicated in 
the original drawings. Probably these 
elements were introduced later on and 
therefore no data are available. For the 
static calculation the same cross section as 
indicated in span 5 was used.  

(ii) Bracing below braking force bracing: the profiles of the bracing in the braking force bracing as 
well as the profiles of the braking-force bracing are taken over from photographs and the 
neighboring bracing.  

 
4.3.2 Loads 
Concerning loads the calculation was based on the following assumptions:  

• Permanent loads: own weight of the construction 
• Variable loads 

o Life loads: load model in compliance with the specifications by the client the 
calculation was based on a „load model 1961“ and the possible configuration „one 
engine + train cars“ or rather „two engines + train cars“  

 



 
Fig. 9 Target load model for the examinations 

o In addition the load model „Railbus“ and „Three Railbusses“ respectively should be 
base of the calculation. 

 

Fig. 10 Alternative load model for the examinations 
o The decisive load model for the evidence of the structure is represented by the load 

case 1961 in the configuration „two engines + train cars“ dar.  
o Dynamic magnification coefficient according to DS 804, section 3.1 with following 

specifications: 
Longitudinal Beam:   φ = 1,40 
Transversal Beam:  φ = 1,27 (without girder grid effect) 
    φ = 1,35 (with girder grid effect) 
Main Girder:   φ = 1,03 

o Load steps: half span length l = 2,15 m. 
o Life loads on footpaths: according to DS 804, para. 82, not required for the 

calculation of the main girder as additional load. 
o Thermal load: for a truss bridge with track underneath load bearing system linear 

temperature differences are considered during calculation. The following cases must 
be distinguished:  

Top side warmer than bottom: Difference 8 K 
Bottom warmer than top side:  Difference 4 K 

o Wind loads: according to DS 804, para. 65: elevation of the surface exposed to the 
wind above ground according to drawings and photographs 0-20 m. 

Load case with traffic load (h = 3,50 m):  w = 0,90 kN/m² 
Load case without traffic:    w = 1,75 kN/m² 

o Acceleration and braking loads: reduction of loads from acceleration, braking and 
lateral impact dependent from the load case considered. This results in  
fx = 12,8 kN/m. Basically additional load reduction for multiple span structures 
according to DS 804 para. 74 and section 5.5 would be possible.  

o Loads from lateral impact according to DS 804, para. 79: under consideration of load 
reduction H = 64 kN must be applied in each track horizontally and vertically to the 
track axis at the most unfavourable point at top of rail level.  



o Resistance forces of bearings according to DS 804, para. 76: in roller bearings 5 % 
of the bearing reaction (permanent loads + life loads without dynamic coefficient) 
which are HL = ± 59,7 kN for each main beam are considered in the calculation. 

For the static calculation the following abbreviations have been introduced for the identification of 
the different load cases: 

Own weight:   G 
Life load:   P (incl. dynamic factor, centrifugal force and excentricity) 
Wind load:   W 
Acceleration/braking:  A/B 
Lateral impact:  S 
Bearing Resistance:  L 

The static calculation of the structures was carried out with the software package Inforgraph, with a 
realistic beam model as base for the evidences.  

 
Fig. 11 Finite Element model of the bridge 

4.3.3 Verifications and Results 
Principally the following verifications have to be carried out for steel railway bridges, the 
examinations concerning the structure itself as well as the connections (rivets): 

• General stress analysis 
• Stability analysis 
• Fatigue Analysis 
• Deformation analysis 

The loads to be taken into account must be classified into main loads, additional loads and special 
loads, differentiating basically between the following load cases: 

• Load case H: main loads in the most unfavourable composition. It is possible that one 
additional load must be added as main load (refer to DS 804, para. 16). For the load case H 
the following loads were used: 
Load case H:  G + min/max [P, W, A/B, T, S, L] 

• Load case HZ: main and additional loads in the most disadvantageous composition. From 
the available loads only the following additional loads must be added according to DS 804 
para. 15: 
Kombination 1: (G+P) + (T+A/B) „HZ 1“ 
Kombination 2: (G+P) + (T+L) „HZ 2“ 
Kombination 3: (G+P) + (T+W+S) „HZ 3“ 
Kombination 4: (G+P) + (A/B+L) „HZ 4“ 
Kombination 5: G + T + W 
Load case HZ: max [HZ1, HZ2, HZ3, HZ4, HZ5] 



The verification results for the following parts of the structure: 
Main girder 
Transversal girder 
Longitudinal girder 
Bottom bracing, Braking force bracing 
Top bracing, Transversal bracing 

Fig. 12 Results of static analysis for Alphios Bridge 

In compliance with the specifications by 
the client the calculation was based on a 
„load model 1961“ and the possible 
configuration „one engine + train cars“ or 
rather „two engines + train cars“. In 
addition the load model „Railbus“ and 
„Three Railbusses“ respectively were base 
of the calculation. The decisive load 
model for the evidence of the structure is 
represented by the load case 1961 in the 
configuration „two engines + train cars“. 
Based on this analysis the longitudinal 
beams are critical in terms of general 
stress analysis and stability analysis 
(utilization factor max. 127%). 
Rehabilitation / upgrading of the structure 
therefore is recommended. 
 

In terms of connections (rivets) in particular the transversal beam show an overrun of allowable 
stresses based on the general stress analysis. A rehabilitation / upgrading for these connections is 
required, as the utilization factor is in the range of 130% maximum. 
 

5. High-Speed Railway Lines 
When the high-speed TGV trains started operation in France, problems with resonance vibrations 
occurred at several bridges where the track ballast was observed to react in an unusual way. The 
span of the affected bridges was between 14 and 20 metres with trains crossing the bridges at 
speeds of 260 kph. Tests demonstrated that the ballast had changed in a number of ways, leading to 
a destabilisation of the ballast structure, cavities underneath the sleepers and subsequently to 
misplacement of the track. The supporting structure of the bridges also displayed first signs of 
cracks due to the high dynamic stress. The acceleration recorded during resonance ranged roughly 
between 7 m/s² and 8 m/s² [3]. Tests showed that resonance causes the stones to loose their fit and 
move around to the extent that the ballast is unable to hold the track effectively. The destabilisation 
of the ballast due to extreme dynamic stress is consequently a key criterion in the assessment of 
railway bridges [4].  
Railway bridges are primarily designed according to calculations based on static traffic loads, 
where dynamic magnification factor Ф accounts for the dynamic aspects. When trains cross bridges 
at high speed, the supporting structure may resonate causing vibrations that exceed the factor 
allowed for by the oscillation factor used in the calculations. That is why a flow diagram was 
developed for Eurocode 1 that divides the requirements of dynamic calculations into various 
groups. For speeds in excess of 200 kph proof has to be provided of a dynamic performance test in 
cases where specific criteria cannot be met for the first natural bending frequency n0 in association 
with the span of the bridge and the speed of the train. 



 

Fig. 13 Limits frequencies n0 vs. span L [5] 

This calculation is to provide evidence of adherence 
to the maximum vertical acceleration. Eurocode 1 
specifies an upper limit of 3.5 m/s² for track laid in 
ballast and 5.0 m/s² for a slab track system. 
Laboratory tests conducted by the German Federal 
Institute for Materials Research and Testing 
demonstrated that track ballast starts to destabilise 
at around 7 m/s². The duration of the dynamic 
influences is not a major factor. A vertical 
acceleration limit of 10 m/s² is required for track 
laid on a slab track to prevent the train's wheels 
from lifting above the track and in order to ensure 
sufficient travelling comfort [4]. A safety factor of 2 
yields the limit value stipulated so far. 
Formulated to account for the properties of track 
ballast, recent experience shows that these limit 
values are clearly on the safe side and can still be 
applied to calculations for bridge structures for 
trains travelling at speeds over 200 kph.  

5.1 State of the Art 
These new requirements relating to dynamic stresses acting on bridge structures have led to an 
increase in the number of tests over the past few years. In Austria, the most significant are the 
dynamic usage test and the dynamic train crossing calculations. 

5.1.1 Load Test 
This test is based on straightforward (dynamic) measurements of bridges prior to starting normal 
operation and the comparison of calculations using a computer model. In accordance with the 
technical directive for railway bridges, bridges over railways and related structures B45 [6] issued 
by Austrian Railways (ÖBB) it is permissible for test loads and static or dynamic measurements to 
be made before a newly built rail network structure is opened for normal service. The test load is a 
momentary assessment of the support characteristics while a train is crossing the structure. At 
bridges with a span of more than 12 metres it is necessary to conduct static or dynamic 
measurements in order to judge the functionality and safety of the structure. Static measurements 
involve placing test loads on the supporting structure and measuring deformation as a result of the 
load. The deformations are compared with readings in the computer model. The measured 
deformation may lie between 70% and 110% of the values calculated. Since the static load test does 
not represent the real (dynamic) stress imposed on the bridge during normal operating conditions, 
additional vibration measurements can also be carried out. The results of the dynamic 
measurements are represented by the modal parameters: natural frequency, mode shapes and 
damping coefficients, which are also compared with values in a computer model. As a rule, this 
comparison detects higher natural frequencies from measurements than from simulation since 
elements that provide greater stability (ballast, boundary beams, etc.) are included.  

5.1.2 Dynamic train crossing calculation  
The objective of the rail infrastructure provider is to build a continuous high-speed route. In 
addition to high-speed trains, goods trains with regular axle spacing also place high demands on rail 
structures, even at low speeds. The stresses, deformations and superstructure accelerations 
generated in a bridge when a train passes over result from the rapid change in load created by the 
train travelling across the structure and the inertia of the construction. During transit across the 
bridge a series of loads at roughly the same intervals can induce resonance under certain conditions 
if the frequency of the load, or one of its harmonic frequencies, matches the natural frequency of the 
structure. It is possible to conduct tests for planned bridges and structures that already exist where 
an increase in speed is desired. The objective of these tests is essentially to ensure that the 
acceleration limit values specified in Eurocode 1 are not exceeded and to determine a realistic 



vibration factor for operational safety. 
The dynamic calculation is to account for the characteristic load values of each type of train 
operating on the high-speed section that has been approved or designed for travelling speeds in 
excess of 200 kph. The load model HSLM is to be used for dynamic calculations on international 
routes where interoperability criteria apply. This takes into account model trains HSLM-A (A1 to 
A10) and HSLM-B with variable carriage lengths. In addition specific trains of the respective 
operator must be considered. The limit values laid down for superstructure acceleration must be 
adhered to for each load model and the speed increased step-by-step until the maximum design 
speed is reached. Here, the maximum speed is 1.2 times the permissible speed for the relevant 
section of track [5]. 

5.2 Assessment method 
An innovative, combined assessment method utilizing both actual measurements and computer 
model calculations can be applied if dynamic assessment is required for a structure due to a planned 
increase in operating speed. The objective here is to prove that the maximum structure acceleration 
is not exceeded and to determine a realistic vibration factor. Basically, the measurements taken from 
the usage test are combined with the dynamic train crossing calculation in a computer model. The 
usage test yields structural property results based on dynamic measurements that are used to adapt 
the computer model to the measurements taken on the actual superstructure. The combined 
assessment method constitutes the following principle work sequence as shown in the flow chart in 
Figure 2. 

• Create a computer model to determine the modal parameters 
• Conduct vibration measurements (natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping coefficients) 
• Adjust computer model to take account of measurements (natural frequencies) 
• Carry out train crossing calculation with updated computer model 

Fig.14 Combined assessment method for bridges 

The first stage of the assessment 
involves creating a computer model 
based on the existing design documents 
and determining the natural frequencies 
and mode shapes through modal 
analysis. 
The next stage involves measuring the 
actual modal parameters on the structure 
and spot testing superstructure 
acceleration induced when trains cross 
the bridge. The layout of sensors for 
railway bridges shown in Figure 15 is 
based on the author's experience. 
This setup has also be laid down as a 
standard configuration for sensor 
placement. While sensor MP 1 is 
especially suitable for determining the 
maximum values (accelerations and 
deformations), sensors MP 2 and MP 3 
can be used to measure the bending 
frequency and evaluate the difference 
between bending and torsional vibration 
to detect phase shifts in the signals. 



Fig.15 Sensor setup for a single-span bridge 

The natural frequencies measured 
represent the stiffness of the structure 
although over several projects it was 
noticed that existing bridges displayed 
higher natural frequencies, and therefore 
possessed high stiffness, than 
calculations based on standard static load 
values. There are a number of reasons 
for this, including the increase in E-
modulus with age, actual cross-section 
of the structure, effect of boundary 
beams, rails, inaccurate assumptions 
concerning dimensions, backfill used in 
the bedding of frame structures and the 
rigidity of track ballast.  

Since higher stiffness shifts resonances towards higher travelling speeds it is often well worth 
measuring the actual stiffness of structures on each section of routes where an increase in speed is 
planned. While the natural frequencies reflecting the stiffness of the structure are relatively 
straightforward to determine, it is not so easy to obtain reliable figures for damping coefficients. It 
is basically only possible to deduce guide values for structural damping from the transient decay 
readings after a train has passed over the structure. For this reason it is recommended that the 
measured damping coefficients are compared with the values specified in Eurocode 1 since the 
damping has considerable effect on the calculated structural acceleration values. The next stage of 
this assessment method involves transferring the modal parameters actually measured to the 
computer model. Here, the computer model is updated based on the calculated and measured 
natural frequencies and mode shapes to minimise the deviations in natural frequencies and 
eigenvectors. Specific correction parameters are applied so that the changes represent the realistic 
characteristics of the structure based on actual measurements taken. As a result it is possible with 
this modified computer model to provide realistic solutions to the objectives specified in Eurocode 
1 regarding maximum structural acceleration and dynamic magnification factor.  

5.3 Example 2: Gusen Bridge in Austria 

 
Fig. 16 View of the Gusen bridge 

The bridge over the river Gusen 
designed in 1997 near St. 
Georgen/Upper Austria is a steel 
composite structure on the Linz – 
Summerau route between km 14,829.09 
and km 14,859.09. The bridge replaces 
the previous steel frame bridge over the 
river Gusen and a culvert that was filled 
with dam filling material and lean 
concrete. The structure was calculated 
for bridge class (0/SW) according to 
Austrian standard ÖNORM B4003 
issued 4/1994 and has a span of 31.00 
metres. The single track railway crosses 
the structure in a straight line and the 
design speed for rail traffic in this 
section is 100 km/h. The composite 
construction is complemented by a 
welded steel structure that provides 
higher stiffness and an aesthetic and 
elegant appearance. 



5.3.1 Dynamic analysis using computer model 
The software package SOFISTIK was used for the dynamic calculations on the Gusen bridge. This 
program together with the add-on DYNA module provides numerous solutions to problems 
presented in the area of construction dynamics. To begin with, a 3D computer model is generated as 
close as possible to the existing plans, although the model is formed based on standard principles 
for static calculations. For example, boundary beams and superstructure are merely represented as 
an additional load without taking into account the additional stiffness effects they produce.  
The welded upper and lower struts and diagonals are simulated by members in accordance with the 
building plans. The composite plate has a thickness of around 0.35 metres near to the track. The 
height of the ballast is 0.6 metres on average. The centreline of the track is aligned straight across 
the centreline of the bridge structure. The bridge has 2 bearings at each end. The abutment at the 
Summerau end features a fixed bearing and the abutment at the Linz end features a longitudinal 
roller bearing. The E-modulus of the concrete and the steel construction is applied according to the 
existing design plans. The specific mass of the steel reinforced concrete is assumed at 2.5 t/m³ and 
the mass of the ballast including sleepers and rails at 2.0 t/m³.  

Fig. 17 FE simulation of the railway bridge 

The connection between the reinforced 
concrete plate and the steel structure is 
critical in order to simulate the static and 
dynamic characteristics of the composite 
system realistically. For this reason the 
concrete plate is bonded with the steel 
structure using zero-mass connecting 
rods with a high stiffness as shown in 
Figure 17. This computer model was 
used to carry out an initial analysis to 
determine frequencies and mode shapes. 

Table 3 Calculated frequencies of the bridge 
No. Frequency 

[Hz] 
Mode Shapes 

1 3.08 1st vertical bending mode 
2 5.92 Torsional mode 
3 6.52 Torsional mode 
4 9.45 2nd vertical bending mode 
5 12.37 Torsional mode 

 

Having established the first vertical bending 
frequencies using an estimate based on numerous 
measured structures, a natural frequency of around 
3.50 Hz can be deduced. A dynamic train crossing 
calculation would be necessary according to 
Eurocode 1 if the calculated value for the first 
vertical bending frequency is entered in the 
diagram in Figure 13. As a consequence of this 
situation and the known unreliability of 
establishing natural frequencies mode shapes 
based on numerical models, the combined 
assessment method was applied to obtain realistic 
dynamic parameters.  

5.3.2 Vibration measurements and updating the computer model 
Vibration measurements were taken on the Gusen bridge using the layout of sensors shown in 
Figure 3 in order to detect the maximum acceleration values and all inherent natural frequencies. 
Three single dimensional, piezoelectric acceleration sensors of the type PCB were used that are 
extremely sensitive and cover a frequency range between 0.1 Hz and 5 kHz. These sensors are also 
suitable for identifying modal parameters on very stiff railway bridges. The sensors were bolted to 
small steel plates, which were bonded to the lower struts of the structure. The rigid bond enables 
reliable readings to be obtained even at higher acceleration amplitudes.  



Fig. 18 Fastening of the sensors to the structure 

The bridge is equipped with an 
inspection catwalk integrated into the 
steel structure, providing excellent 
accessibility to the sensors.  
The reactions of the construction were 
assessed as a result of different 
excitation sources in order to deduce 
clear results. First, the modal 
parameters were determined based on 
ambient sources. Secondly, 
measurements were also taken while 
trains crossed the bridge to obtain spot 
checks of the acceleration induced in 
the structure. On especially stiff frame 
bridges or culverts with a narrow 
clearance the method of using a 
hammer to create impulses has also 
produced good results for achieving a 
wide bandwidth response. 

The measuring system used was implemented under the premise of a compact and robust design 
and straightforward and rapid application of readings taken in the field. The system used consists of 
a laptop, power supply from a portable generator, a µ-MUSYCS light data logger, amplification 
modules and several acceleration sensors.  
The software selected to collect measured data for determining the modal parameters included imc-
devices version 2.4, achieving a reading interval of 200 μs and a survey duration of 300 seconds. 
For damping the decay sequence needs to be assessed following transient excitation after a train has 
crossed the bridge. The sensors detect the acceleration as a reaction of the structure to external 
excitation. The natural frequency is established from this signal, where in the most straightforward 
case a Fast-Fourier-Transformation (FFT) is applied to convey the signals into the relevant 
frequency range. Figure 19 shows a frequency spectrum based on ambient excitation, where curve 
on top is the sensor in the centre and the curve below is the sensor in the third point of the structure.  
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Fig. 19 Frequency spectrum of 2 sensors after FFT 

The comparison shows that the sensor in 
the centre is at the node of the second 
vertical mode and therefore no natural 
frequency is detectable. An evaluation of 
the measured data enabled the 
identification of natural frequencies at f1 = 
4.2 Hz, f2 = 7.7 Hz, f3 = 11.5 Hz, f4 = 29.7 
Hz and f5 = 33.2 Hz which are compared 
with the original and modified computer 
model in Table 4. By comparing the 
measured natural frequency with the 
diagram in Figure 15 you can see that the 
value is well within the range rated as non-
critical for the first bending frequency.  
A damping coefficient of 1.5% could be 
established from the decay sequence 
following a train crossing the bridge. 
According to Eurocode 1 a damping value 
of 0.5% is to be applied as the lower limit 
value for this structure.  

Since great deviations were detected in the natural frequencies between the vibration measurements 
and the initial computer model, the measurements taken were applied to modify the simulation. 
During previous assessments it was established that bending natural frequencies respond very 



sensitively to the actual vertical stiffness of the overall structure. In addition, both edge beams were 
taken into account as additional mass and integrated into the calculation as static and dynamic 
components. The concrete cross-section of the boundary beams was linked eccentrically to the 
concrete plate as resistant to bending. 
Plus, the E-modulus resulting from the concrete grade specified was increased by a factor of 1.15 
since the values specified in the guidelines comply with the minimum requirements and an increase 
in strength is to be taken into consideration as the age of the concrete increases. On framework 
bridges the backfill acting as a horizontal spring can have a considerable effect on achieving a 
realistic modification to the computer model. The half-space theory is to be applied in establishing 
the spring stiffness of the backfill material. The next correction measure to be integrated into the 
computer model was the effect of the rails. Here, both rails were modelled as additional bending 
beams with a centre of gravity 0.8 metres above the concrete plate. The plate nodes and rail nodes 
were linked eccentrically with a fixed coupling attribute. In the model the rails were laid along 
either side of the structure and fixed in place. Finally, the track ballast was integrated into the model 
by using vertical linking springs between the nodes on the concrete plate and rails. The estimated 
value of the ballast springs is roughly 3.106 kN/m, where these springs take into account the 
continuous effect of the ballast on the ends of the structure (rotating springs).  
Having integrated these improvements the model calculation was carried out again to determine the 
natural frequencies. By comparing the first three natural frequencies measured using the original 
computer model, the modified computer model and the actual values measured, it is clear that 
accounting for the effects described above for railway bridges can have a decisive influence on 
creating a realistic assessment. Now that the computer model has been modified to account for 
realistic conditions it can be used for dynamic train crossing calculations. 

Table 4 Comparison of the first identified mode 
Nr. Natural frequency [Hz] Mode Shape 

Initial model Measurement Modified model 
1 3.08 4.2 4.11 1st vertical 
2 6.52 7.7 7.06 Torsion 
3 9.45 11.5 11.60 2nd vertical 

 

This involves assessing the 
scheduled trains and the HSLM 
load model up to a value 1.2 
times that of the planned 
travelling speed. Figure 20 shows 
an example of an HSLM-A train 
crossing the structure at a speed 
of up to 300 kph.  
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Fig. 20 Resonance curves for the initial and updated model 

If you compare the calculated 
acceleration signals based on the 
initial model with the values 
calculated by the updated 
computer model and the damping 
coefficients measured and 
specified in the Eurocode, it can 
be seen that a combined 
assessment method can be useful 
for providing realistic data. The 
amplitude of the natural 
frequency applied influences the 
resonance speed while the 
damping factor selected is 
closely related to the resulting 
acceleration value.  

 
 
 



6. Conclusion 
This paper presents a combined assessment method that can be applied to evaluate (railway) bridges 
subject to static increase of loads and/or dynamic stress in accordance with Eurocode 1. The 
objective of the method described is to assess the load bearing capacity of bridges based upon a 
step-by-step recalculation in order to use structures as long as possible also under increasing loads. 
On the other hand the adherence to permissible structural acceleration taking into account dynamic 
magnification factors based on a computer model. The evidence provided is to take into 
consideration that a safety factor of 2 has been applied to the acceleration limits specified in the 
standard. From the point of view of operating the railway, higher acceleration amplitudes of up to 
7.0 m/s² are also therefore possible since no negative influences on the ballast and consequently on 
the stability of the track were detected. 
By comparing the calculations and actual measurements it is also clear that it is necessary for a 
realistic simulation to include the entire structural system if true results are to be achieved. In 
summing up, the effects of boundary beams, ballast and rails have a major influence on the 
properties of the structure as far as short to medium span railway bridges are concerned. These 
effects can be of special significance if a structure with standard static values does not comply with 
permissible acceleration values when assessed using dynamic train crossing calculations.  
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Summary 
Recently, new developments in steel railway bridge deck design have been induced by noise 
emission and maintenance cost reduction. The tendency is towards simple and smooth deck designs 
because they need less maintenance to prevent corrosion. In addition, composite and concrete deck 
systems are designed for minimum noise emission and lower (track) maintenance costs. Traditional 
deck designs, consisting of cross and longitudinal steel beams with bridge sleepers on top of them, 
frequently give problems with respect to fatigue. Therefore, the bridge sleepers were replaced by 
new special silent longitudinal deck sections enhancing the lifetime of these bridges. In this paper, 
the developments in steel railway bridge deck design to meet noise emission and maintenance 
requirements for new and existing steel railway bridges are illustrated. These developments bring 
new opportunities for the use of steel as a construction material for railway bridges. 

Keywords: steel, railway bridge, deck, design, noise, maintenance, cost, lifetime, fatigue.  

1. Introduction 
The Dutch railway network is one of the busiest in the world and it is necessary to have a reliable 
railway system. In order to prevent disruptions, the track must be in perfect shape. Preventing rail 
track maintenance is of extreme importance. Preventing corrosion protection maintenance is 
another important aspect. Also, in very densely populated areas like The Netherlands, noise 
emission of existing steel railway bridges, forms a serious problem. Preventing maintenance and 
noise emission strongly influence the competitiveness of steel railway bridges. 
At the end of the 19th century up to about 20 years ago, steel railway bridges were built without any 
attention paid to noise emission. It was more or less accepted that steel railway bridges needed also 
a lot of maintenance. Therefore, we have in The Netherlands, as probably elsewhere in the world, a 
heritage of noisy steel railway bridges with high maintenance costs. These bridges have therefore a 
very bad reputation from environmental point of view. 
Recently, new developments in steel railway bridge deck design have been introduced. These new 
developments have been induced by noise emission and maintenance cost reduction. In the last 15 
years, there has been a tendency from complex railway bridge decks towards simple and smooth 
deck designs. Simple en smooth structures are preferred because they need less maintenance to 
prevent corrosion and therefore they have lower maintenance costs.  In addition, composite and 
concrete deck systems are designed for minimum noise emission and lower maintenance costs. At 
the same time, these newly developed bridge deck designs also yield track maintenance reduction. 
For upgrading the Dutch railway system for more and heavier train traffic, all the existing bridges in 
the main cargo lines where recalculated. These calculations show that the designs of many existing 



 

bridges are critical and therefore actions are necessary. The traditional deck designs, consisting of 
cross and longitudinal steel beams with bridge sleepers on top of them, frequently give problems 
with respect to fatigue. Therefore, the bridge sleepers were replaced by new special silent 
longitudinal deck sections using corkelast (a mixture of plastic with cork) poured in a steel trough 
to fasten the rail. Thus, the lifetime of these bridge structures could be enhanced by about 30 years. 
The developments in steel railway bridge deck design to meet noise emission and maintenance 
requirements for new steel railway bridges are illustrated in this paper. In addition, possibilities for 
existing bridges will be shown. These tendencies in railway bridge deck design, induced by noise 
emission and maintenance cost reduction, bring new opportunities for the use of steel as a 
construction material in railway bridges. 

2. Bridge deck systems 

2.1 Traditional deck system 
In The Netherlands, many railway bridges were built just before and after the Second World War. 

These bridges have in most cases a 
traditional deck design consisting of 
cross and two longitudinal steel beams 
with bridge sleepers on top of them 
(Fig. 1). Traditionally, rail track was 
fastened to the bridge through sleepers. 
Because this solution needs a lot of 
track maintenance, this fastening type 
was abandoned for newly built bridges 
around 1970.  
 
 
 
 

 

2.2 Longitudinal track carrying Π-beam 
In the new system, the two longitudinal steel beams with bridge sleepers on top of them were 
replaced by a longitudinal Π-shaped beam with a direct adjustable fastening system or with an 
embedded rail in a steel trough fastening the rail (Fig. 2). Especially the latter type of fastening 
leads to lower noise emission of the bridge.  
From point of view of maintenance reduction, welded connections are to be preferred over bolted 
and riveted connections, because of their appearance being smoother, which makes them easier to 
protect against corrosion and the corrosion protection performs better. However, until thirty years 
ago, the following construction principles were used. If the size of a structure was such that it could 
be easily handled in the steel fabrication shop and welds could be made in the down hand position, 
welded connections were used. If this is not possible, riveted connections were used. In situ 
connections were made as bolted connections. Both the traditional and the Π-beam deck systems 

were constructed using these principles.   
Thanks to improved welding 
techniques and better understanding of 
the fatigue behaviour of welded 
connections, it was possible to 
reconsider the construction method. 
For the first time in The Netherlands, 
welded connections were applied in the 
main load carrying structure of a  
railway bridge for the bridge over the 

Fig. 1 Traditional deck system 

Fig. 2 Direct adjustable track fastening (left) and 
          corkelast poured in steel trough fastening (right) 



 

Amsterdam-Rhine-Canal near Weesp [1]  (Fig. 3). From the experience gained in designing and 
building this bridge, the following conclusions were drawn for designing new railway bridge decks: 
reduce the number of connections, avoid bolted connections where possible and preferably use 
simple smooth welded connections. The big advantage of smooth welded connections lies in their 
easier and improved corrosion protection when compared to bolted and riveted connections. So, 
maintenance costs will be less when using welded connections. 

2.3 Ballasted track 
The new design and construction techniques, based on application of smooth welds thus reducing 
maintenance costs for corrosion protection, can be used very well for ballasted track, continued on a 
steel railway bridge.  
It is possible to design an orthotropic steel bridge deck for ballasted track with only cross ┴-shaped 

beams. This was done for the double 
track bridge called 
Dintelhavenspoorbrug near Rotterdam 
(Fig. 4).  
Alternatively, even a simple single 
thick plate (t=100 mm) can be used to 
carry the ballasted track. This was 
done for the single-track bridge over 
the Brouwersvaart near Haarlem    
(Fig. 5).  

In this way, it is possible to design a 
solution for ballasted track with 
minimum construction height, double 
track having a construction height of 
1550 mm and 900 mm in case of 
single track (construction height being 
the distance measured from top of rail 
to the lowest point of the structure).   
The main advantage of ballasted track 
is its low noise emission because of its 
high mass right under the rail and of 
its absorption and diffuse reflection of 
noise. Besides that, ballasted track also 
has the advantage of reduced track 
maintenance costs since track 

maintenance can be done in the same way as elsewhere at locations next to the bridge. 

2.4 Composite deck 
A composite deck system is even better suited for the new design and construction techniques. Steel 
cross beams (standard rolled H-section) cast in concrete are forming the bridge deck. This deck 

Fig. 3 Longitudinal Π-beam design for the bridge near Weesp (NL) 
 

Fig. 5 Cross section Bouwersvaart, Haarlem (NL) 

Fig. 4 Longitudinal section Dintelhavenspoorbrug, near 
          Rotterdam (NL) 



 

structure forms a flat plate with smooth surfaces. On top, every standard track fasting system is 
possible. Such a structure was designed for the bridge over the Twentekanaal near Zutphen, where 
an embedded rail was integrated in the concrete deck (Fig. 6).  

 

2.5 Concrete deck 
At this moment a concrete deck is the simplest deck system in The Netherlands. A concrete deck 

can be placed between or on top of the 
main girders.  
In de first solution, the concrete only 
works in de transverse direction; in the 
longitudinal direction, the concrete is 
cracked.  
In the second solution, when the 
concrete is placed on top of the main 
girders, the concrete deck is working 
together with the main girders in a 
composite bridge. 
A concrete deck system is very useful 
in complex crossings, such as fly-
overs, where the construction time to 
cross the track below is limited. In The 
Netherlands, it is very common that 
this time span is limited to a weekend 
of approximately 50 hours.  
The steel main girders can be easily 
placed in this sort of time span. After 
the main girders are in place, the 
concrete deck can be made while the 
underlying track is in exploitation. The 
last five years several new railway 
bridges were built with concrete deck 
systems. Figure 7 shows the fly-over 
Hemboog near Amsterdam and Figure 
8 shows the fly-over Lombardijen for 
the High Speed Line near Rotterdam. 
 
 

Fig. 6 Bridge over Twentekanaal, near Zutphen (NL) 
 

Fig. 7 Fly-over Hemboog, near Amsterdam (NL) 
 

Fig. 8 HSL fly-over Lombardijen, near Rotterdam (NL) 



 

 

3. Maintenance 
The traditional deck system (Fig. 9) needs a lot of maintenance to keep the track in good shape. 
This is due to the many parts involved in this deck system.  
From nineteen ninety on, there has been a tendency from riveted steel railway bridges towards 
bolted and welded railway bridges. As earlier mentioned welding techniques improved and welded 
connections in steel structures can reliably be calculated for fatigue. Welded connections can be 
applied, even for those cases where the welds are made in situ. Welded connections are preferred 

because they have a smooth surface, 
which needs less corrosion prevention 
maintenance. Welded connections 
therefore imply lower maintenance 
costs.  
From about nineteen ninety-five on, 
newly designed deck systems became 
even simpler avoiding longitudinal 
construction elements. This implies 
less connections to be made and 
therefore lower maintenance costs. At 
the beginning of this century, 
combinations with other construction 
materials with less maintenance, such 
as concrete, have been implemented in 
new designs of railway deck systems. 
In general, low maintenance costs are 
striven for in recent steel railway 
bridge deck designs in The 
Netherlands. 

Apart from corrosion prevention maintenance reduction, the deck systems developed also show 
improved properties regarding track maintenance. The development from the traditional system 
with bridge sleepers on top of longitudinal girders carried by cross girders to the Π-shaped beam 
with direct adjustable fastening or corkelast poured in steel trough fastening to ballasted track, 
composite deck and concrete deck, also meant less track maintenance.  

4. Noise emission 
From the end of the 19th century up to about 15 years ago, steel railway bridges were built without 
any attention paid to noise emission. Therefore, we have a heritage of noisy steel railway bridges 
with a very bad reputation from environmental point of view. In very densely populated areas like 
in The Netherlands, noise emission of steel railway bridges is a serious problem, which strongly 
influences the competitiveness of steel bridges. Concrete bridges, having naturally a greater mass 
and damping, are favourable to steel bridges from noise emission point of view, except when steel 
bridges are especially designed for minimum noise emission [2, 3].  
About a decade ago, noise emission reduction became one of the design aims and the so-called 
Silent Bridge Group carried out much research on noise emission reduction for steel railway bridges 
[4]. Nowadays, noise emission is one of the design criteria for steel railway bridges in The 
Netherlands with equal importance as ultimate, serviceability and fatigue limit state criteria. The 
newly developed deck systems show that noise emission levels of steel railway bridges can be 
lower than those of concrete bridges and even as low as those for normal track.   
 
 
 

Fig. 9 Traditional connection longitudinal and cross beam 
 



 

5. Lifetime extension 

5.1 Upgrading the railway system 
To upgrade the Dutch railway system for more and heavier train traffic, all the existing bridges in 
the main cargo tracks were recalculated for so-called UIC D4 train traffic with axle loads of P = 225 
kN (Fig. 10) travelling  at 100 km/h (the so-called D4 / V100 program). Also, see [5]. 
These recalculations showed that many existing bridges are critical and therefore actions are 

necessary. These railway bridges were 
built with a traditional deck system 
and designed without considering 
fatigue as a limit state. Fatigue 
problems occur directly beneath de rail 
in the connection between the 
longitudinal girder and the cross girder. 
This caused a lot of maintenance to be 
carried out on these connections. The 
other important bridge parts, as the 
cross beams themselves and the main 
girders, did not show any fatigue 
problems because here the stress levels 
are lower.  

5.2 Strengthening measures 
Replacing the bridge sleepers by especially designed silent bridge® decks, a design with an 

acoustically optimal plate thickness 
configuration and rails embedded in a 
trough using corkelast, developed by 
de Silent Bridge Group, the stresses in 
the longitudinal girders can be reduced 
and therefore the lifetime increased. 
To connect the silent bridge® decks to 
the longitudinal girders it is necessary 
remove the complete connection of the 
bridge sleepers from the girder (Fig. 
11). By using the existing holes of the 
sleeper connections in de longitudinal 
girders, the silent bridge® decks can 
be connected to the longitudinal girder 
using high strength friction grip bolts.  
The upper flange plates of the new 
decks are continuous over the cross 
girders and therefore strengthen the 
longitudinal girders at their 
connections with the cross girders (Fig. 
12). Strengthening the longitudinal 
girders gives lower stress levels at the 
connection and also the dynamic 
factor for the embedded rail of the 
silent bridge® decks is lower. Thus, 
the previously occurring fatigue 
problems at the connection between 
longitudinal girder and cross girder 
can be avoided as is shown in the next 
section. 

Fig. 10 Load configuration 
 

Fig. 11 Removed bridge sleepers 
 

Fig. 12 New silent bridge® decks 



 

5.3 Extending the lifetime 
In The Netherlands, the following typical design of longitudinal girders occurs frequently: 2 x 
HE500B profiles as girder and a span of L = 5.5 meter. For this typical design, the following 
calculations of the extended lifetime can be made. 

5.3.1 Reduced dynamic factor 
The embedded rail system has a much better track position quality requiring less maintenance and 
therefore has a lower dynamic factor Ф than a deck system with bridge sleepers. With the typical 
design described above, the reduction of the dynamic factor can calculated according to Annex C of 
Eurocode 1 [6]: 

Before strengthening: '''11 ϕϕϕ ++=+=Φ  (1) 

After strengthening:   ''' 5.011 ϕϕϕ ++=+=Φ  (2) 
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In these equations: 
v is maximum permitted train speed (m/s), here 2.22=v m/s; 

on  is the first natural bending frequency of the longitudinal girder loaded by permanent actions 
(Hz), here 5.14/80 == Lno  Hz; 

ΦL  ”Determinant“ length (length associated with the dynamic factor Ф) defined 
in Table 6.2 of Eurocode 1 [6] (m), here 5.165.533 =×=×=Φ LL  meter; 

α  is a coefficient for speed, here 1=α (-). 
 
Using the values given above in the equations (1) to (8) yields: 

15.1=Φ  before strengthening and 10.1=Φ  after strengthening. 
This means a reduction on the dynamic factor and associated stresses for real trains of 
1.15/1.10=1.05 



 

5.3.2 Increased section properties 
At the connection between the cross and longitudinal girder, the upper flange of the deck section 
(plate 1100 mm wide and 20 mm thick) is continuous over de cross girder thus strengthening the 
longitudinal girder. With the typical design described above, the strengthening effect of the silent 
bridge® deck on the longitudinal girder can be calculated as follows. 
The effective section modulus before strengthening is 3

. 108574 ⋅=beforeeffW mm3; the effective 
section modulus after strengthening can be calculated as 3

. 1016170 ⋅=aftereffW  mm3. 
This means a reduction factor on the stresses of 16170/8574=1.89 

5.3.3 Lifetime extension 
The two reduction factors give a total reduction on the stresses of 1.05×1.89=1.98. Given this total 
reduction factor and the slope of m=3 of the S-N curves, the lifetime extension can be calculated as 
follows: 

398.1×= oldnew nn  (9) 

where: 

newn  is the new lifetime after strengthening (years); 

oldn  is the old lifetime before strengthening (years). 
In case of an old lifetime of 4=oldn  years before strengthening, the new lifetime after 
strengthening can be calculated using eqn. (9) as 31=newn  years. This is a considerable positive 
effect on the fatigue lifetime by strengthening the longitudinal girders using silent bridge® decks. 

6. Concluding remarks 
Developments in the design of steel railway bridge decks have been shown. These developments 
were induced by the need for reduction of noise emission and maintenance reduction with respect to 
both corrosion prevention and track. Traditional and newly developed bridge deck systems have 
been illustrated pointing out the advantages of the newly developed bridge deck systems with 
respect to maintenance and noise emission reduction. It has been shown that replacing the sleepers 
on a traditional bridge deck consisting of longitudinal and cross beams by silent bridge® decks 
yields a fatigue lifetime extension of about 30 years. The developments described bring new 
opportunities for the use of steel as a construction material for railway bridges. 
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Summary 
The existing Caland Bridge in Rotterdam harbour will be improved for noise emission and this 
increases the dead load of the bridge. The bridge also will receive heavier train traffic since it will 
form part of the Betuweroute in the near future. Therefore, this truss bridge for combined rail and 
road traffic was recalculated. It was necessary to take connection stiffness into account. These 
calculations showed that the design of the bridge is critical. It was decided to limit the remaining 
design lifetime of the bridge to 15 years thus allowing adaptation of safety factors. Also, accurate 
calculations of the bridge buckling modes were made. Despite these efforts, it turned out to be still 
necessary to strengthen the bridge. The bridge strengthening was limited to the critical diagonals 
and connections. After strengthening the bridge, it is fit for service until the year 2020 when it is 
going to be replaced. 

Keywords: steel, dead load, train load, railway bridge, truss, buckling, connection, strengthening. 

1. Introduction 
In The Netherlands a lot of building activity is going on in the field of railway bridges [1,2] and 
stations [2,4]. Two main railway projects are reaching completion: the high-speed passenger line 
towards Belgium and the cargo railway line from Rotterdam harbour to Germany, called 
Betuweroute.  
The existing Caland Bridge in Rotterdam harbour forms part of the Betuweroute and is a combined 
road and double track railway truss bridge consisting of two approach bridges and a lift bridge. One 
approach bridge has continuous main truss girders on three supports spanning 79.10 m and 107.35 
m. The other has simply supported truss main girders spanning 84.75 m. Between the approach 
bridges there is a movable vertical lift bridge spanning 67.80 m (Figs. 1 and 2). 
For upgrading the Rotterdam harbour railway track as a part of the Betuweroute, it was necessary to 
take noise emission reduction measures for the Caland Bridge. These measures meant an increase of 
the dead load on the bridge. Besides this increase in dead load, also the train traffic on the bridge 
became more intense and the design load was increased.  
It was therefore decided to recalculate the bridge. In the past these truss bridges were calculated as 
hinged trusses ignoring the secondary moments in static design. However, the design of the 
connections is such that they cannot be regarded as hinges and forces and bending moments should 
be calculated using frame theory. These new calculations showed that the design of the bridge is 
critical. 
It was decided to try to keep the bridge in service until the year 2020 by: 

- recalculation of the bridge with adapted safety factors aiming at a reliability index equal to 
6.3=β for the limited design lifetime of 15 years; 
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- taking train traffic measures to avoid two heavy trains on the bridge at the same time; 
- using FEM calculations to accurately calculate buckling lengths of compression elements 

(diagonals and upper chords). 
With these measures, the bridge structure was recalculated and just minimum strengthening of the 
structure (connections in the lower chord and six diagonals) turned out to be necessary to keep the 
bridge in service until the year 2020. 

Fig. 1 Caland Bridge, Rotterdam – side view 

 
Fig. 2 Caland Bridge for rail and road, overview 

2. Heavier loads 

2.1 Noise emission reduction measures 
The Caland Bridge will receive more and heavier train traffic forming part of the Betuweroute. 
However, it was required that the bridge would produce less noise than in the old situation. For a 
new railway bridge, it is possible to design for minimum noise emission [5]. For existing bridges 
this is impossible, but several noise emission reduction measures are available. For the existing 
Caland Bridge, two measures were taken: adding mass and providing sandwich plates.  
It was shown in earlier projects that it helps to increase the mass directly under the rail. This was 
done here by adding 100 kg steel mass blocks every 0,6 m under the deck plate between the two 
webs of the stringer carrying the rail (Fig. 3). In this figure the 50 kg steel mass blocks attached to 
each side of the cross girder are shown too.  
A second measure to reduce noise emission is by attaching steel plates to the web of the stringer and 
to the deck plate (Figs. 3 and 4). This additional steel plate is connected by adhesive bonding thus 
forming a sandwich together with the load bearing steel plates of the deck and the webs of the 
stringer. The ratio of load bearing plate thickness to glue layer to additional plate thickness is 4:1:1. 
The additional plates are locked by bolts to enhance safety against loss of bonding strength.  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Mass blocks under rail        Fig. 4 Sandwich plates added to deck plate and stringer 
 
The dead load increase due to noise emission measures is 4 kN/m per track which is about 4 % of 
the train traffic load. 

2.2 Train traffic 
The load configuration for heavy cargo trains is given in figure 5. The bridge was originally 
designed for load configurations indicated by the codes. These cover heavy cargo trains (90 kN/m 
per track) with axle loads P =225 kN (see Fig. 5). However, forming part of the Betuweroute, the 
bridge had to carry axle loads of P = 250 kN, corresponding to 100 kN/m per track. This meant an 
increase of 10% in train traffic loading. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 Load configuration 
2.3 Load increase 
Because of the dead load increase due to noise emission measures (4% of train traffic load) and due 
to increased train traffic load (10%), the bridge had to be recalculated. 

3. Recalculation of the bridge 

3.1 Safety level 
To show that the bridge was strong enough to cope with this load increase it had to be recalculated.  
In the past the bridge was calculated as hinged truss bridge ignoring the secondary moments in the 
connections in static design. However, the design of the connections is such (Fig. 6) that they 
cannot be regarded as hinges and forces and bending moments should be calculated using frame 
theory. These new calculations, using a train traffic load factor of 1.50, a dynamic factor of 1.30 and 
a model factor of 1.00, showed that the design of the bridge was critical. The combination of factors 
mentioned leads to a total factor of 1.95. It was decided to try to keep the bridge in service until the  

 



 

 
Fig. 6 Three-dimensional calculation model (left to right: truss, upper and lower chord connection)  
year 2020 when it was planned to be replaced anyway. The limited design life of only 15 years 
allowed using reduced safety factors still achieving a reliability index equal to 6.3=β . Also, further 
studies [6] were carried out on the load, dynamic and model factors to be used resulting in the 
following set: 1.05, 1.14 and 1.20 respectively. The combination of these factors leads to a total 
factor of 1.44, considerably less than the previously used total factor of 1.95. In combination with 
adapting the load, dynamic and model factors, also traffic measures were taken avoiding two heavy 
trains on the bridge at the same time by a signalling system on both sides of the bridge.  

3.2 Buckling lengths 
Moreover, it was decided to accurately calculate buckling lengths of compression elements (truss 
diagonals and upper chords) by using the finite element method (FEM) for a 3-dimensional model 
where the nodes and lower chord are built up out of plate elements and the diagonals and upper 
chord consist of beam elements (Fig. 6). 
Since the bridge does not have an upper wind bracing, the stability of the upper chord has to be 
provided through frame action by the diagonals and cross girders in the bridge deck. The Euler 
buckling mode calculated by FEM, corresponding to out of plane buckling, is shown in Fig. 7. On 
the basis of this Euler buckling mode and the corresponding lowest eigenvalue of  for the 
load case of factored dead load with traffic load, the buckling lengths for the upper chord and the 
diagonals can be calculated leading to 

6.12=n

1.15=bucl  m for the upper chord and  m for the 
diagonal.  

2.20=bucl

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7 Buckling mode out-of-plane 
In [7] the elastic Euler buckling load is given for a bar with hinged ends on an elastic foundation 
under distributed axial loads (section 2.13 of [7]). For the Caland Bridge, the upper chord can be 
considered to be such a bar with the diagonals forming the elastic foundation. The modulus of the 
foundation for the Caland Bridge can be calculated as 419.0=β  N/mm2. Using table 2-9 of [7] 
then yields buc and with the upper chord total length being ll 29.0= 8.67=l m the buckling length 
of the upper chord becomes bucl m.  It can be seen that this is a more conservative buckling 
length than the one found in the finite element calculation 

7.19=
1.15=bucl m. The buckling lengths 

calculated by FEM were used for checking the individual members. 

 



3.3 Checking the members 
For all relevant load cases, the bending moments and the normal and shear forces were calculated 
by linear elastic analysis using the FEM model as shown in Fig. 6. Subsequently, member checks 
were carried out using the Dutch codes, which contain similar member checks as the Eurocodes. All 
members were checked for strength and stability by the appropriate interaction formulae. It could be 
shown that the unity checks for all upper and lower chords were satisfied. However, checking the 
diagonals did not result in satisfactory unity checks in all cases. For six diagonals, it could not be 
shown that they were sufficiently safe even when using the FEM buckling lengths and the reduced 
safety factors given above. Here, a typical example of such a unity check for a diagonal is given: 
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where: 
UC  unity check 

EdN  design value of the axial force, here e.g. =EdN 9940 kN; 

RdcN ,  design resistance of the cross-section for uniform compression, here e.g. 
 =15702 kN; yeffRdc fAN =,

yn  buckling factor with respect to out-of-plane buckling, here e.g. 7.3; =yn

ye  imperfection, here e.g. 45.2 mm;  =ye

RdycM ,,  design resistance for bending out-of-plane, here e.g. 7905,,, == yyeffRdyc fWM kNm; 

EdyequM ,,  equivalent design bending moment for out-of-plane bending, here e.g. 
= 492 kNm; EdyequM ,,

LTχ  reduction factor for lateral-torsional buckling, here e.g. LTχ = 0.79; 

zn  buckling factor with respect to in-plane buckling, here e.g. =zn 13.2 

ze  imperfection, here e.g. 5.7 mm; =ze

EdzequM ,,  equivalent design bending moment for in-plane bending, here e.g. = 329 kNm; EdzequM ,,

RdzcM ,,  design resistance for bending in-plane, here e.g. 1251,,, == yzeffRdzc fWM  kNm; 

effA  effective area with respect to local buckling, here e.g. = 44231 mmeffA 2; 

effW  effective section modulus with respect to local buckling, here e.g. 22268389 mm=yeffW ,
3 

and  3523295 mm=zeffW ,
3; 

yf  yield stress, here =355 N/mmyf 2. 
Using the values given above in equations (1) and (2) yields: 

108.11 >=UC  and 106.12 >=UC  
This means that these checks are not satisfied.  
The problem with the diagonals is that the cross-section has to be reduced for local plate buckling 
of web and flanges, which is expressed by eff and effW . It can be shown that for the situation where 
plate buckling is prevented and the gross cross-section can be used, the member check given above 
is fulfilled. It was therefore decided to strengthen the six diagonals by preventing local buckling. 

A

3.4 Checking the connections 
The connections were first checked by hand calculation indicating that high stress levels may be    

 



 
Fig. 8 Peak stresses in the connection (mean Von Mises stresses per element) 
 
expected in the connections. Therefore, it was decided to model the connections in more detail in 
the finite element model as indicated in Fig. 6. Modelling the connections by plate elements allows 
studying the stress distribution in the connection. The stress levels in the connections of the upper 
chord were all sufficiently low. However, the stress levels in the connections of the lower chord 
were locally critically high. In figure 8, the mean Von Mises stresses per element are show. Though 
the element mesh is rather coarse and the element shapes are not optimal, Fig. 8 indicates stress 
levels well above the yield stress y  N/mm355=f 2 of steel grade S355 of the plate material used. 
These stresses are unacceptably high and can not be ignored. Therefore, it was decided to 
strengthen the connection by a reinforcing plate. 

4. Strengthening measures 

4.1 Strengthening the diagonals 
The diagonals were strengthened in such a way that local buckling was prevented. Near the ends of 
the diagonal, where the compressive stresses are high enough to cause local buckling, the flange  

 

 
Fig. 9 Strengthening of diagonals by preventing local buckling 

 



tips are supported by CHS 38 x 2.9 (Fig. 9). These supporting elements have header plates at their 
ends and are bolted to the flange tip and the web of the diagonal using high strength friction grip 
bolts M27 10.9 where these bolts replace rivets and M24 10.9 otherwise. This detail was developed 
in this way to get a good fatigue classification thus avoiding fatigue problems. At both ends of the 
diagonal, over a length of about 2 m, 7 supporting elements have been provided. 

4.2 Strengthening the connections 
Because of high stress levels it was decided to strengthen the connection in the lower chord by 
adding a reinforcing plate (thick 14 mm, 20 mm or 25 mm depending on the connection). To 
connect the reinforcing plate (Fig. 10), it was necessary to loosen the rivets in the connection below 
the splice plates of the flanges of the diagonals. Then, the reinforcing plate could be welded to these 
splice plates and to the flange plate attached to the top of the lower chord. At these locations, butt 
welds are used; elsewhere a fillet weld suffices. The rivets were then replaced by high strength 
friction grip bolts M27 10.9. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10 Strengthening the lower chord connection by a reinforcing plate 

5. Conclusions 
The existing Caland Bridge, a combined road and double track railway truss bridge, now forms part 
of the Betuweroute, the cargo railway line from Rotterdam harbour to Germany, and therefore needs 
to be upgraded. Because the noise emission level had to be reduced, noise emission reduction 
measures were taken by adding mass closely to the rail and by adhesively bonded additional plates 
forming a sandwich structure with the load bearing plates. This however, meant additional dead 
load being added to the structure. Being part of the Betuweroute also means an increase of the train 
traffic loading due to heavy cargo trains. Because of dead load increase and train traffic load 
increase, the Caland Bridge was recalculated. It could be shown that the chords of the trusses and 
the connections in the upper chords were sufficiently safe. Despite the fact that the partial safety 
factors could be lowered thanks to a limited required remaining design lifetime of just 15 years, 
despite a signalling system on both sides of the bridge avoiding two heavy trains on the bridge at 
the same time and despite accurate calculation of elastic buckling lengths of the members, it could 
not be shown that all diagonals in the trusses and the connections in the lower chords were 
sufficiently safe. Therefore, these were strengthened. Six diagonals were strengthened by adding 
intermediate supporting elements between flange tips and web in highly stressed areas thus 
avoiding local buckling. The connections in the lower chords were strengthened by adding 
reinforcing plates at highly stressed locations. By these measures, the existing Caland Bridge (Fig. 
11) is fit for service until the year 2020 when the bridge is to be replaced. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11 Caland Bridge fit for service until the year 2020 
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Abstract. Many large highway bridges on the route through the Alps of Austria are designed as open-section 
composite plate girder bridges with two main girders and a thin pre-stressed concrete slab that protrudes to both sides. 
A number of these show numerous fatigue cracks of the welds connecting the vertical web-stiffeners with the upper 
flanges. A research project was carried out by the Austrian Highway Authority ASFINAG to clarify the background of 
the failures and to investigate proper solutions for retrofitting existing structures and for the improvement of future 
designs. Numerical simulations using non-linear FEM techniques, measurements of strains and deflections on site and 
experimental fatigue testing on large-scale specimens were performed. These investigations made clear that the 
lifetime of the studied weld connection is influenced by numerous structural effects, such as the bending stiffness of 
the concrete slab, the stiffness of the shear connectors, the thickness of the upper flange and the position and and 
stiffness of the transversal bracing system of the bridge. Different types of weld connection and weld improvement 
methods have been tested and evaluated. This paper gives a summary of the most significant findings of this project. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Many large highway bridges on the route through the Alps of Austria were built in the period 1965-1975 using the 
structural system of composite plate girder bridges, with two main girders and a reinforced concrete slab that protrudes 
to both sides. At that time, the design of highway bridges according to the relevant code regulations did not include 
fatigue considerations. 

In the meantime, the concrete slabs of many of these bridges were replaced. In the course of this refurbishment 
measure, their width was enlarged to accommodate the vast increase of traffic over the Alpine routes. During recent 
site inspections, it was discovered that a number of these bridges show numerous fatigue cracks of the filled welds 
connecting the vertical web-stiffeners to the top flanges (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 - Position of vertical web-stiffeners and weld-connection to the upper flange 

Early on, the changes undertaken on the structure in the course of the refurbishment and slab replacement were 
identified as the underlying “triggering factor” for these fatigue cracks.  

For one thing, the widening of the carriageway has led to enlarged cantilever lengths of the concrete slab, with 
cantilever lengths of up to 3.5 to 4.5 m now present in most bridges. Importantly, this broadening was almost always 
accompanied by a reduction of the slab thickness in order to maintain the total dead load. The thin pre-stressed 
concrete slab resulting from the refurbishment thus had –in combination with the enlarged cantilever slabs- a much 
lower transversal bending stiffness than the original slabs.  

Additionally, the outmost traffic lane is frequently used as a heavy truck lane, which significantly increases the 
hogging bending moment in the concrete plate over the external main girder, which is then partly transferred to the 
cracked stiffener connection.  

Finally, a third aspect that increased the fatigue proneness of this connection over time is the high increase of the 
traffic, both in number and weight of the trucks, when compared to the amount of traffic recorded at the time of the 
bridges’ erection. 
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Figure 2 - Highway bridge–Example 1: configuration of cross-section (dimensions: length [m], thickness [cm]). 

For one of the most fatigue-affected bridges, the cross-section of the original design and that after replacing the slab 
are shown in Figure 2 (Example 1). The bridge is a continuous girder structure with a total length of 560 m and 
varying span lengths of 70 and 84 m. The cracks -found in about 70 % of the stiffener-to-top flange connections- are 
illustrated in Figure 3, showing cracks propagating either through the fillet welds or through the stiffener plates at the 
weld toe. 

A second bridge (example 2) with similar structural conditions was taken for comparison. It is 845 m long with 11 
spans and a similar cross-section (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 3 - Typical cracks in weld connection of vertical stiffeners to the upper flange 

If one considers the large lengths of the bridge and the short spacing of the vertical stiffeners of 2-3 m, it becomes 
clear that the number of points with the typical weld connection of the stiffener to the upper flange is very high; this 
explains the significance of adequate constructional detailing for this detail. 

In order to clarify the exact background and development of the observed fatigue cracks and to investigate proper 
solutions for refurbishment, a research project was carried out under the auspices of the Austrian Highway Authority 
ASFINAG. Numerical simulations using non-linear FEM techniques, measurements of strains and deflections on site 
and experimental fatigue testing on large-scale specimens have been performed.  

 

 
 
 

Figure 4 - Highway bridge- Example 2. Configuration of cross-section (dimensions: length [m], thickness [cm]). 

[1988-…] 

[1968-1988] 

[2005-…] 
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These investigations made clear that the lifetime of the weld connection is influenced by numerous structural 
effects, such as the bending stiffness of the concrete slab, the distance and stiffness of the shear connectors (studs), the 
thickness of the upper flange and - above all - the position and stiffness of the transversal bracing system of the 
crossbridge. Different types of weld connection and weld improvement methods have been tested and evaluated in 
order to facilitate the selection of adequate retrofit methods and the development of design recommendations for this 
type of connection. 

This paper gives a summary of the most significant findings of this research project and presents the chosen retrofit 
solutions. 

2 VERTICAL STIFFENER STRESSES DUE TO TRAFFIC LOADS 

The first step of the investigation consisted of the determination of the stresses acting on the connection between 
vertical stiffener and top flange. For this purpose, FEM calculations were performed and compared to the results of 
field strain measurements performed on the actual structure.  

In order to gain insight into the stress distribution and local deformations in the real structure, field measurements 
were carried out using LVDTs placed in characteristic, critical positions. These field measurements were conducted on 
the structure loaded by a 50 t truck (see Figure 5). The vertical strains in the stiffener at a distance of 25-30mm from 
the top flange’s lower edge were recorded using LVDTs, as well as the gap opening between concrete slab and top 
flange. 

 

Figure 5 - Measurements on site: 50 ton truck load and measuring instruments. 

2.1 Numerical studies - findings for bridge example 1 
The following figures and paragraphs discuss the bridge shown in Figure 3 (example 1). For this case, the fatigue-

relevant loads are considered to act on the cantilever arm of the concrete slab, since this is where the heavy truck lane 
is located. Consequently, the focus of the examination is placed on the effects of the transversal hogging moment at 
the external main girder. For this load case, the stiffener-to-top flange connection is loaded in tension due to its 
internal location. 

FEM calculations were conducted for a reference load vehicle of 50 t weight, placed on the protruding arm of the 
concrete slab. Figure 6 shows the results of the global analysis of a bridge span and the cross-section featuring the 
largest deflection. The maximum deflection value was calculated to be of 7.5 mm at the tip of the cantilevered slab.  

 

 
Figure 6 - Global vertical deflection under a 50 ton truck load at outer rim, overview and mid-cross section. 

In a local FEM model, a segment of 1.6 m of length was modelled, accounting for realistic boundary and support 
conditions at the connections, especially with regard to the connection between the concrete slab and the steel top 
flange. The local load was calibrated to match the deflection calculated in the global model. Figure 7 shows the local 
model, which also includes the lateral support of the vertical stiffener as provided by the upper horizontal bracing, as 
well as the corresponding (vertical) deformation U3 of the cross-section.  
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Figure 7 - Local model of cross-section and deformed section plot for stiffener with horizontal restraint due to upper 
bracing. 

The strong rotation impediment given by the lateral bracing is clearly visible. The vertical stiffener even 
experiences a slight counter-curvature due to this additional support. The rotation of the concrete slab over the external 
main girder due to the truck load was calculated to be equal to 0.10°.  

The FEM calculations were performed using the software ABAQUS. Contact pairs were used to model the 
connection between concrete slab and steel top flange. An important aspect is presented by the modelling of the shear 
connectors in the FEM calculations. In the present example 1 (figure 8), rectangular block shear connectors with two 
additional headed shear studs Ø 19/100 mm were used. The longitudinal distance of the shear connectors –spaced at 
800mm – from the vertical stiffener was of 250mm and 550mm respectively. The connection of the concrete slab with 
the shear studs was modelled taking only the stud head’s surface into account as a contact surface, omitting friction 
along the stud’s shaft. However, friction between concrete slab and steel top flange was considered with a friction 
coefficient of μ = 0.5. The top flange had dimensions of b/t=600/26mm. Figure 8 shows the bending of the top flange 
plate between the shear connectors and the opening gap between concrete slab and steel top flange above the stiffener. 
Thereby, the vertical stiffener is loaded in tension, as it lies on the side of the web plate opposite the cantilevered 
concrete plate. Due to the deformability of the top flange plate and the elongation of the stud connectors, a 
considerable portion of the enforced strains is dissipated and the stiffener stresses are reduced. 

 

 
Figure 8 - Local deformations of stiffener connection for cross-section with horizontal restraint due to the upper 
bracing. 

The computational results in terms of stresses along the location of the stiffener’s top edge are plotted in the left 
diagram of figure 9; the diagram to the right shows the stresses along the weldment to the top flange in a distance of 7 
mm from the top flange’s lower edge. Both diagrams illustrate a strong stress concentration at the outermost edge of 
the stiffener that is very narrowly localized in its nature. The dashed line in the diagram illustrates the stresses as 
computed from a linearized beam-theory model. The stress concentration levels off within the first 30mm of vertical 
distance from the stiffener-to-top flange connection. The field strains measured by gauges can therefore be considered 
as nominal stresses without stress concentration effects.  

In fatigue calculations, these linearized nominal stresses can be used if the assumption can be made that stress-
raising geometric effects are already included in the appropriate fatigue class (Hibbacher 1996). 

The comparison of FEM calculations and field measurements yielded nominal stress maxima of 73 N/mm² (FEM) 
and 60 N/mm² (measurement). Considering the difficulties presented by the complex stiffness distribution in the given 
connection (shear studs, flange bending, weldments), this difference between calculation and measurement appears to 
be acceptable. The comparison of the gap between concrete and steel flange, on the other hand, yielded far bigger 
differences between calculation and measurement, with the calculated values being much larger. It could only be 
presumed but not definitively be ascertained that this can be attributed to adhesive/cohesive forces between the 
concrete slab and steel flange that were not included in these calculations. 

Figure 10 shows the results of FEM calculations for bridge example 1 and a model for an intermediate stiffener that 
does not include a lateral support provided by the upper transversal bracing element of the bridge cross-section. In 
this case, the stiffener can deform much more freely under the action of the enforced rotation/bending moment at the 
stiffener’s top, experiencing much smaller stresses.  
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Figure 9 - Vertical (axial) stress component of stiffener plate at the top: path along vertical edge a) and path along 
horizontal weld b) (length dimension in mm) 

The maximum stresses in this case fall to 65% of the value for the braced stiffener, and this in spite of the fact that 
in this case – which simulates an existing configuration in the bridge- a shear connector is placed directly over the 
stiffener; this connecter position by itself actually increases the connection’s rigidity and stresses in the stiffener. A 
position of the shear connectors comparable to the one in Figure 8 would decrease the maximum stresses in the 
stiffener by another 30%.  

The conclusion can thus be drawn that the lateral support conditions of the stiffener cause differences in the stresses 
in the stiffener-to-top flange connection of about 60% (100% with top bracing, 40% without top bracing) and of about 
40% depending on the position of the nearest shear connector relative to the stiffener (100% with the connector 
aligned with the stiffener, 60% if the connector is out of alignment). 

 

 
Figure 10 - Local deformation of the cross-section for the stiffener without horizontal bracing and axial stresses along 
the vertical, top edge (length dimension in mm) 

2.2 Bridge example 2 – inclusion of additional parameters 
Additional parameters influencing the stress distribution in the stiffener-to-top flange connection became evident 

when analyzing the configurations present in the bridge example 2, illustrated in Figure 4. Even though the cantilever 
length of the concrete slab is much larger in this case, the concrete slab rotation above the main girder due to a 50 t 
truck loading is calculated to only 0.037°, instead of 0.10° in the case of example 1. The reason for this increased 
rigidity lies in the far thicker concrete slab present in this case. In this example, stud shear connectors Ø 22/250 mm 
were used. The influence of the number of stud rows (two or three) on the stresses in the stiffener connection was 
analyzed. In all cases, the stiffeners were laterally restrained by a top bracing. The assumptions concerning the stud 
connector – concrete interaction behavior are paramount for the numerical results in this case. The sensitivity of the 
numerical results to these parameter assumptions represented a problem. A thorough calibration of these parameters to 
specific test results would be necessary in order to obtain consistent numerical results. Therefore, a general rule for the 
execution of numerical simulations of this kind cannot yet be formulated at this point.  

a) b)
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Figure 11 - Local deformation of stiffener connection with two rows of shear studs (transverse spacing 230 mm) 

Figure 11 shows the results in terms of deformations of the numerical FEM calculations for the case of 2 rows of 
shear studs in the transversal direction; a gap of 0.20 mm between concrete and steel top flange was calculated in this 
case. By contrast, Figure 12 shows the results for the configuration with three rows of shear studs; this is attributed to 
the larger restraint represented by the doubled distance of the outermost studs. The gap is reduced to a value of 0.04 
mm in this case, the stresses in the connection increase from 100% (two rows) to 150% (three rows). 

 

 
Figure 12 - Local deformation of stiffener connection with three rows of shear studs (transverse spacing 2x230 mm) 

2.3 Summary: stress raising factors 
A variety of difficulties arise when trying to estimate the traffic-induced stresses in stiffener-to-top flange 

connections of composite bridges. The sheer number and impact of parameters influencing the behaviour of this 
structural detail is a source of difficulties by itself. A numerical calculation aimed at assessing the fatigue-relevant 
stresses in a connection of this type must correctly include, among others: 

 

• The stiffness, form and position of shear connectors. 
• The thickness and rigidity of the concrete slab. 
• The concrete-steel contact interaction (friction, cohesion…) 
• The position and deformability of bracing members, when present. 
• The position of the load with regard to the connection. 

 

Due to all these influencing factors, a comparison of numerical results with field measurements can only be 
moderately satisfactory. In the case of bridge example 1, maximum nominal stresses of 70 to 115 N/mm² were 
calculated, while values of 60 to 80 N/mm² were measured under otherwise equivalent load conditions. Generally it 
was found that, due to different structural detailing conditions of the stiffeners, a broad band of stresses appear at the 
stiffener-to-top flange connection in one and the same bridge.  

These examinations focused on a loading condition where the axle load is located in the cantilever portion of the 
concrete slab. It must be pointed out that this loading condition does not necessarily yield much higher fatigue-
relevant stress amplitudes in the studied connection (especially in the case of fillet welds) than truck loads located 
centrally between the two main girders, provided that the concrete slab is thin enough. During the measurements on 
the bridge example 1, comparable strains (of opposite sign) were measured for both load positions. This emphasized 
the need to not only take into account (and possibly lowering) the stresses in the studied connection, but –since these 
stresses cannot be entirely avoidable- also to increase the fatigue strength of the connection itself. In order to estimate 
the impact of different welding and post-weld treatment methods on this fatigue strength, a test program was included 
in the research project that is the subject of this paper. This test program is briefly outlined in the next section. 
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3 LABORATORY TESTS 

The setup for the tests that were performed in the context of the research project presented here is shown in Figure 
13. In the chosen configuration, the “vertical stiffener” and the “web” are turned by 90° compared to their position in a 
bridge. This setup allowed for the fatigue testing of two welded connections at the same time. As is shown in the 
figure, both pure steel and steel-concrete composite connections (with shear studs) where tested.  

While the reader must be referred to the full report for the full scope and detailed results of the program, the 
objectives of the test program are briefly discussed here. These were mainly to clarify the following aspects through a 
series of tests with varying welding and post-weld treatment parameters:  

• The fatigue performance of full-penetration versus conventional fillet welds for this connection. 
• The increase (or lack thereof) of fatigue strength given by post-weld treatment using PIT. 
• The impact of the fabrication quality, as represented by two different weld fabrication quality levels, one 

being typical for shop fabrication, the other for site welding. 
• The accuracy of the accompanying parametric FEM calculations, the results of which could be compared to 

stress and strain measurements done in the laboratory under controlled loading conditions. 
• Finally, the tests served the purpose of aiding the selection of an adequate retrofitting method for the in-

service bridges where fatigue cracks were observed. 
 

  
Figure 13 – Chosen test setup for fatigue tests – pure steel and steel-concrete composite connection 

The following selection of relevant conclusions stemming from these tests shall be mentioned: 
• As expected, full penetration welds clearly showed to have a superior fatigue strength for the studied 

connection when compared to fillet welds. 
• Post-weld treatment methods proved to be consistently advantageous only if newly fabricated welds had been 

treated by PIT. A post-weld treatment of repaired welds proved to be less beneficial. This can be explained 
by the difficulty of actually eliminating the crack root during a repair grinding, coupled with the fact that an 
eventually remaining crack root underneath a new repair weld will not benefit from a post-weld treatment. 

• The fabrication quality per se is a rather coarse indicator of the fatigue strength that can be expected in a test, 
with the scatter band of tests for the ‘shop’ and ‘site’ qualities widely overlapping. 

Some additional conclusions drawn from these tests are discussed in the next section in the context of retrofitting 
strategies. 

4 RETROFITTING STRATEGIES 

Different retrofitting strategies were taken into consideration for the refurbishment works that were to be conducted 
on the bridge example 1. These are illustrated in Figure 14.  

The first and most obvious method (a) consists in replacing the fillet welds with full-penetration welds, thus 
increasing the fatigue strength by a factor of two. While this design can generally be recommended for newly designed 
bridges that are yet to be erected, the effectiveness of this method must be somehow questioned when used for repair 
works due to the fact that only a very superficial, small part of the base material around the original crack can be 
removed without causing a large, not weldable gap between stiffener and flange. Therefore, and similarly to what has 
been stated above with regard to post-weld treatment methods, the danger of not properly eliminating the crack root by 
repair grinding is quite large, and would lead to a rather premature re-emergence of cracks later on. The laboratory 
tests presented in the previous section made this tendency quite noticeable. Thus, if the proposal is used as a retrofit 
method, great care must be taken to effectively eliminate the crack root. 
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Figure 14 – refurbishment methods taken into consideration 

A second method is sketched in Figure 14 (b); the idea behind this proposal was to add deformability and reduce 
the restraining effects of the connection by adding an additional “plate” to the stiffener’s top edge, whereby this plate 
is itself welded to the main girder by means of fillet welds and can bend between these welds and the stiffener. This 
method proved to be quite ineffective in laboratory tests, featuring fatigue cracks early on in the fillet welds 
connecting the plate to the girder flange. 

A third method (c) again aims at reducing the stiffness and restraints in the connection by adding a larger cut-out at 
the stiffener’s top portion. Attention must be paid in this case to not transfer the problem from the stiffener top to the 
inner radius of the cut-out. An optimization of the cut-out geometry is desirable in this case. In principle though, the 
solution appears to be beneficial, since the stress maximum is shifted from the weld to the cut-out, which has a much 
more lenient, higher fatigue class. However, cutting the specific, optimum shape practically restricts this method to 
shop fabrication rather than refurbishment on site. The proposal was therefore discarded as a retrofit method. 

The fourth method (d) makes use of additional, small gusset plates and pre-stressed bolts, with the goal of fully 
removing the pre-damaged material close to the cracked welds and of placing new full-penetration welds at the 
connection. Pre-stressing appeared necessary from laboratory tests in order to avoid slipping of the bolted connection, 
which otherwise would cause high local stresses in the the uppermost corner connecting the vertical stiffener and the 
web plate.  

In the end, methods (a) and (d) were chosen for refurbishment; method (a) for the cross-bracings and method (d) for 
intermediate stiffeners.  

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper illustrates a characteristic, albeit little-considered fatigue hot spot in typical highway steel-concrete 
composite girder bridges with vertically stiffened web plates: the connection of the stiffener with the steel top flange. 
High fatigue-relevant stresses in this connection can be caused by the deformability of the concrete slab and the 
restraining effects of adjacent bracing elements. In order to increase the fatigue strength of this type of detail, the 
following considerations should be made by designers and bridge inspectors: 

• it should be avoided to place bracing elements in the immediate proximity of the connection.  
• if this cannot be avoided, care should be taken to 

- make the concrete slab sufficiently thick and stiff. 
- place the shear connectors with close transversal spacing in order to avoid the introduction of a large 

bending moment into the stiffener/main girder. 
- conduct the heavy traffic over one lane only, as close as possible to the main girder, and avoid a sign 

change of the stresses in the connection (which would increase the stress amplitude ∆σ) 
• full penetration welds should be used instead of fillet welds, thereby increasing the fatigue strength by a 

factor of at least 2, as shown by tests. Post-weld treatment methods can additionally taken into consideration 
• due to the heavy traffic frequency and the very local impact of every axle load on this connection, it is 

recommended to design it with regard to the fatigue limit, effectively eliminating the proneness to fatigue.  
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Summary 
Numerous cracks have been discovered in the Vårby Bridge near Stockholm, Sweden. All cracks 
are found at the junctions between the cross girders and the main girders, more specifically, at the 
welds connecting the vertical web stiffeners to the top flanges of the main girders. The cracks might 
possibly be causing serious problems if they are allowed to propagate through the entire length of 
the weld, thereby permitting out-of-plane bending of the main girder web. In order to identify the 
reason for the observed cracks, an ongoing investigation under the commision of the bridge owner 
was started in the spring of 2009. One conclusion so far, is that the observed cracks conclusively are 
a result of fatigue 
As a part of a master thesis, FEM-modelling is currently under way. As the fatigue process is 
distortional, the propagation phase of the observed cracks might slow down or even stop. One task 
will be to determine the stress intensity factor versus crack length relationship in order to model a 
growing crack. The final chosen method of refurbishment will be based upon the results of the 
study and will be implemented in cooperation with the bridge owner.  
Keywords: fatigue, steel, composite bridges, design, bridge measurements, maintenance, distortion, 
fracture mechanics, FE-modelling, fatigue tests, 

1. Introduction 
In the summer of 2006 during a routine inspection of the Vårby bridge, numerous cracks were 
found [1]. Generally, all the cracks occurred at the junctions between cross girders and the main 
girders, specifically at the welds connecting the vertical web stiffeners to the top flanges of the main 
girders. All the cracks were located in the spans of the bridge, i.e. at cross girders with a single one 
side vertical main girder web stiffener, and none were observed at the supports (where the web of 
the main girders is fitted on both sides with stiffeners).  
The reason for the observed cracks was believed to be secondary effects of restraint when the rigid 
concrete deck is rotating above the main steel girders. 
 

  
Fig. 1: One of the observed cracks  



 

 

In order to identify the reason and the potential danger of the cracks, an investigation under the 
commission of the bridge owner - Vägverket Region Stockholm - was started in the spring of 2009. 
In an investigation of this kind, there are a number of key questions to be answered 

 What is the cause of the observed cracks? 
 Why do the cracks occur in this particular bridge?  
 Are there any immediate concerns regarding the durability and safety of the bridge? 
 How can the problem be solved? 

From a more general point of view, further questions are raised 
 Can we expect this type of damage in other existing bridges? 
 What can be done to prevent this type of damages in the future? 

1.1 A possible cause of the observed cracks 
A possible cause for the observed cracks is secondary effects of restraint when the rigid concrete 
deck rotates above the main steel girders. 

 
Fig. 2: Interaction between steel girders and concrete deck for transverse rotation 
 
Between cross girders, only the top flange of the main girders provide ridigity against the rotation 
of the bridge deck. This rigidity is limited and the bridge deck can, in this case, be idealized as 
simply supported on the two main girders. However at a cross girder connection, the rotation of the 
deck will experience some restraint depending of the deformability of the bracing member. Fig.2 
illustrates the interaction between the deck and the main girders as the deck is rotating. When a 
heavy vehicle is situated on the cantilever part of the deck, the hogging moment causes a tensile 
force to be transferred via the shear connectors through the particular weld and further into the 
single vertical stiffener, see Case (a) in above figure. When a heavy vehicle passes in between the 
two main girders, hence producing a rotation of opposite sign, compressive forces act on the 
stiffeners and the welds, see Case (b) in above figure. The algebraic difference between the tensile 
and the compressive forces governs in turn the nominal normal stress range in the observed crack 
plane, a critical parameter for fatigue crack growth in a weld.  
It is worth mentioning that the distance between the two main girders, 7,5 m, is large compared to 
other compatible composite bridges in Sweden. Furthermore, as the cross girders were used for 
carrying the wet concrete during the casting of the deck, the cross girders are relatively rigid and are 
located rather close to the top surface of the main girders. 
The investigation includes in-situ monitoring of strains and displacements in the bridge as well as 
fractographic examinations of extracted crack surfaces.  



 

 

1.2 A first simple FEM-model 
A first step in order to investigate the reason behind the cracks occurring at the Vårby Bridge was to 
develop a simple FEM-model. A part of the bridge with a total length of 15 m was modelled using 
both shell elements and ordinary beam elements.  

 
Fig. 3: FEM-Model 
 
Two load cases were evaluated  

 Case 1 - Vehicle bogie on the cantilever of the deck. This is not a common load case for the 
Vårby Bridge 

 Case 2 -  Vehicle bogie in lane 1, in the centre between the two main girders  
Each axle within the bogie was modeled as single point load, with a magnitude of 90 kN thus 
producing a total bogie load of 180 kN.  The bogie was longitudinally placed directly above a cross 
girder. The stresses in the vertical stiffener due to the rotation of the deck were then evaluated.  
Case 1 gave a peak tensile stress around 94 MPa and Case 2 a compressive peak stress around -87 
MPa. The significant stresses in the stiffener were in both cases found to be of very local extent, 
indicating a significant stress concentration centered at the outer edge corner of the stiffener. As the 
width of the actual welds connecting the stiffeners and the top flanges is 2 x 5 = 10 mm, in 
comparison to the width of the stiffeners, 20 mm, the stress peak in the welds might be up to twice 
the computed nominal value.  
The FEM analysis, although simple, closely models the behaviour of the junction and indicates 
satisfactorily the magnitude of stress in the stiffener at the in-situ measurements locations described 
in part 2.  

1.3 Observations in other countries 
Similar damages have been observed in other countries as well. The figure below shows examples 
of cracked welds in an Austrian bridge.  

  
Fig. 4: Cracked welds observed in Austria. From [2] 
 
An investigation [2] under the auspices of ASFINAG - the Austrian highway authorities - has been 



 

 

conducted by Prof. Richard Greiner et al, Graz University of Technology.   
The problem has also been observed in 
Japan ,where in fact, cracks of this kind are the 
most frequent type [3].  
 
Crack no. 1 occurred at the top of a vertical 
stiffener welded to the upper flange of the main 
girder and crack no. 2 at the weld between the 
web and the top flange of the of the main girder. 

 

Fig. 5: Cracked welds observed in Japan. From [3] 
 
The latter crack in fig. 5 appeared after the first crack (no. 1) had penetrated the top end weld of the 
vertical stiffener completely, hence separating the vertical stiffener from the top flange of the main 
girder. This is one of the most severe possible problem associated with the kind of cracks observed 
at the Vårby Bridge.  

 
Fig.6: Out-of-plane bending. From [5] 
 
Assuming that a relative deflection Δ of the adjacent main girder corresponds to a horizontal 
displacement δ = h*Δ/L as the diaphragm rotates, figure. 6. An approximate expression for the out-
of-plane stress in the web gap can be derived, as the un-stiffened part of the main girder web can be 
regarded as a short fixed-fixed beam undergoing a relative end displacement δ 

)/()/3()/3( 22 LhgtEgtE ww Δ⋅⋅⋅⋅≈⋅⋅⋅≈ δσ  (1) 

The above expression is valid only if the lower left corner is totally restrained from out-of-plane 
movement. In practice the lower flange of the main girder is to some extent flexible for transverse 
translation. The expression can however be used to estimate the order of the stress arising. It is seen 
that even a small relative deflection Δ, can cause a considerable bending stress in the web. For the 
entire superstructure, crack type no. 2 (main girder web – top flange) is therefore significantly more 
dangerous than the former (stiffener – top flange).   

2. Field measurements on the Vårby Bridge 
Extensive field measurements were carried out on the Vårby Bridge in the early summer of 2009. 
Strains and deflections were measured with strain gauges, inclinometers and LVDT:s.  In addition a 
steel sample containing a part of a crack surface was extracted from the bridge. 
Two types of measurements with different purposes were carried out: 

 Measurements were conducted for a vehicle of known weight and transverse positioning, 
resulting in vast amounts of data to be used for verification of the FEM-modeling of the 
corresponding connections. 

 Measurements conducted with ordinary day-to-day traffic for a period of about 4 days, 



 

 

resulting in a load history to provide a damage assessment. 
Also, of interest was the absolute rotation of the concrete deck for a given load in different 
transverse positions. 

 
Fig.7: Installed equipment. Positions of gauge no. 1-3 
 
The relative difference of rotation was also of interest, i.e. the gap opening up between the deck and 
the top flange of the steel girders as a vehicle passes. For this purpose one LDVT and one 
inclinometer were installed. 

2.1 Controlled measurements 
The controlled measurements were performed for a vehicle with known weight, speed and position. 
A total of 21 unique vehicle crossings were monitored during the night between the 5th and 6th of 
June, 2009. As the the traffic on the bridge is intense, it could not be closed and the measurements 
were conducted at night. The purpose of the controlled measurements was solely to provide 
necessary basic data to be used for verification of future numeric models.  
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Fig.8: Sample from the controlled measurement (the lowest peak belongs to channel 1) 
 
The most common position of a heavy vehicle on the Vårby Bridge is between the two main girders.  
The deformation of the deck in this case causes compression in the vertical stiffener.  
 



 

 

2.2 Measurements conducted for day-to-day traffic 
To get a clearer understanding of the frequency and the magnitude of the different strains and 
stresses affecting the particular welds daily, measurements were conducted for ordinary day-to-day 
traffic for a period of 104 h.  

Fig.9: Sample from the day-to-day measurements 
 
Based upon the measured results, Rain Flow-Counting (RFC) analyses were performed creating 
histograms to be used for damage summation according to the Palmgren-Miner rule. Figure 9 shows 
an example of the registered strains and the histogram for gauge no. 1. A threshold value was 
adopted and all stress-ranges Δσ < 10 MPa were disregarded. Assuming that any present geometric 
stress concentration already is included in the appropriate fatigue category - C36 according to EN 
1993-1-9:2005 - the calculated damage was extrapolated over a period of ten years, resulting in a 
total accumulated damage way above 1.0  It should however be noted that no crack has yet 
developed in this particular location.  
Also of interest to compare is the RFC-analyses of gauges no. 5 and no. 19. The former is located at 
a junction with an undamaged weld and the latter at a corresponding position but the weld is 
cracked. The two different junctions - connceted to the same main girder - are in all aspects 
identical and and should therefor endure approximately the same stresses for any given vehicle. 
This agreement was however not observed, as can be seen in Table 1. The number of counts is 
significantly different as the stiffener with the cracked weld endures only 60 % of the counts with 
Δσ> 10 MPa compared to the stiffener with the un-cracked weld. The average stress range as well 
as the maximum stress range are also smaller for the latter.  
Table 1.   

 Gauge 5 Gauge 19 
*Horizontal distance from edge 5 mm 25 mm 
Number of counts 11744 7011 
Average stress range 25.1 MPa 16.6 MPa 
Maximum stress range 120.9 MPa 50.7 MPa 
* Horizontal distance from the outer edge of the vertical stiffener.  
Gauge no.19 was located ahead of the tip of the crack, about 25 mm from the outer edge of the 
stiffener while gauge no. 5 was located only 5 mm from the equivalent edge. The difference in 
position together with the obtained data according to table 1, provides a clear indication of  a stress 
concentration centered on the outer edge of the stiffener.  
The observations could also suggest a more “soft” behaviour as a result of reduced restraint after 
crack initiation.  



 

 

3. Examination of a sample containing a crack 
Parallel to the strain measurements on the bridge, a small steel sample of a weld containing a crack 
was extracted from the bridge. The sample, which was examined at Lulea University of Technology 
[6], [7] and [8], was first sectioned into two parts, denoted A and B. Part B was after a first visual 
inspection expected to contain only a minor surface crack, hence the former was initially given 
priority.  

3.1 Examination of part A 

  
Fig.10: Geometry of the weld 
 
Part A was first examined in an optical microscope. The most important observations are: 

 The local weld geometry is irregular and the profile of the weld itself is strongly curved, 
which features contributing to an intense stress concentration (for stresses perpendicular to 
the crack plane). 

 The initiation and propagation phases of the crack occurred exclusively in weld metal  
 No flaws or other defects in the microstructure of the base metal of the stiffener could be 

detected and neither in the weld metal nor in the HAZ (Heat Affected Zone). These 
observations are all excluding faulty material and indicate a geometrical/mechanical reason 
for the initiation of the crack. 

Fractographic methods using SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) were then used. Due to severe 
corrosion of the crack surface, the exact location of the area of crack initiation remains uncertain 

  
Fig.11: Observed striations 
 
Crack surface striations and “beachmarks”, indicating the instantaneous position of the crack front 
during fatigue crack growth and typical for cyclig loading, could however be observed in certain 
areas. The distance between consequtive striations at a certain location was found to be within some 



 

 

few μm, indicating a considerable propagation rate, which was not compatible with even a small 
fraction of the service time of the bridge. This and the direction of propagation suggested the idea 
of two individually initated cracks, merging into one.  

3.2 Examination of part B 
As mentioned earlier, part B was initially expected to contain only a minor secondary surface crack. 
When broken up, an additional, even larger crack in comparison to the former, was found. This 
observation confirmed the previous assumption of multiple initiation. As the two cracks are 
approaching each other, the propagation rate accelerates, thus resulting in the closely spaced 
striations mentioned above. 

3.3 Conclusions based upon the optical and fractographic examinations 
 No defects in the microstructure of the base metal, the weld metal or the HAZ could be 

found 
 The crack initiation and propagation phases occurred exclusivly in the weld metal 
 The cause and exact origin of the crack initiation is not completely clear due to severely 

corroded crack surfaces. Crack initation is not due to faulty material, it is rather caused by 
geometrical and/or mechanical effects.  

 The presence of striations and “beachmarks” on the fracture surfaces indicates 
unambiguously crack growth through fatigue   

 Multiple initiation, i.e. at least two separate cracks has been formed, independently of each 
other, and have eventually merged into one. The phenomenon of multiple initiation is 
commonly assosciated with a large number of cycles 

4. Preliminary conclusions 
 The observed cracks are a result of fatigue. This is validated by the result of the performed 

measurements, damage summations and fractographic examinations. 
 The ongoing fatigue process is distortional and a result of the bracing effect of the web 

stiffeners at each cross girder against the transverse rotation of the slender deck.  
 A significant stress concentration exists at the origin of crack initiation.  

5. Present and future activities 

5.1 Present activities 
FEM-modelling of the Vårby Bridge is currently going on. The model(s) will be validated using the 
data gathered during the controlled measurements.  The main purposes of the modelling are: 

 Evaluate the assumed stress concentration factor at the origin of the observed cracks.  
 The ongoing fatigue process is believed to be distortional, causing stresses of restraint in the 

welds. Thus the propagation phase of the observed cracks might slow down or even stop. 
One task will be to calculate the stress intesity factor range as a function of the length of an 
assumed crack in order to investigate conditions for crack arrest, alternatively remaining 
fatigue life. 

Based upon the result of the above, appropriate refurbishment methods will be proposed and 
discussed with the bridge owner.  

5.2 Future activities 
Future activities will focus more generally on the detailing aspects of similar connections in 
composite bridges. Full scale component testing in laboratory is also planned. As tests to construct 
S-N curves require a lot of man hours and funding, it is unfortunately not possible within the range 
of this project. The focus of future research will be to evaluate the interaction between the steel 



 

 

girders, the shear connectors and the concrete deck more rigorously. 
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Abstract  

The assessment of the structural integrity and remaining life are essential tools for the 

management of ageing infrastructures, especially of  bridges. Extensive experiments 

were conducted on a short-span two-lane riveted steel-girder railway bridge near Sacile, 

Italy. It is a common structural scheme for railway bridges of about ninety years old. 

Being in service since 1918, it was transported intact in 2006 and moved to a structural 

laboratory. Within a fatigue assessment framework, first physical and physical-chemical 

tests were performed, characterizing the material properties; then, static and cyclic full 

scale tests were carried out in order to compare the actual behaviour with respect to that 

predicted by simple calculations. Finally, high-cycle fatigue tests on the short dia-

phragm riveted shear connections were performed. The experimental investigation al-

lowed us to test   the safe condition of the short riveted diaphragm connections after al-

most one century of service, and to compare the current design fatigue curves with 

experimental findings. Moreover, the current practice to equate the fatigue behaviour of 

rivets to that of non-preloaded bolts proved to be a safe comparison.  
Keywords: bridge, railway, fatigue, rivet, steel, safety assessment. 

1. Introduction 

In developed countries, road and railway administrations have to make a decision of 

whether to demolish or retrofit old bridges still in use, while aware that transported 

goods are on the increase. Among these, railway riveted steel girders represent a rele-

vant structural typology, owing to their numbers and strategic positions. Most of the 

steel railway bridges still in service, around the world and in Italy, are riveted (Sustain-

able Bridges 2006). Mainly constructed during the second half of the 19th and the be-

ginning of the 20th century, they have sustained almost one century of continuously in-

creasing loads and train speeds. Even if wrought iron and older steels were mainly used, 

many of these bridges are still in service and appear able to cope with current and future 

loading demands. Due to the greater variability of the load compared to self-weight, the 

fatigue endurance check analysis in railway bridges is of crucial importance. Hence, the 

estimation of the remaining fatigue life is an essential ongoing procedure for railway 

management. See, for instance, Sustainable Bridges (2006), an Integrated Research Pro-

ject “Assessment for Future Traffic Demands and Longer Lives” funded by the Euro-

pean Commission in the 6
th

 Program. Furthermore, literature relevant to riveted struc-

tures indicates that some fatigue failure reported is related to connected elements rather 

than to the rivets themselves (Kulak, 2000). Other authors, like Bruhwiler et al. (1990), 

suggested that rivet failures could also be probable in those cases in which riveted con-

nections were designed according to the dimensions of the elements in the connection, 

rather than designed using allowable stress.  More specifically, the remaining fatigue 
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life is a reflection of features such as hole size, hole forming - drilling, punching or sub-

punching and reaming -  bearing conditions of the rivet with respect to the hole, differ-

ent clamping force provided by rivets, quality of connected material, rivet dimension, 

corrosion state and average damage accumulated by the material. In this paper physical 

and physical-chemical tests were performed on a dismantled short span railway bridge 

in order to characterize its material properties; to develop static and cyclic full scale 

tests; to perform bending high-cycle fatigue tests on half a girder and on short dia-

phragm riveted shear connections. It was ascertained that the critical fatigue detail was 

located in the shear rivets’ resistance of the short diaphragm sustaining the rails, since 

they had been subjected to a much larger number of loading fluctuations and stress vari-

ations with respect to other members. For this reason monotonic and high-cycle fatigue 

tests were performed on this structural detail. Test results were compared to European 

standards. More specifically, it was shown that the shear Category 100 of Eurocode 3-1-

9 (2005) is on the safe side; and that the equivalence between riveted shear splices and 

splices connected with non-preloaded bolts, as suggested by DiBattista et al. (1997), ap-

plies and leads to conservative estimates. 
 

2. Assessment of current fatigue model and current practice 

The fatigue behaviour of structural details are generally described  by S-N line in a 

Wohler diagram, that can be expressed as  

N (∆σ)
m

 = k                                    (1) 

where N is the number of cycles to failure; ∆σ indicates the constant amplitude stress 

range; k is a constant relevant to the critical detail; m is the design curve slope of the in-

vestigated fatigue detail. If shear stresses are verified, equation (1) is easily extended by 

replacing the axial stress range ∆σ with the constant shear stress range ∆τ.  

The technical literature provides some information on the fatigue behaviour of riveted 

members and details. More specifically, compared to the amount of fatigue bending test 

data those regarding shear failure are very scarce. Results in which rivets fail and are 

considered in this work are those provided by Bruhwiler et al. (1990) and Stadelmann 

(1984). In order to assess bending details for riveted connections, comparison between 

the literature data concerning fatigue failure and specific detail categories adopted by 

Eurocode EN 1993-1-9 (2005) are presented in Fig.1. In particular, the bending detail 

category C=63 seems to be a safe category for riveted elements under bending. It is 

relevant to underline that the category detail chosen is in line with that of other authors, 

for e.g. category C=63 has also been suggested by Sustainable Bridges (2006) for bend-

ing detail. With respect to shear fatigue data, it has been decided to perform full-scale 

tests that are reported in what follows. 

3. A case study: the Meschio bridge 

Experimental tests have been carried out on  the Meschio railway bridge, a 12.40 m net 

span, riveted bridge built in 1918 and taken out of service in 2006. It was in service on 

the line Mestre-Cormons, in the north-east of Italy. After dismantling, the main beams 

were moved to the Structural Laboratory of Padua University. The main horizontal 

structure was composed by an open-deck and by twinned riveted composite flanged 
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 Fig.  1:  Results of literature fatigue bending tests vs. EC3-1-9 (2005) bending  fa-

tigue category C=63 design curves 
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Fig. 2: Original plant a) and lateral view b) of the 1918 Meschio bridge. 
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Fig.  3: Twinned girder of the Meschio bridge: a) midspan vertical section; b) 3D 
view of girders, including short diaphragm riveted shear connections.  
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girders, 865mm wide and 838mm heigh. The thickness of the plates was 11 mm. The 

web was reinforced by shear stiffeners 1 m apart, the flanges with 11mm thick plates 

and increasing in number from the abutment to mid-span. As illustrated in Figs. 2-3, 

transverse bracing frames connected the twinned girders.  

The track was made up of wood beams recessed between the coupled girders: each 

twinned girder supported the wood elements that held one single rail. 

Connections were made by double angles riveted both to webs and to transversal short 

diaphragms.  

4. Experimental tests 

The knowledge of material properties of existing metal bridges is essential for the as-

sessment of their resistance and remaining fatigue life (ORE, 1986; Liechti et al. 1997;  

ICOM, 2001; ECCS, 2005; Sustainable Bridges, 2006). Material parameters are usually 

not available for bridges built between 1870 and 1940, owing to the lack of regulations,  

the non standardized production and the construction processes. Therefore, according to 

Sustainable bridges (2006), a great deal of importance should be given to the examina-

tion of wrought (puddle) iron and older steels, because of their large content of slag, in-

clusions and high anisotropy. At the same time, the precise requirements of normalized 

materials according to EN 10025 (2004) are not usually fulfilled. Hence physical, 

chemical and mechanical tests were carried out on samples, mainly on the base material, 

extracted from structural elements in order to obtain information on the constituent ma-

terials in view of the characterization of both the fatigue structural behaviour and the 

evaluation of the residual life. Then static, cyclic and high cycle fatigue tests were car-

ried out on the entire structure and on critical fatigue details. The complete description 

of tests and results is reported in Pipinato (2008).  

5. Base material tests 

5.1 Metallurgic and quantometric tests on the base material 

Metallurgic and quantometric tests on the base material were performed with spec-

trometer and microscope and showed a homogeneous grain distribution between ferrite 

and perlite, with 10-30 µm grain size. In addition, a high sulphur and a low carbon con-

tent was detected. The steel sulphur content was about twice the maximum value 

adopted in commonly commercial steel (EN10025-2, 2004). As a result it is possible to 

state that this old steel is not equivalent to a modern mild steel, because its high sulphur 

content reduces both corrosion resistance and metal toughness and, in turn, the fatigue 

endurance.  

5.2 Tensile tests on the base material 

Steel specimens were extracted from beam webs in order to determine their mechani-

cal properties according to the UNI EN10002/1 (2004) procedure. Samples were taken 

from the web after removing the lateral pedestrian part. The constituent material exhib-

ited a mechanical strength within the range of S275 and S355 steel (EN 10025:2004), 

with a mean yield strength fy,m=322 MPa and a mean ultimate strength fu,m=421 MPa. 
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The comparison between these data with those reported in Sustainable bridges (2006) 

implies that they appear consistent with steel produced by a Martin Siemens process.  

5.3  Impact tests on base materials  

Impact strength tests were performed on six specimens with a cross section 10x10 

mm and a V-notch, at the controlled temperature of 20°C and with a nominal energy of 

300 J. The average CVN energy level was about 11.5 J, much lower than the reference 

value of 27 J required for modern steel in EN10025-2 (2004). Consequently, the base 

material steel is apparently more brittle than modern steel and presents a shorter fatigue 

resistance. 

5.4 Hardness  tests on rivets 

The limited dimensions of rivets made it necessary to estimate the tensile strength by 

means of correlations with surface hardness. With this aim four Vickers tests were car-

ried out. They showed an average value equal to HV145 at a load level of 294 N. Thus, 

it was estimated an ultimate tensile strength fu of about 500 MPa in line with the re-

quirements of the Italian Railway Authority (RFI, 2000).  

6. Full scale static tests 

6.1 Bending  test 

In order to characterize the structure in bending and to verify its structural integrity, full 

scale bending tests were performed on a girder at the Material Testing Laboratory of the 

University of Padua. In the first test BLC1, a three-point bending scheme and 5.0 m of 

free span were considered as shown in Fig. 4-5. The load was applied by means of a hy-

draulic jack approximately at the centre of the specimen. Out-of-plane buckling of the 

panel web was observed at a value of 2600 kN. The corresponding load-deflection rela-

tionship is shown in Fig. 6 while the web buckling is depicted in Fig. 7.  In the second 

test named BLC2, the load was applied above the shear stiffener: the test setup is 

illustrated in Fig. 8. The beam was cyclically loaded by increasing the maximum load 

up to 3000 kN. The onset of plastic behaviour occurred at 2600 kN, as denoted by the 

change of the slope of the load-displacement curve shown in Figure 9. The deflection 

increased linearly up to 2900 kN and the irreversible value of the displacement at 

midspan was about 1.4 mm. The peeling paint can be observed in Fig. 10b.  

6.2 Shear test 

In order to characterize the detail category of the  shear riveted connection between the 

transverse panels and the twinned beams, i.e. of the short diaphragm connections, a 

twinned girder was split up into several specimens, approximately 1m long. The SLC 

static shear tests were carried out at the Material Testing Laboratory of the University of 

Padua. Monotonic test data highlighted a quasi-linear behaviour up to 900 kN and a 

failure load of 1060 kN. Failure occurred in the middle of the shank of rivets located at 

the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 rows, see Fig. 12, in correspondence to a shear stress value of about 470 

MPa. No significant damage was detected in the base material.  
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7. Full scale high-cycle fatigue tests 

7.1 Bending test 

The full scale high-cycle fatigue test was performed at the Material Testing Laboratory 

of the University of Padua with the aim of checking the remaining fatigue life of the 

whole girder. The beam was fixed at each end to two vertical supports, and also secured 

to an r.c. massive floor by means of four threaded vertical bars, leaving a free span of 

5.60 m, while a vertical upward force was applied at mid-span. The test set-up is de-

picted in Fig. 13. In detail, supports were provided by two HEB 220 coupled by a 

500x500x50 mm steel plates; threaded bars of 47 mm in diameter and 3100 mm in 

length were employed. The test was suspended, without reaching any failure, after 

2.500.000 load cycles with a load variation ∆P=285 kN in the range 15 - 300 kN: the 

loading protocol is reported in Fig. 14. The test, performed at the frequency of 1 Hz, re-

quired 28 days; both continuous and periodic acquisition of loads and displacements 

were performed. The stress range was 61 MPa at the bottom flange, 130 MPa in the riv-

ets. The aforementioned stress ranges can be compared with Eurocode 3-1-9 (2005) fa-

tigue design curves, conservatively neglecting the damage cumulated during its service 

life. In agreement with the findings of Section 2, the bending detail of the bottom flange 

was compared to Category 63 in Fig. 15, whereas rivets of the short diaphragm shear 

connection at the 2nd and 3rd row were compared to the detail category C=100 in Fig. 

16. In both cases S-N curves with C=63 for bending and C=100 for shear underesti-

mated the fatigue strength of these details. Nonetheless, this conclusion needs to be 

supported by more tests.  

7.2 Shear tests 

 

In railway bridges, members with a shorter influence length usually undergo the larg-

est number of load cycles, since they undergo a much larger number of loading fluctua-

tions and of stress variations with respect to other members. The short diaphragm riv-

eted connection under shear is the critical fatigue detail of the bridge, as a result of 

simple calculations, literature and previous tests. Hence four specimens, obtained by 

splitting up the twinned girder, see Fig. 17, were tested in the Laboratory for Structural 

and Material Testing at the University of Trento, in agreement with the test set-up re-

ported in Fig. 18. In view of the high force level and the high loading frequency, the 

specimen was fixed to the reaction floor by means of threaded high-resistance bars, thus 

preventing any displacement. Similarly, the end swivel of the actuator was tightened to 

the upper flange of the transverse connection plate. Due to the limited dimension of the 

transverse diaphragm, the bending moment effect need not have been considered and 

simple shear forces were considered to be applied to the rivets.  
In order to reduce the test duration, the widest load range resulting in an elastic stress 

state was applied. With this aim, a 1000 kN actuator endowed with a 850 litre/minute 
oil flow servo-valve was employed, operating in force control at a frequency between 5 
and 8 Hz: some days were required to reach rivet failure. Based on the maximum resis-
tance of about 1060 kN, observed in the static test without any significant plastic de-
formation, upper load levels in the range 700 - 900 kN were applied. According to the 
actual loading, only compressive forces were applied: the minimum load of 100 kN was 
always maintained, preventing the specimen decompression and any gaps. In detail, the 
first specimen was loaded in the range 100 – 900 kN and failed at 184000 cycles; the  
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Fig. 4: a) Bending test BLC1: specimen and set-up; b) sensor distributions for 

loads (CH 0), displacements (CH 1-3) and strains (CH 4-7).  
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Fig. 5: Overall view of the BLC1 test. 
 

 

Fig. 6: Load-deflection response provided by CH0 – CH3 sensors relevant to the 
BLC1 test.  
 

          

 
Fig. 7: Details of the failure mode of the BLC1 test including web buckling.  
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Fig. 8: Bending test BLC2: specimen and sensor distribution devoted to load (CH 
0), displacements (CH 1-3) and strains (CH 4-7).  
 

 
 
Fig. 9: BLC2 test: load-deflection diagram acquired at locations CH 1 and CH 3.  
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a)                                                                         b) 
 
Fig. 10: Test BLC2: a) vertical stiffener and L-bracings at the point of load ap-

plication; (b) paint raisings at the end of the test.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 11: Shear test  SLC on short diaphragm riveted shear connections, test set-

up and specimen dimensions in cm. 
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Fig. 12: A failed rivet of the SLC test on short diaphragm riveted shear connec-

tions.  

 
 
 
Fig. 13: Full scale fatigue test BHC and set-up. Dimensions in cm. 
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Fig. 14: Load protocol employed during the fatigue test BHC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15: High-cycle full scale bending test: stress on the bottom flange and S-N 

bending fatigue design Category 63 (EC3-1-9 2005).  
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Fig. 16: High-cycle full scale bending test: stress on rivets of the short dia-

phragm and S-N shear fatigue design Category 100 (EC3-1-9 2005).  

 

Fig. 17. Dismantling process of one girder of the Meschio bridge.  
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Fig. 18. High-cycle fatigue SHC test, set-up.  
 

 

 

Fig. 19. S-N curve reporting shear fatigue test data, shear fatigue literature data 

and shear fatigue design curve Category 100 according to EC 3-1-9:2005. 

Experimental results 
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second in the range 100 – 800 kN and failed at 560000 cycles; the third in the range 

100 – 850 kN and failed at 208850 cycles; the fourth in the range 100 – 700 kN and 

failure was reached after 504500 cycles. All results neglect cycles deriving from the 

previous service life. In all tests failure occurred in rivets and resulted in the head pop-

ping off; after the first failure of a rivet, the other ones rapidly reached collapse owing 

to the increased shear stresses. S-N results are summarized in the Wohler diagram of 

Fig. 19 with the literature data of Bruhwiler et al. (1990) and of Stadelmann (1984). 

Moreover, all data are compared to the EC3-1-9 (2005) fatigue line corresponding to the 

detail Category C=100, see Section 2, based on the analogy between rivets and non-

preloaded bolts suggested by Di Battista et al. (1997). The actual fatigue resistance ap-

pears to be greater than values predicted by Category 100: this confirms results of the 

full-scale fatigue test and the fact that differing from the use of bolts, the lack of thread 

roots and thread run-outs in rivets causes a positive influence of the fatigue endurance 

because of the absence of stress concentrations. 

8. Conclusions  

Monotonic, cyclic and high-cycle fatigue tests on a riveted railway bridge are described 

and commented upon in this paper with the aim of obtaining new insights on the fatigue 

behaviour of riveted railway bridges. The old steel constituting the twinned-girder of the 

Meschio bridge was characterized with metallographic, tensile and impact tests. As a re-

sult, it did not match EN10025-2 (2004) standards both from a mechanical and chemical 

point of view. In detail, a high sulphur and a low carbon content was detected, thus re-

ducing corrosion resistance and tenacity. In fact, the low Charpy energy CVN value 

equal to 11.5 J was detected. It was however associated to the rather high yielding and 

ultimate tensile stress equal to 322 and 421 MPa, respectively. A Vickers hardness test 

was also performed on rivets, and based on literature, an ultimate failure tension still 

close to that of a mild steel was found. Full-scale static, cyclic and high fatigue bending 

tests did not show either crack propagation or failure for the in-service applied loads up 

to 2.500.000 cycles. This suggested a longer fatigue life if compared to that predicted by 

means of Eurocode EC 3-1-9 (2005) design curve. However this study suggests to adopt 

a detail category C=63 for bending at the bottom flange of the girder and a category de-

tail C=100 for shear in the rivets. With regard to the critical fatigue detail of the entire 

bridge, it was located in the riveted connection of the short shear diaphragm. Results of 

four shear high-cycle fatigue tests allowed the determination of the failure in rivet 

shanks and resulted in the head popping-off. The recorded mean resistance was higher 

than the one predicted by EC 3-1-9:2005, category C=100. With regard to the choice of 

the shear fatigue detail category, results confirm a safe analogy between rivets and non-

preloaded bolts in shear connections.  This extra safety could be also related to the lack 

of thread roots and thread run-outs in rivets, that reduce stress concentrations in rivets in 

comparison with non preloaded bolts.  
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10. Ongoing activities 

The ongoing personal research is up to now mainly related to the field of steel bridges. 

The main part of the research, independent research and design consultant work is re-

lated to the evaluation and assessment of existing structures, as in the case of the Adige 

bridge, the Casaratta bridge, the Rosolina bridge, the Sfalassà bridge and the Paderno 

bridge. But there are also examples of innovative structures designed for public authori-

ties, as in the case of the new Rosolina bridge, a network arch designed for a railway 

line.  
 

 
 
Fig. 20. Sfalassà bridge (1973), assessment of the remaining life, independent re-
search, Italy. Span: 893 m, designer Silvano Zorzi. 
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Fig. 21. New Rosolina bridge, design of a network arch for a public authority, It-
aly. Span: 80 m, type network arch. 
 

 

Fig. 20. Paderno bridge (1889), assessment of the remaining life, independent re-
search, Italy. Span 266m, arch and truss type, designer Jules Röthlisberger. 
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Fig. 21. Adige bridge (1949), assessment of the remaining life, independent re-
search, Italy. Span 170m, truss type. 
 

 
Fig. 22. Rosolina bridge (1960), assessment of the remaining life, independent re-
search, Italy. Span 140m, open truss type. 
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Bridge Apatê
Client/Owner: 
City of Stockholm

Architects:
Erik Andersson 
Jelena Mijanovic
Magnus Ståhl 

Illumination:
Michael Hallbert

Conceptual design: 
Tyréns

Detailed design and drawings:
Scandiaconsult

Steel contractor:
STÅLAB

Stainless steel:
AvestaPolarit
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Welded box girder with stiffeners (our solution)

Spacetruss covered with stainless plates (conceptual design)

Thickness:
Deck plate: 12 mm.
Cold-formed stiffeners: 8 mm.
Diaphragms s 5 m: 8 mm.
Bottom flange: 18-25 mm.

Bridge over Bridge over RokRokåånn
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TimeTime--scheduleschedule new bridge Roknew bridge Rokåån (n (FridayFriday--SaturdaySaturday))

19.00 Old road is 19.00 Old road is closedclosed
22.00 Removal of bridge 22.00 Removal of bridge 
24.00 24.00 BackwallsBackwalls and and sidewallssidewalls removedremoved
09.00 Prefabricated 09.00 Prefabricated plinthsplinths installedinstalled
09.00 09.00 SidewaySideway launchinglaunching on on rollerskatesrollerskates, 10 , 10 minutesminutes..
18.00 18.00 InjectionInjection under under bearingsbearings
23.00 23.00 JobJob donedone!!
01.00 The 01.00 The traffictraffic is is runningrunning
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1. The piles are installed

2. The piles top are embedded in 
loosely packed sand

3. The lower part of the abutment is 
cast

4. The girders are lifted in place

5. The concrete deck is cast

6. The girders are fixed

7. Upper part of abutment is cast

Full Full scalescale test test simulatingsimulating
temperature+traffictemperature+traffic loadsloads
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Bridge over Bridge over HHöökvikkvik RiverRiver

The diagonal hangers reduced the rotations 
at the abutments to 1/3 compared to vertical hangers

Bridge over Bridge over HHöökvikkvik RiverRiver
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Bridge from 1984, mainly without composite action.

BD1377
Bridge over Pitsund

BD1377
Bridge over Pitsund

• Big noice
• 72 dB to 105 dB
• Heavy vecicles
• Cold
• Early mornings
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BD1377
Bridge over Pitsund

Possible reasons excluded

• Transition joint
• Inspections walkway under bridge
• Bearings
• Concrete deck

BD1377
Bridge over Pitsund
Reasons for noice

• Concrete deck freezes to the steel top flange

• Composite action is achieved but for heavy trucks the shear
stresses become too large. As the stresses redistribute, some of 
the energy is released as sound. The web is a loudspeaker.

• How is composite action achieved after the bridge is built?
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Zinc coated plates wrapped 2,25 
times around its own axis,
Inserted throug top flange and into concrete.

Test specimen with 4 connectors.

Tests at LTU showed:
Försök vid LTU gav
Fmax = 800 kN or 200 kN per each. 
370 000 cycles with amplitude 50 kN.
Design value 100 kN statically,
30 kN for fatigue.
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1200 shear connectors were installed the summer 2006. This winter temperatures 
-15 to -20 degrees have ocurred, but the bridge is quiet. Next step is to try it for raising 
capacity of bridges, perhaps in Sweden or Finland? 

3 generations of 3 generations of RailwaysRailways Bridges(12Bridges(12--1818--25 Tons)25 Tons)
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Age for European railway bridges
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Bridgesite on the Swedish West coast, summer 2006.
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Fatigue test results (S-N curve)

Proposed Equation:Proposed Equation:

(Fatigue load)Shear Connector TestsShear Connector Tests

for the DBLNB, HTFGB for the DBLNB, HTFGB 

for the HASAAfor the HASAA

scr AksiZ ×= 35

( ) scr ANZ ×⋅−= log70.88.77
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Investigated bridges 
(Hungerford, 2004)

Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests(Specimen Plan)

84

7

#4@12in.

12 #5 & #4 @6in.

W30x99

Unit: in.

Section details

Full scale beam test specimens were designed Full scale beam test specimens were designed 
based on the field investigation results. based on the field investigation results. 
38 ft long span represents 75% of exterior span of 38 ft long span represents 75% of exterior span of 
a continuous beam.a continuous beam.
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(Construction of Non-composite beam)

Unshored construction

Rebar layout

Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

Casting concrete
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(Composite ratio)

Max. strength of partially composite beams

100

150

200

250

300

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Shear connection ratio (ηmax)

Lo
ad

 (k
ip

s)

137 kips

206 kips

30%

236 kips

Concrete : Concrete : 
¾¾ in. aggregates, in. aggregates, 
ffcc'=3,000 psi'=3,000 psi
Steel Beam : Steel Beam : 
ASTM A992, FASTM A992, Fyy=50 ksi=50 ksi

Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

Total 32 shear connectors were installed to Total 32 shear connectors were installed to 
build a 30% composite beam.build a 30% composite beam.
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(Selected Post-Installed Shear Connectors)

DBLNB Connector HASAA Connector & 
HY 150 Adhesive

HTFGB Connector

Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests
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(Installation of DBLNB Connectors)
Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

Bridge Deck

Girder Flange

Grout
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(Installation of HTFGB Connectors)
Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

Bridge Deck

Girder Flange

Grout
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(Installation of HASAA Connectors)
Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

Bridge Deck

Girder Flange
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Test setup
 

Test specimen

Bracing

End bracing

Support

Specimen Designation:Specimen Designation:

(Test setup)Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

HASAA-30BS
Applied connection method

Shear connection ratio

Beam static test
20/37
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(Test Results)

Around 200 kips of loading,  cracks in the Around 200 kips of loading,  cracks in the 
concrete slab were detected. concrete slab were detected. 
Between 4.75Between 4.75-- and 5.0and 5.0--in. deflection, multiple in. deflection, multiple 
shear connectors fractured consecutively.shear connectors fractured consecutively.

Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

max: 231 kipsmax: 231 kips

Test result of HASAA-30BS
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(Test Results)

Around 200 kips of loading,  cracks in the Around 200 kips of loading,  cracks in the 
concrete slab were detected. concrete slab were detected. 
Between 4.75Between 4.75-- and 5.0and 5.0--in. deflection, multiple in. deflection, multiple 
shear connectors fractured consecutively.shear connectors fractured consecutively.

Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

max: 231 kipsmax: 231 kips

Test result of HASAA-30BS
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Local buckling in the flange and web occurred Local buckling in the flange and web occurred 
after shear connector failure.after shear connector failure.
Concrete was severely damaged at the end of Concrete was severely damaged at the end of 
the tests. Test stopped at about 10 in. the tests. Test stopped at about 10 in. 
deflection.deflection.

(Test Results)Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

max: 231 kipsmax: 231 kips

Test result of HASAA-30BS
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Local buckling in the flange and web occurred Local buckling in the flange and web occurred 
after shear connector failure.after shear connector failure.
Concrete was severely damaged at the end of Concrete was severely damaged at the end of 
the tests. Test stopped at about 10 in. the tests. Test stopped at about 10 in. 
deflection.deflection.

(Test Results)Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

max: 231 kipsmax: 231 kips

Test result of HASAA-30BS
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Observed load-deflection behavior of test specimens

Beam TestsBeam Tests(Test results and discussion)

25/37
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Adhesive Anchor: Good constructability, but 
limited 

deformation capacity.
Double-Nut Bolt: Coring is time-consuming and 

limited deformation capacity.
High-Tension Bolt: Difficult to install, but 

superior structural behavior.

Solution? Increase deformation capacity of 
HASAA and DBLNB specimen, or Improve 
constructability of HTFGB connector.

(Discussion)Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests

26/37
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(Maximum slip)

For a concentrated loadFor a concentrated load

21
max

max 44
KLPKLMslip sh−=

Interface shear force 
from shear connectors

Moment diagram

For a concentrated load

MMmaxmax

PPshsh

ccssccss

cs

AEAEIEIE
hhK 11)( 2

2 ++
+
+

=

Where,Where,

Deformation CapacityDeformation Capacity

EI
hhK sc

Σ
+

=1

Simplified equations to predict maximum slip at Simplified equations to predict maximum slip at 
the steel concrete interface at Mthe steel concrete interface at Muu were developed were developed 
by Oehlers and Sved (1995).by Oehlers and Sved (1995).
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(Oehlers and Sved, 1995)

General solution:General solution: 21max KAKAslip shm −=
Theoretically, if all the connectors in a shear Theoretically, if all the connectors in a shear 

span are placed adjacent to the supports, the span are placed adjacent to the supports, the 
second parameter doubles in size, meaning... second parameter doubles in size, meaning... 

Interface shear force from shear connector

PPshsh

AAshsh

(Maximum slip)Deformation CapacityDeformation Capacity
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Prediction using Prediction using 
ABAQUSABAQUS

(Modeling)

Shear connector behaviorFEM modeling using ABAQUS
A 4A 4--node shell element for both the steel beam node shell element for both the steel beam 
and concrete slab and a connector element for and concrete slab and a connector element for 
shear connector were selected.shear connector were selected.
Contact constraint is applied to the steelContact constraint is applied to the steel--concrete concrete 
interface.interface. 29/37
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Prediction using Prediction using 
ABAQUSABAQUS

Load-deflection relations

(Results)

The overall agreement between the predicted and The overall agreement between the predicted and 
measured curves is quite good up though failure measured curves is quite good up though failure 
of the shear connectors.of the shear connectors.

HASAAHASAA--30BS30BS

Non-composite

Partially composite

SlabSlab

BeamBeam

SlabSlab

BeamBeam
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Deflection-end slip relations
Shear connectors were concentrated near the Shear connectors were concentrated near the 

supports with a 12supports with a 12--in. spacing.in. spacing.

The deformation capacity of the partially The deformation capacity of the partially 
composite beam with concentrated shear composite beam with concentrated shear 
connectors was increased significantly.connectors was increased significantly.

Prediction using Prediction using 
ABAQUSABAQUS

(Results)

Load-deflection relations

31/37
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(With close shear connector spacing)
Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests
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(With close shear connector spacing)

Full Scale Beam TestsFull Scale Beam Tests
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(Hondo Bridge)Field Implementation Field Implementation 

Location: FM462 over Live Oak Creek, Hondo, Tx.Location: FM462 over Live Oak Creek, Hondo, Tx.

Year built: 1950, ADT: 900Year built: 1950, ADT: 900

3 span simply supported girders, 4 girders in transverse 3 span simply supported girders, 4 girders in transverse 
direction.direction.
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Post-Installed 
Shear Connectors

28 shear connectors per girder for DBLNB and HTFGB, 28 shear connectors per girder for DBLNB and HTFGB, 
and 52 shear connectors per girder for HASAA were and 52 shear connectors per girder for HASAA were 
required for the strengthening.required for the strengthening.

With welded shear studs, 120 shear connectors per girder With welded shear studs, 120 shear connectors per girder 
are required to satisfy the fatigue criteria.are required to satisfy the fatigue criteria.

Load carrying capacity of a girder Installed shear connectors

(Design)Field Implementation Field Implementation 
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Before retrofit, HS10.6 inventory level rating and HS17.6 Before retrofit, HS10.6 inventory level rating and HS17.6 
operating level rating .operating level rating .

After retrofit, HS17.4 inventory level rating and HS29.1 After retrofit, HS17.4 inventory level rating and HS29.1 
operating level rating.operating level rating.

Field load tests Longitudinal strain distribution

(Hondo Bridge)Field Implementation Field Implementation 
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Existing nonExisting non--composite steel composite steel 
girder bridges can be girder bridges can be 
strengthened using poststrengthened using post--
installed shear connectors.installed shear connectors.

Partially composite design is Partially composite design is 
recommended due to high recommended due to high 
fatigue strength of postfatigue strength of post--installed installed 
shear connectors.shear connectors.

System performance (ductility) System performance (ductility) 
can be improved by relocating can be improved by relocating 
shear connectors near zeroshear connectors near zero--
moment regions.moment regions.

SummarySummary
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Older structural steel
&

characteristics

Kjell Eriksson
Luleå University of Technology

Ramböll workshop
Strengthening of steel bridges

Stockholm 4 March 2010

end of 19th century 
 wrought iron 
steels produced through melting 
 
---- 
 
first Charpy requirement in SS, 1961 
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end of 19th century 
steels produced through melting 
Bessemer converter and Martin furnace 
high carbon liquid iron decarburized 
 ingot casting 
 carbon steel   
first Charpy requirement in SS, 1961 
 

Mechanical properties of steel

governed by

composition mechanical/heat
treatment
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the Hasselt bridge 

m/s Schenectady 
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end of 19th century 
steels produced through melting 
Bessemer and Martin processes 
carbon steels 
bridge and ship failures 
control of composition, killed steels 
carbon-manganese steels 
fine-grain steels, normalization 
first Charpy requirement in SS, 1961 
 

end of 19th century 
Bessemer and Martin processes 
carbon steels 
bridge and ship failures 
control of composition, killed steels 
carbon-manganese steels 
fine-grain steels, normalization 
first Charpy requirement in SS, 1961 
micro-alloying 
controlled (thermo-mechanical) rolling
QT precipitation hardened steels … 
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Overview of chemical composition of older structural steel 
 
C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Cu N 
0.33 0.02 0.50 0.014 0.030 0.010 0.047 0.129 0.002 high-carbon, 
0.48 - 0.52 0.024 0.054 0.011 0.052 0.138 0.005 rimmed (8) 
 
0.22 0.14 0.40 0.025 0.017 0.001 0.009 0.013 - medium carbon, 
0.33 0.17 0.48 0.048 0.036 0.006 0.019 0.029 - semi-killed (4) 
 
0.16 0.18 0.74 0.031 0.024 0.010 0.043 0.100 0.002 low-carbon, 
0.17 - 0.75 0.033 0.029 - - - 0.003 semi-killed (3) 
 
0.07 0.01 0.26 0.011 0.019 0.022 0.017 0.050 - very-low-carbon, 
         rimmed 
 
0.25 0.21 1.00 0.041 0.028 0.010 0.042 0.100 0.001 carbon-manganese 
0.26 0.22 1.03 0.044 0.054  0.045 0.109 0.003 semi-killed (10) 
 
0.08 - 0.47 0.112 0.050 0.013 0.043 0.041 0.015  
low-carbon, rimmed, very high phosphorus, high-sulphur, high nitrogen 
 

Yield point of structural steel in railway bridges in Sweden 

1900 1920 1940 

239  (5 %)

278  (50 %)

248  (5 %)

297  (50 %)

T Larsson, PhD thesis, 2009 
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In National Rail Adm. Handbook, BVS Sect. 583.12, 
’Fracture toughness of structural steel in railway bridges’ 
 
 

 

 
 
Exemple 
standardized defect type and 
fracture toughness test specimen 

 
 
 

Toughness requirements  
 

 
 out further actions ok 
 

 20 kN/m 50 kN/m 
 

 

 

  
 
 

Fracture 
toughness 

centre  surface 
25 mm thick flange  
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v

L

a

Summary of older steel characteristics 
 
Broad range of chemical composition 
 
Static strength as manufactured 
 
Toughness varying greatly between steels 
 
Fracture toughness testing of full thickness 
samples preferred 
 
Toughness is loading rate dependent 
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Roads
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Who we are

Problem and Approach

Reference Example 1: Static Recalculation

Reference Example 2: Dynamic Assessment

Conclusions

Assessment of Steel Bridges

The Problem
Existing bridges may be insufficient due to:

• Deterioration of structural elements (steel, concrete,…)
• Increased train loads or train speeds
• Changing technical requirements (standards, safety level)

Consequences:
• Structural upgrading or even new construction

But we know, that:
• Usually we have higher load bearing capacities than expected
• Bridges have safety margins

Verification of bridges requires:
• Determination of real behavior (stiffness)
• Comparison of theoretic with real behavior



Assessment of Steel Bridges

Tension Field
Higher Axle Loads

Deterioration 
Ageing of Structure

Increasing Train 
Speed

Realistic Stiffness?
Static Problem

Dynamic Problem

Assessment of Steel Bridges

The Approach
Classic Approach:

• Structural analysis includes calculation of deformations
• Static load test - requiring bridge closure
• Comparison of calculation and measurement

Advanced Approach :
• Measurement (static / dynamic) of bridge under operation
• Creation of a finite-element model
• Calibration of the calculation model
• Static analysis based on calibrated model
• Dynamic rolling-stock analysis on calibrated model
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Who we are

Problem and Approach

Reference Example 1: Static Recalculation

Reference Example 2: Dynamic Assessment

Conclusions

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Bridge Locations
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Edessa Bridge

Span: 31,4 m
Total Length: 130 m
Single-track
Curved course
Load bearing elements 
below track
Year of Construction: 1947

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Alphios Bridge

Span: 51,6 m
Total Length: 310 m
Single-track
Linear course
Load bearing elements 
above track
Year of construction: 1901



Assessment of Steel Bridges

Mandra Bridge

Span: 27,6 m
Total Length: 54,5 m
Single-track
Continuous beam
Linear course
Load bearing elements 
below track
Year of construction: 1955

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Calculation
Beams:

• General stress analysis

• Stability analysis

• Fatigue analysis

• Deformation analysis

Connections/Rivets:

• General stress analysis

• Fatigue analysis
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Alphios – FE Model

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Alphios – Calculation Results

155%

106%

228%
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Mandra – FE Model

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Edessa – Calculation Results
111%

111%D1=115%

D3=104%

340%

116%
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Austrian Guideline

“Evaluation of load 
capacity of existing railway 

and highway bridges”

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Step-by-step Approach

Recalculation 
Semi-probabilistic

safety concept

Recalculation with 
realistic data

Possible reduction of
Load bearing capacity

Bridge Inspection
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Step-by-step Approach

Assessment of 
Reliability 

according to EN 1990

Acceptance 
of reduced
Reliability

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Recalculation Steps
Step 1: current status of codes

Step 2: reduced partial safety factors (Stress & Resistance)
• Step 2a: determination of realistic structural resistance
• Step 2b: verification with current codes (S & R)
• Step 2c: verification with old design codes (R)

Step 3: Probabilistic Approach including measurements

Step 4: Acceptance of reduced safety margins

Case study: investigation of 50 “critical” bridges in Austria
• 27 bridges evaluated positive in step 1 & 2b
• 21 bridges evaluated positive in step 2c
• 2 bridges required upgrading (4% of bridges)
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Who we are

Problem and Approach

Reference Example 1: Static Recalculation

Reference Example 2: Dynamic Assessment

Conclusions

State of the Art
• Introduction of TGV traffic leads to resonance vibrations

• Reaction of track ballast (14-20 m span, 260 km/h)

• First cracks in structures observed

• Measured acceleration level around 7 m/s² - 8 m/s²

Guidelines implemented in EN 1991-2 (Flow-Chart)
• Train Speed
• Bridge type 
• First vertical bending frequency

Assessment of Steel Bridges



EN 1991-2 

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Excitation



Selected Project 

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Cross Section

Assessment of Steel Bridges



SOFISTIK FE-Model 

Assessment of Steel Bridges

SOFISTIK Result

1,0 Hz

10,0 Hz

100,0 Hz

1 m 10 m 100 mL (m)

n0
 (H

z)

f = 3,24 Hz
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Calculated Accelerations
km 21,979 - max. Beschleunigungen je HSLM-Modell
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Assessment Approach
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Measurement Setup

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Sensor Position 

Assessment of Steel Bridges



PCB Sensors

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Measured Frequencies

Assessment of Steel Bridges



Comparison

1,0 Hz

10,0 Hz

100,0 Hz

1 m 10 m 100 mL (m)

n0
 (H

z)

1,0 Hz

10,0 Hz

100,0 Hz

1 m 10 m 100 mL (m)
n0

 (H
z)

Measurement Calculation

f = 4,10 Hz                                           f = 3,24 Hz

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Who we are

Problem and Approach

Reference Example 1: Static Recalculation

Reference Example 2: Dynamic Assessment

Conclusions
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Bridge Rehabilitation

Special competence in external prestressing for concrete and  PT 
concrete structures (longitudinal, transversal and vertical strengthening) 

Innovative rehabilitation designs for bridges which are kept under 
operation (subsequent change of elements for steel/composite structures). 

Design and managing all phases of rehabilitation construction to extend 
the safe and useful life of the structure. 

Application of advanced construction materials in bridge strengthening 
projects (Carbon Fibres, Fibre Reinforced Polymers, etc.) 

Our goal is to keep bridges as long as possible in service 
with high safety margins :

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Construction under Operation
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Construction under Operation

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Upgrading of Bridges



Assessment of Steel Bridges

Lessons Learned

• Concrete Bridges:
• Stiffness 2,3x higher

• Steel Bridges:
• Stiffness 1,4x higher

• Large number of bridges meet requirements

• Step-by-step approach + measurements important

• Upgrading/replacement only for less bridges necessary

• Very efficient tool for bridge assessment

Assessment of Steel Bridges

Thank You for Your Attention !

roman.geier@schimetta.co.at
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Refurbishment of steel bridges

Tore Lundmark  Ramböll Luleå

2

Old road bridges

Most road bridges built before 1930 are exchanged mainly 
because of encreasing demands on: 

• Free width of road

• Vertical clearance

• Load bearing capacity

• Standard of horizontal and vertical alignment

• Development of the communities
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• Railroad bridges are still left in 
service.

• The railroad cross section is 
not changed.

• The axle loads was high 
already in 1910 because of the 
heavy steam engines.

• The railroads has been 
developing very slowly.

Old railroad bridges

4

• Calculation to determine which load the bridge can carry

• Assessment of the condition 

• Material tests to determine fyk and fuk

• Material tests to determine fracture toughness

• Corrosion protection

Investigation of an old bridge
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Last enligt BVH583.11 
Bärighetsbestämning av 
järnvägsbroar

Last enligt BV Bro , Utgåva 9

Lastnorm för Forsmobron

6

Notched bar impact value

• Charpy V test
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Fracture toughness

8

Fracture toughness

Test specimen for fracture toughness

Diameter > 60 mm 

The whole thickness is used
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The test is given a repeated load until a fatigue crack can be 
observed.

The load will then be increased with constant velocity untill
fracture. The load velocity is determined to simulate  the 
increase in stress in the bridge when a train travels over a 
span vith actual velocity  

The force - deformation graph is documented.

10

Result from testing of fracture toughness
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Corrosion protection

New bridges in  Sweden are treated in workshop  montageplats 
med system S7.09 i BSK tabell 8:72e

• Preparation Sand blasting Sa2½

• Primer 40 μm Zinc epoxi

• Intermediate 2*80 μm Epoxi Iron oxide pigmented

• Top coat 2*60 μm Polyurethane

Totalt 320 μm

12

Riveted bridges
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Alternative system

Reparing of earlier red lead painted steel constructions

• Preparation Steel brushing St2 

• Primer Penetrating linseed oil alkyde

• Intermediate Iron oxide pigmented alkyd

• Top coat Alkyd

14

Forsmo bridge over Ångermanälven buildt
1912
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• The bridge vas built for axle load 18 ton from steam engines.

• The calculations to determine which load the bridge can 
carry shows that the main structure of the bridge can carry 
trainload with  30 ton axel load.

• The parts close to the track, secondary  longitudinal beams and 
cross beams can not carry 25 ton axel load and not the breaking 
forces. These parts has been replaced during 9 hour long stops in 
the train traffic at 20 occasions.

• Remaining lifetime of the bridge is estimated to 100 years.

16

Cross section
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18

Forsmo bidge Temporary working platform
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Lifting a new bridge element

20



21

22

The bridge is open for traffic
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The old Lidingö bridge build 1924

24

Truss bridge
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The old Lidingö bridge

• The bridge vas built for two railroad tracks  with design load  34 
kN/m for each track

• The traffic on the bridge is now a light street car and walkway 
totalload 24 kN/m.

• The bridge was designed with use of two different steel qualities, 
one normal and one width higher strength. During fabrication 
these qualities were mixed up.

• If only the lower quality is considered gives the load of today 
forces in the bridge which are only 60% of the capacity of nominal 
cross sections in ULS. 

26

• The arc span was manufactured in Germany

• The main part of the other spans was manufactured in 
Helsingborg

• The part coming from Helsingborg were not painted at all when 
coming to the erection site. That means that there is no red lead 
on the surfaces in the riveted joints made in factory.

• The bridge is damaged by corrosion more than other bridges from 
this time. This can be accepted because the actual force are small 
compared to capacity 
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• In october 2009 SL and Lidingö city decided that Lidingö railway 
shall be reinvested with new streetcars and new platforms and 
dubble tracks.

• It is therefore a need for two tracks also on the bridge

• That means wider deck with more load. 

28
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Bridge over the river of Indal  at  Bergeforsen
build 1924

30

Actions

The calculations shows that the bridge can carry trains with 25 
tons of axle load after quite small refurbishment.

A number of rivets are exchanged to screws in quality 10.9.

Riveted joints in the secondary long beams are reenforcet with a 
truss below the beam.

Mowable bearings are exchanged in support  2, 4 and 5.

Support 2 and 5 are tied down because of the higher live load and  
the difference in length between main span 84 m and side span 
42 m. 

The bridge is repainted.
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Bearing support 5
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Bearing support 4
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Temporary platforms and covering for 
painting support 4

34

Temporary platforms and covering for 
painting support 5-6
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Bridge E4 over the channel of Södertälje

36

Bridge E4 over the channel of Södertälje
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Refurbishment of E4 bridge Södertälje

The existing diagonal has a cross 
shaped cross section with 28*410 
plates and is deformed in  the 
collision about 200 mm.

A new T-section is bolted to the 
cross to increase the buckling 
capacity

38

THANK YOU!
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Introduction

• Rail bridges;

• Heavier loads at a higher speed, D4 / V100;

• Noise emission;

• Road bridges;

• Heavier axle loads Eurocodes,

• Problems in bridge decks

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Introduction

• Dutch railway  and  highway network is one of the busiest 
in the world

• The system must be reliable
• Preventing disruptions
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Rail bridges

• Rail track 
maintenance as 
less as possible

• Noise emission of 
existing steel 
railway bridges

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Bridge deck systems,
Traditional deck system

• Cross and two 
longitudinal steel 
beams

• A lot of track 
maintenance

• Abandoned around 
1970
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Bridge deck systems,
Longitudinal track carrying π - beam
• Cross and longitudinal 
π- shaped beam

• Direct adjustable 
fastening or embedded 
rail

• Reconsideration  of the 
construction method 
during the years

• Bolted to welded

• Less maintenance

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Bridge deck systems,
Ballasted track

• Reducing 
maintenance costs

• Simple design

• Minimum 
construction height
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Bridge deck systems,
Composite deck

• Steel cross beams 
(standard H-
sections)

• Concrete deck

• Simple design

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Bridge deck systems,
Concrete Deck

• On top or between the 
main girders

• Sort construction time

• Therefore  very useful 
in complex crossings
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Maintenance
• The traditional deck 

systems need a lot of 
maintenance

• Many parts
• From about 1995 

simpler designs
• Combinations with 

other materials
• Development of track 

fastening systems

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Noise emission

• In the past no attention was paid to noise emission

• Steel bridges have very bad reputation

• In densely populated areas noise emission is a serious 
problem

• Concrete is favourable to steel

• In the Netherlands much research is carried out and noise 
reduction is one of the design criteria

• The newly developed deck systems  show lower noise levels 
as concrete, even as low  as normal track
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Lifetime extension,
Upgrading the railway system

• For more and heavier train traffic

• Recalculation of the existing bridges was necessary 

• Many bridges are critical

• Actions are necessary

• Traditional deck systems

• Designed without considering fatigue

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Lifetime extension,
Strengthening measures

• Replacing  the sleepers 
by silent bridge® decks

• Acoustically optimal 
plate thickness

• Embedded rail

• The decks are 
continuous

• Strengthening the 
longitudinal girders
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Lifetime extension,
Extending the lifetime

• Reduced dynamic factor (Annex C of Eurocode 1)

• Φ= 1,15 before strengthening and Φ= 1,10 after strengthening

• This means a reduction on the dynamic factor and associated 
stresses for real trains of 1.15/1.10=1.05

Before strengthening: '''11 ϕϕϕ ++=+=Φ  
 
After strengthening:    ''' 5.011 ϕϕϕ ++=+=Φ  
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Lifetime extension,
Extending the lifetime

• New silent bridge® decks

• Increased section properties

• This means a reduction factor on the stresses of 
16170/8574=1.89

Before strengthening After strengthening

3
. 108574 ⋅=beforeeffW mm3 3

. 1016170 ⋅=aftereffW  mm3 
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Lifetime extension,
Extending the lifetime
• Lifetime extensions

• Total reduction on the stresses of 1.05 1.89=1.98 for a typical deck 
design

• Lifetime extension can be calculated as follows

• In case of an old lifetime of  4  years before strengthening, the new 
lifetime after strengthening can be calculated as 31 years 

398.1×= oldnew nn

where: 
newn  is the new lifetime after strengthening (years); 

oldn  is the old lifetime before strengthening (years). 

Road bridges

• For the bridges build in 1960 till 1995 standard solution

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Road bridges, problems

• Four types off cracks
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Road bridges, solutions

• HSC layer

• Glued steel plate for moveable bridges

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Calland bridge
• Existing combined road and double track railway 

bridge.

• Truss bridge: two approach bridges and a lift bridge 
spanning 79, 107, 68, 85 m.

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Calland bridge
• Forms part of Betuweroute

• Cargo railway line from Rotterdam to Germany

• Increase in dead load and traffic load

• Train en Road traffic

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Heavier loads

• Noise emission reduction measures

• Despite more and heavier loads
less noise

• Adding mass

• 100 kg steel mass blocks
every 0.6m under the deck plate 
between two webs of stringer and
50 kg blocks to each side of the
cross girder

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Heavier loads

• Providing sandwich plates

• Additional steel plate adhesively 
bonded to the webs of the stringer 
and to the deck plate

• Plate thickness : glue layer : 
additional plate thickness = 4:1:1

• Locked by bolts against loss of 
bonding strength

• Dead load increase 4 kN/m (4% of 
train traffic loading)

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Heavier loads

• Train traffic

• Codes cover 90 kN/m per track with axle loads of 225 kN

• Betuweroute requires: 100 kN/m with axle loads 250 kN

• Increase of 10% in train traffic loading

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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• Originally calculated as hinged truss

• Now: calculated using frame theory due to heavy connections

• Train traffic load factor 1.50

• Dynamic factor 1.30                      Total factor 1.95      Bridge critical

• Model factor 1.00

• Limited design life of 15 years until 2020 and load studies yield:

• Train traffic load factor 1.05

• Dynamic factor 1.14                      Total factor 1.44

• Model factor 1.20

Recalculation of the bridge

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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• Traffic measures: avoiding two heavy trains

• Buckling lengths

• Accurately calculated by FEM on a 3D-model of plates and beams

• No upper wind bracing: upper chord stabilised by frame action

• Lowest eigenvalue 12.6

• Buckling lengths

• upper chord 15.1 m

• diagonal 20.2 m

Recalculation of the bridge

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Recalculation of the bridge

• Checking members: strength and stability

• Upper and lower chords: okay

• Six diagonals were insufficiently safe due to plate 
buckling reducing the cross-section to an effective 
cross-section

• These are to be strengthened

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Recalculation of the bridge
• Checking connections: stress levels

• Upper chords connections: okay

• Lower chord connections: too high stress levels > yield 
stress 355 N/mm2

• These are to be strengthened

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Strengthening measures
• Strengthening the diagonals against local buckling 

• Flange tips supported by CHS 38x2.9

• Connected by M27 10.9 (friction grip) replacing rivets, 
else M24 10.9

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Strengthening measures
• Strengthening the connections 

• Adding a reinforcing plate

• Rivets replaced by M27 10.9 (friction grip bolts) 

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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Conclusions

• Caland Bridge as part of the Betuweroute: 

• Increased train traffic load

• Noise emission reduction measures give increased dead load

• Recalculation showed that six diagonals and connections in 
the lower chords were unsafe

• Despite lowered partial safety factors, traffic measures, 
accurate modelling

• These had to be strengthened

• Strengthening could be kept to the minimum

• Caland Bridge fit for service until year 2020

IABSE WC2 Workshop Stockholm 2010 – Strengtening 
Bridges - March 3 2010
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A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

Introduction
- main north-south routes through the Alps of Austria
- built in period 1968-1975  
- Austrian Highway Authority ASFINAG – research project
- topic: cracks of weld connections of vertical web stiffeners with the steel
top flange

example 2: 1975
example 1: 1968
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A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

EXAMPLE 1
- total length: 560m 
- 7 spans of 70 to 84m of length
- frequency of heavy weight traffic: 
6600 trucks/day

4

A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

Constructional Conditions
- original section (1968): heavy truck lane close to outer girder
- refurbishment (1988): 
broadening by enlarged cantilever length.
reduction of slab thickness (transversal prestressing).
heavy truck lane in outmost traffic lane.
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A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

Crack Detection
- cracks in 4mm fillet welds at top connection of vertical web stiffeners
- cracks found in the year 2000
- spacing of stiffeners (170/10 mm): 2.0m (280 points per girder)
- about 70% of stiffener connections with cracks.
- cracks propagate

at intermediate stiffeners
at cross bracings

through plate material at the weld toe
through fillet weld

6

A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

Field measurements
- LVDT strain measurements at vertical stiffener edge (25-30 mm below
flange)

- local „gap-opening“ between steel flange and concrete plate
- 50ton truck at outmost traffic lane
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A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

Results of Field measurements (Example 1)
- LVDT strain measurements at vertical stiffener edge (25-30 mm below
flange)

- local „gap-opening“ between steel flange and concrete plate
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FEM calculations
- 50ton truck at outmost traffic lane
- software: ABAQUS
- global model for calibration of deflections
- maximum deflection: 7.5mm at tip of cantilever slab
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Local Model of Cross-Section
- segment of 1.6m length
- local load calibrated to match the deflection
- lateral support of stiffener provided by the upper horizontal bracing
- strong rotation impediment at top of stiffener
- rotation over the external main girder: 0.10°
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Modelling of Shear Connectors
- connection of steel flange with concrete slab: contact pairs, friction μ=0.50
- block shear connectors with 2 additional studs ∅19/100mm

- position of shear connectors relative to stiffener
- connection between stud head and concrete only (friction omitted)
- bending of steel flange

stiffener and conn. aligned
stiffener between shear conn.

internal side: studs in tension
opening gap
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Computational Results
- stiffener between shear connectors / with horizontal bracing
- vertical stresses
- stress concentration levels off within 30mm

along horizontal weldment
along stiffener edge

linearized beam
theory model

linearized beamtheory model
60

measured
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Computational Results
- stiffener underneath shear connectors / no horizontal bracing
- stiffener can deform freely stresses much lower
- conclusions for stress level:

100% with top bracing 100% stiffener aligned with connector
40% without top bracing 60% stiffener between connectors
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Comparison of Field Measurements with
Computational Results

Stresses in vertical stiffener
front edge [N/mm2]

Gap-opening [mm]

FEM Measurement FEM Measurement
33A  with horizontal bracing, 
stiffener between shear connectors

72 60 0.440 0.034

35A  without horizontal bracing, 
stiffener beneath shear connectors

48 25 0.039 0.094

33A  alternative without horizontal 
bracing, stiffener between shear
connectors

32 - 0.180 -

35A  alternative with horizontal 
bracing, stiffener beneath shear
connectors

130 - 0.130 -

47A  with horizontal bracing, 4 
rows of shear studs, 3 cover plates

115 21 0.110 -

14
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[2005‐…]

[1975‐2005]

EXAMPLE 2
- total length: 845m; 11 spans of 49m to 90m length
- frequency of heavy weight traffic: 4000 trucks/day
- original section (1974) – refurbishment (2005)
- broadening by enlarged cantilever length: ~4.5m
- slab thickness not modified, but transversal prestressing
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Computational Results
- two rows of shear studs / horizontal bracing
- 50ton truck at outmost lane
- rotation over the external main girder: 0.037°
- stiffeners 200/12mm, e=3m
- modelling of interaction between concrete and shear stud very sensitive
- gap opening 0.2mm
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A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

Computational Results
- three rows of shear studs
- higher restraint through doubled distance of outer studs
- gap opening: 0.04mm
- vertical stresses increased from 100% (2 rows) to 150% (3 rows)
- numerous small cracks in welds (2x4mm) – not explainable by fatigue
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EXAMPLE 1: truck load between main girders
- stiffener connection in compression
- rotation over main girder: 0.1°
- stress relieving effects of flange bending & stud elongation are small
- stress level: comparable with truck load on cantilever

18
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Damage Assessment
- total frequency: 18.4 Mio. per carriage-way
- 8.7 Mio (1968-1988)... truck lane close to main girder;

damage reduced to app. 70%

- 9.7 Mio (1988-2000)... truck lane on cantilever
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Damage Summation
- Palmgren-Miner rule
- Fatigue strength acc. to Eurocode 3-1-9

T-connection with fillet welds/crack through weld:
Pu=95%: ∆σR=40 N/mm² for 2.106 cycles
Pu=50%: ∆σR=65 N/mm² approximately

- Results:
• locations of crack detection strongly correlate to hot-spots
(measured and calculated)

• almost all connections displayed cracks when stiffeners were braced
horizontally

• the time of crack initiation –according to damage calculations and crack
dimensions- must have occurred far before the year 2000.
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A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

Refurbishment Strategies
a) full penetration welds

questionable for repair works, danger of not properly
eliminating pre-damaged material

b) additional „plate“ to increase deformability
proved to be ineffective in laboratory tests

c) stiffness reduction by optimized cut-out
shifts stress maximum to higher fatigue class, restricted to 
shop fabrication

d) bolted connection with pre-stressed bolts

pre-damaged material is fully removed, weldments made by 2 
full penetration welds
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Laboratory Tests

- one test covers two welded connections
- steel models: only weldments tested
- composite models: weldments and shear studs tested
- connection tested in tension only

22
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Solution a) for connections at cross-bracings
- new cross-bracings built in
- full penetration weld
- post-welding improvement by
UIT method
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A. Lechner, R. Greiner March 4th 2010

Solution d) for connections at intermediate stiffeners
- existing connections refurbished
- pre-stressed bolting
- to prevent Vierendeel action leading to cracks in the weld connection of
stiffener/web-plate

24
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Numerical Simulations of Refurbishment Strategies
a) full penetration welds
c) stiffness reduction by optimized cut-out (3 alternatives)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3.1

Upper Flange 30/600/600
Lower Flange 20/450/600
Web 12/950/600

Stiffener t=12 6/200/950
Concrete Slab 150/800/600
Shear Studs 22/110

Fillet Weld 4 mm

horizontal 
Deformation
Δu=0.8 mm

Symmetry Conditions
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Numerical Simulations of Refurbishment Strategies
a) full penetration welds

26
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Numerical Simulations of Refurbishment Strategies
c1) cut-out – rectangular

Cut‐Out 120/80 mm,  
Radius   40 mm

Radius of cope hole   30 mm

Fillet Weld 4 mm
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Numerical Simulations of Refurbishment Strategies
c1) elliptic cut-out (alternative 1)

Ellipsis 270/110 mm
distance from web 65 mm
distance to flange 11 mm
Fillet weld 4 mm
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Numerical Simulations of Refurbishment Strategies
c1) elliptic cut-out (alternative 2)

Ellipsis 200/100 mm
distance from web 100mm
distance to flange 15 mm
Fillet weld 4 mm
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Conclusions

high hot-spot stresses in weld connection are caused:
• by deformability of the concrete slab

• by restraining effects of the horizontal bracing

considerations in design:
• avoid bracing elements close to connections
• make concrete slab sufficiently stiff
• place shear studs with small transversal spacing
• conduct the heavy traffic over one lane close to main girder and avoid
sign change of stresses

• use full-penetration welds with post-welding treatment
further research needed to develop optimized structural details 

which induce stresses below its fatigue limit ΔσD and stiffness criteria 
for concrete slab
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Connection ofConnection of Web Stiffeners to Top Web Stiffeners to Top FlangesFlanges
in Composite Bridgesin Composite Bridges

-- A worktask A worktask withinwithin the European research Projectthe European research Project BRIFAGBRIFAG

Peter Collin - Ramböll & LTU (Luleå University of Technology)
Kjell Eriksson – LTU
Mattias Nilsson - Ramböll & LTU (Luleå Univ. of Tech.)

Centre Technique Industriel de la Construction Métallique , France 

Chalmers University of Technology , Sweden

Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Czech Republic

Universität Stuttgart Institut für Konstruktion und Entwurf, Germany

Faculty Of Engineering And Physical Sciences , United Kingdom

Professor Sedlacek & Partner , Germany

Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule Lehrstuhl für Stahlbau und 
Leichtmetallbau, Germany

BRIFAGBRIFAG––BRIBRIdge dge FAFAtigue tigue GGuidanceuidance
Meeting Sustainable Design and Assessment



WorkWork PackagesPackages Within BRIFAGWithin BRIFAG
WP 1 Collection of WP 1 Collection of FatigueFatigue CriticalCritical DetailsDetails

WP 2 Probabilistic fracture mechanicsWP 2 Probabilistic fracture mechanics

WP 3 WP 3 FatigueFatigue Under Under ComplexComplex LoadingLoading
RambRambööllll´́ss part :part : Task 3.4 Connection of vertical stiffenersTask 3.4 Connection of vertical stiffeners

WP 4 WP 4 FatigueFatigue design design usingusing FEMFEM

WP 5 WP 5 ReviewingReviewing and and recommendationsrecommendations

The aim of the BriFaG research project is to develop bridge fatigue guidance for a 
sustainable design and assessment of steel bridges

The guidance will be produced within the research project
The aim is to fill in lacks in current knowledge concerning fatigue design and analysis 

of steel bridges 
The result will hopefully be safer, more durable and more economic bridge structures

Case Study Case Study –– The VThe Våårby Bridge, Stockholmrby Bridge, Stockholm

Heavily trafficked bridge i Stockholm Sweden

Two adjacent Composite Bridges. One in each direction (North/South). 

Numerous cracks were detected in 2006. All cracks occured at the junction between
single vertical stiffeners and the top flanges of the main girders



Characteristics of the VCharacteristics of the Våårby Bridgerby Bridge

Three lanes. Lane 1 & 2 are the most common lanes for heavy vehicles. 
Lane no. 3 is the so called fast lane. The rest of the deck is normally not 
intended for traffic.

A relatively slender concrete deck. Ratio Length/Thickness: 7500/280

Two different types of cross girders. Cross girders at supports with two
stiffeners and cross girders in the spans with a single web stiffener. Quite
typical for all composite bridges

Cross Cross GirdersGirders at Mid supportsat Mid supports

Double stiffeners attached to the web and flanges by fillet welds (5 mm)

Thick top flanges of the main girders

”Unsupported” part of the top flange of the main girders is 40 mm



Cross Cross GirdersGirders in Mid spansin Mid spans

Single web stiffener attached to the web and flanges by fillet welds (5 mm)

Cross girders in position only 400 mm from the top surface of the main 
girders (used as support for framework during casting)

Thin top flanges of the main girders (20mm = minimum when using Studs)

”Unsupported” part of the top flange of the main girders is around 90 mm 
depending of the thickness of the web

Working hypothesisWorking hypothesis

Transverse rotation of a slender concrete deck causing compressive stresses 
perpendicular to the weld(s) when heavy vehicles is passing by in between the main 
girders 

Imposed on assumed residual stressesin tension within the welds, cyclic stresses 
are occuring on the tension side for every heavy vehicle-axle passing by 

The process is believed to be deformation induced and a result of the bracing effect 
at each cross girder.



Make inquiries - About similar damages and investigations 

Cracked welds observed in several bridges in Austria. The problem has also been observed in Japan as. In fact, cracks of 
this kind are the most frequently occurring in Japan. 

Measurements

Examination of a sample containing a crack 

FEM-Modelling: Evaluating the stress concentration and stress intensity factor at the tip of a 
crack. The FEM-modelling is currently ongoing at Chalmers Univ. of Tech. 

Refurbishment of the particular bridge (Vårby)

Laboratory testings – Essential for a better understanding of the interaction between the 
Concrete, the Shear connectors and the Steel girders

Recommendations – How to avoid similar damages in the future detailing and designing 
issues. How to repair such damages in an economic and a sustainable way. 

Spreading knowledge – Papers, Conferences etc.  

Cause of actionCause of action

The monitoring of the VThe monitoring of the Våårby Bridgerby Bridge

A total of 22 strain gauges were installed and the measurements was performed 
during July 2009. Two types of measurements were performed.

Controlled measurements: Vehicle with known parameters: Weight (21,6 t), 
position(s) and speed. The purpose of was solely to provide the necessary basic data to
be used for verification of future numeric models

Measurements for "free flow traffic" for a period of 104 hours. Purpose: To get a 
better understanding of the frequency and the magnitude of the different strains 
affecting the particular welds daily. Damage assessment



Absolute rotation of the concrete-deck as well as the Relative difference in rotation 
between the steel and the deck was also registred by using LDVT and inclinometer.

Position 1 [5:5] Cross girder (single stiffener) with no cracks

Position 2 [6:1] Cross girder at midsupport (double stiffeners) with no cracks

Position 3 [5:3] Cross girder with cracks

Positions of the Positions of the equipmentequipment
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Cross girder 5:5 The rotation is in this case such that we encounter tensile stresses in 
the single stiffener. The stress was moderate, ~ 5 MPa.

Upon unloading, as the concrete deck flexes back the LDVT records a remaining gap between the top 
flange and the deck. The most likely explanation is some sort of interlocking between the shear 
connectors and deck causing compression in the vertical stiffener. 

Samples from the controlled measurementsSamples from the controlled measurements
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The remaining deformation was also registred by the LDVT and can be seen above. The interlocking is 
released when another heavy vehicle passes by in between the two main girders
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The largest strains for passage, 018, occurred at the cross girder 6:1, i.e. the cross 
girder at a mid support. Strains corresponding to a compressive stress of ~ -44 MPa 
was registred in the stiffener on the outside of the main girder
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The deformation of the deck is in this case causing compression in the single vertical 
stiffener (cross girder 5:5)
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At the cross girder at mid support (cross girder 6:1), a tensile stress was registred in 
the stiffener on the outside of the main girder

1

2

3 4 5

Channel 1 (Red Curve)

Channel 5 (Blue Curve) , girder closest to the vehicles passing by

1. Vehicle on the cantilever of the deck 

2. Vehicle on the cantilever of the deck 

3. Truck passing in the 2nd lane ( ~ in the middle between the main girders)

4. Vehicle in the 1st lane (The lane closest to the main girder but still in between the 
main girders)

5. Truck passing in the 1st lane



Measurements conducted for dayMeasurements conducted for day--toto--day trafficday traffic

Rain Flow-counting analyses have been performed creating histograms to be used for 
damage summation. 

A threshold value was adopted disregarding Δσ < 10 MPa. 

With the assumption of any geometric stress concentration already included in the 
fatigue class - C36 according to EC 1993-1-9:2005 - the achieved damage was 
extrapolated over a period of ten years resulting in an accumulated damage >> 1.0

Channel 1

Single web stiffener with no observed crack

Maximum stress range : 135.7 MPa

Average stress range : 24.1 MPa

Number of counts > 10 MPa (104 h): 7 268



Channel 16

Single web stiffener with a crack

Maximum stress range : 46.1 MPa

Average stress range : 17.1 MPa

Number of counts > 10 MPa (104 h): 3 919

Channel 14

Cross girder at mid support, no observed crack

Maximum stress range : 150.4 MPa

Average stress range : 25.9 MPa

Number of counts > 10 MPa (104 h): 9 288



Conclusions based upon the day-to-day measurements

Interesting to compare is the RFC-analyses of gauge no. 1 (Undamaged weld) 
and no. 16 (Damaged weld). The two different junctions are in all other aspects 
equal as they are connected to the same main girder. 

The number of counts is significantly different whereas the stiffener with the 
weld damaged endure only 55 % of the counts with Δσ > 10 MPa compared to 
the stiffener with the weld still intact. 

The arithmetic average stress range as well as the maximum stress range are 
also significantly lower. All of this providing a clear indication of a significant 
stress concentration at the point of initiation. The observations could also 
suggest a more “soft” behaviour with less restraint after the appearance of the 
crack

Examination of a sample containing a crackExamination of a sample containing a crack

The original sample was divided into two parts – Sample A & B

Sample A was first examined by optical microscope with the following observations

The geometry of the weld itself is contributing to a higher stress concentration 
The initiation and propagation of the crack has taken place solely in the welding 

material.
No flaws in the microstructure of the steel in the stiffener, welding material or HAZ 

could be detected. This is indicating a geometrical or/and mechanical reason for the 
initiation of the crack



Sample A was then examined by fractographic methods using SEM (Scanning Electron 
Microscope). 

Due to severe corrosion condition at the surface, the course of event at the origin of 
initiation remained uncertain. 

Typical striations indicating a repetitive loading and unloading could however be 
observed in some areas. 

The distance between the striations in the photographs above was found to be within 
some few μm indicating a considerable propagation pace. 

The rapid pace of the propagation suggested the idea of two individual cracks-initially 
separated- emerging into one. 

Sample B: When examined a new even larger crack was found. The finding did confirm 
the idea of multiple initiations. 

Conclusions based upon the fractographic exams

No particular defects of the microstructure of the steel, weld or HAZ could be found

The initiation and the propagation of the crack(s) has taken place solely in the 
welding material.

The cause and exact origin of the crack initiation is not 100 % clear due to severely 
corroded crack surfaces. The cause is believed to be either geometrical or mechanical.

The presence of striations and “beach marks” indicating the front of the cracks at 
different moments in time, gives an unambiguous indication of the fact that we are 
dealing with crack propagation correlated to fatigue.  

Multiple initiation i.e. two separate cracks has been formed independently of each 
other. The two cracks have eventually emerged into one. Multiple initiations usually 
demand a larger number of cycles to occur.



The observed cracks are to 100 % certainty a result of fatigue. This is validated by 
the result of the performed measurements, by damage summations and by the  
fractographic examinations.

A significant stress concentration is occurring at the origin of initiation. 

The ongoing fatigue process is believed to be distorsional, causing stresses of 
restraint in the welds due to the bracing effect at each cross girder against the rotation 
of a slender concrete deck

There is a chance that the propagation phase of the observed cracks might slow down 
or even stop

SummarySummary

FEM-modelling of the bridge using volumetric elements is currently ongoing. The 
model(s) will be validated using the data achieved by the controlled measurements 

The main purposes of the modelling are:

Evaluate the stress concentration factor at the origin of the observed cracks

One task (if possible) will be to model a propagating crack and evaluate the 
fluctuation of the stress intensity factor in the tip of the crack as the crack is growing.

Based upon the result of the above, decisions of possible methods of refurbishment 
will be done and presented to the bridge owner. 

Present activitiesPresent activities



Activities to come will focus more generally on how to detail similar connections in 
future composite bridges with respect to the most substantially parameters listed 
below:

The slenderness of the concrete deck

The deformability of the bracing member, i.e. the vertical stiffener and the cross 
girder attached

Proper detailing to avoid unnecessary stress concentrations. 

Activities to comeActivities to come

ThankThank you you veryvery muchmuch for your time for your time ☺☺
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Why strengthen?
• Long term

–To deal with under design
–To deal with increased loading
–To extend fatigue life by reducing live load stresses
–To deal with deterioration/damage

• Short term
–To minimise disruption by spreading planned 

reconstructions
• But mainly to avoid reconstruction

–Reduce consumption of natural resources
–Reduce carbon footprint of project
–Minimise delays/inconvenience to travellers

The Sustainable 
Bridges FP6 
project



Project objectives

• To increase the transport capacity of existing bridges by 
allowing axle loads up to 33 tons for freight traffic with 
moderate speeds or for speeds up to 350 km/hour for 
passenger traffic with low axle loads 

• To increase the residual service lives of existing bridges 
by up to 25 % 

• To enhance management, strengthening, and repair 
systems.

Project objectives

The consortium

• 32 Partners 

– 6 Railway administrations

– 2 Road administrations

–13 Universities

– 4 Research institutes

– 5 Consultants

– 2 Contractors

• 12 Countries

–Czech Republic, Denmark, 
France, Finland, Germany, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, 
Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United 
Kingdom

The consortium



Some initial findings – European level

• 40% masonry arches

• 23% concrete
• 21% metallic
• 16% steel/concrete 

composite

• 35% over 100 years old
• 31% aged between 50 and 

100 yrs
• 22% aged between 20 and 

50 yrs
• 12% less than 20 years old

Some initial findings – European level
There are over 220,000 railway bridges in Europe

Main reports

• SB-ICA, (2007): Guideline for Inspection and Condition 
Assessment of Railway Bridges. 

• SB-LRA, (2007): Guideline for Load and Resistance 
Assessment of Existing European Railway Bridges -
advices on the use of advanced methods. 

• SB-MON, (2007): Monitoring Guidelines for Railway 
Bridges.

• SB-STR, (2007): Repair and Strengthening of Railway 
Bridges - Guideline.

Reports & background documents downloadable from 
www.sustainablebridges.net

Main reports



The Sustainable Bridges Report

• Chapter 4.4 deals with novel 
methods

–Gives method description
–Describes case studies

• Appendix B deals with 
traditional methods

Report SB-STR
Lead author – Bjorn Taljsten (LTU)

Methods described in chapter 4.4

Problem Method Description Case study

Tensile capacity External prestressing 

External CFRP

MD103

MD101

-

CS101

Global buckling External CFRP plate/sheet

Increase cross section

Change structure

MD101/102

-

-

CS101

-

-

Fatigue in riveted members External prestressing

Replace components

MD103/104

-

CS03

-

Web shear Longitudinal stiffeners

Transverse stiffeners

External CFRP

-

-

MD101

-

-

-

Fatigue in welded members Weld cracks

Drill stop holes

External prestressing

External CFRP

-

-

MD103

MD01

-

-

-

-

Chapter 4.4 methods



Method description MD101



Case study CS101



Methods described in Appendix B

Appendix B methods

Methods described in Appendix B
Appendix B methods (cont)



Network Rail

Network Rail

• Owns and operates the physical infrastructure of the main 
line railway network in Great Britain (England, Scotland & 
Wales)

• Private Company Limited by Guarantee

–100 members rather than shareholders
–not for dividend

• c 30,000 employees
• Most civil engineering assets maintained by contract



Network Rail in numbers
• 16,000 km of railway

–approx 1/3 electrified
• Civil engineering assets

–6,000 embankments & cuttings

–40,000 bridges (68,000 spans)
–17,000 retaining walls (total length approx 13,000 km)
–2,500 stations

–1,100 signal boxes
–700 tunnels (total length approx 400 km)

Network Rail’s bridges

• 40,000 bridges (total approx 68,000 spans)
–20,000 masonry arches

–16,000 metallic
– 4,000 concrete

–70% over 100yrs old
–13% 50 - 100 yrs old
–10% 20 - 50 yrs old
– 7% less than 20 yrs old



Network Rail’s metallic bridges

• Materials

–680 cast iron, 5,600 wrought iron, 9,700 steel
• Age

–10%  <10 yrs, 10% 20-50 yrs, 30% 50-100 yrs, 50% 
>100yrs.

• Span profile
–70%<10m, 15% 10-40m, 15% >40m

• Traffic
–20% public roads, 20% private roads, 60% railways

Material types



Cast iron (c 1825 to 1880)

The Dee bridge collapse (1847)



The Tay bridge collapse (1879)

Wrought iron (c 1850-1900)



Britannia Bridge (1850 & 1972)



Steel - The Forth Bridge (1890)

Steel (c1890 – date, old steel up to1950)



Metallic bridge 
strengthening

Network Rail case studies

Underline bridges
• Flexural and shear deficiencies treated by the addition of 

new steel
–Standard solutions
–Bespoke solutions



Stoney Weir

• Typical small span steel or wrought iron bridge
–Three equally dimensioned main girders and pressed 

steel trough decking

• Centre girder weak
–Partly due to historic use by lightweight EMU traffic

• Standard “top hat” solution used
• Three similar bridges dealt with as one contract at a total 

cost  around £300k

Stoney Weir



Stoney Weir

Stoney Weir



Rockingham Street

• 1890s wrought iron bridge, carrying principally suburban 
EMUs and weekend engineering trains. 

• Cross girders weak in shear and bending.

• Reconstruction estimate £3.5m.
• Modified “top hat” solution, known as a “bottom hat”, 

possible as adequate headroom available.
• Bridge now full strength, final contract cost around £1.25m.
• Anticipated life extension of 50 to 100 years.

Rockingham Street



Rockingham Street

River Mole

• 3 span wrought iron bridge built around 1880
–External main girders trusses

• Full strength
–Inner main girders fish bellied plate construction

• weak in compression and shear.
• Top flange strengthened with extra plates
• Web strengthened with discrete plates to resemble a truss. 
• Total cost £1.2m.



River Mole

River Mole



Four span

• Built 1866 using riveted built up wrought iron plate girders
–Carries 3 tracks of main London to Brighton line over a 

secondary route.
–As name implies, 4 spans consisting of main girders 

(strengthened in 1965) , cross girders and rail bearers
• Cross girders and rail bearers weak

–Additional cross girders fabricated to fit around main 
girders.

–New cross girders installed during 54hr weekend 
closures of lower route

–Bolted in position mid week with trains running on main 
line

• Had main line been lower tracks this option would have 
been feasible

Four Span



Four span

New cross girder weighing 6 tonnes

Four span



River Hamble
• 1890s built 6 span wrought iron bridge over tidal river

• Plate main girders, cross girders and pressed troughing flooring
– Main girders theoretical zero live load capacity

• Lateral torsion buckling of compression flange and web shear 
deficiencies

– Cross girders not aligned with main girder stiffeners
• New stiffeners provided at each cross girder location

– To provide “U” frame action
– Each fabricated in 24 parts to facilitate man handling into position
– Installed during standard 8hr overnight weekend line closures

• Over 350 tons of steel added and over 35,000 bolts utilised
• Final project cost (including repainting) £3.5m

– Total time on site about a year

River Hamble



River Hamble

River Hamble



Arun River

• Bridge dates from around 1860

–4 spans with four continuous main girders
–Structural timber decking resting on top flanges spans 

between main girders
–Track supported by longitudinal timbers

• Main girders weak in bending and shear at intermediate 
supports

• “Wing” horizontal stiffeners provided over piers

Arun River



Arun River

Jamestown Viaduct

• Six span viaduct constructed 1887-1890 as part of Forth 
Bridge railway

• Four central spans steel 
–2 truss main girders with cross girders and steel deck 

plates
–33.4m span at 70o skew angle

• Assessment results
–Truss top and bottom booms weak in flexure
–Truss ties weak in tension

–Truss struts weak in compression
–Cross girders weak in shear



Jamestown Viaduct

Jamestown Viaduct

• Bridge “listed” so intervention options limited

• Original strengthening options considered
–Strengthen by adding new steelwork where necessary
–Install third main truss between existing trusses
–Post tension existing main trusses

• Following tendering preferred options became
–Install new truss
–Provide insitu concrete deck slab acting compositely 

with original steelwork



Jamestown Viaduct

• Final option chosen
–Insitu slab (to assist both main girder booms and cross 

girders)
–Strengthen main girder twin plate ties by the addition of 

a beam section
–Replace minor components (sway bracing, gusset plates 

etc) with new as necessary
–Provide ballast plates
–Repaint in Forth Bridge red paint

• Main works carried during 8 day line closure pre-arranged 
for work on Forth Bridge in 2005

• Total scheme cost £5.3m

Jamestown Viaduct

Diaphragm between main girder top 
boom and deck plates to transfer 
shear loads

Strengthening of main truss ties with 
new “H” beams

8,600 shear studs attached for new concrete deck



Network Rail case studies

Overline bridges
• Overslabbing
• Flexural strengthening by the use of CFRP plates

–Bespoke solutions

Knapp bridge - overslabbing



To retain appearance of 
bridge, new steel beam in 

concrete deck slab laid 
over existing cast iron 

beam/brick jack arch deck

New Moss Road – FRP strengthening

• Two span bridge carrying public road over railway
–North span cast iron main girders and brick jack arches 

spanning open lines, built 1873
–South span concrete slab spanning disused formation, 

built 1956
• North span capacity assessed as 17 tonne vehicle, local 

council wanted 40 tonne capability
–Strengthened with 2No. 140mm wide UHM CFRP plates 

per beam with a maximum thickness of 24mm

• South span also strengthened with CFRP plates
• Final cost £450k, saving around 75% when compared to 

reconstruction



New Moss Road

New Moss Road



New Moss Road

New Moss Road



New Moss Road

Maunders Road – FRP & load relief

• Built around 1900, consisting of cast iron longitudinal main 
girders and jack arches

–Capacity of edge girders assessed as 3 tonne vehicle 
and internal girders as 7.5 tonne vehicle

• Carries a local road over a mothballed railway
• Bridge provides only access to a nearby industrial area

–Council required 40 tonne capability
• Novel design using UHM CFRP plates incorporating load 

relief by jacking
–Edge beams required 2 plates 90mm wide x 32mm thick
–Internal beams required 2 plates 140mm wide x 37mm 

thick
• Final cost £300k, saving around 50% when compared to 

reconstruction



Maunders Road

Maunders Road



Maunders Road

Hammersmith Road

• 3 span bridge built in the around 1860 to carry a very busy main
road in west London

–Main span crosses the principal cross London freight route to 
the Channel Tunnel

–One side span crosses the London Underground District Line 
branch to Olympia

• Each span consists of 13 cast iron longitudinal girders
• Assessed capacity 18 tonne vehicle

–10 internal bays have brick jack arches
–Remaining 2 internal bays have cast iron floor plates

• These limit the assessed capacity to a 3 tonne vehicle
• 40 tonne capacity required

–Main girders strengthened with UHM CFRP plates
–CI deck plates strengthened with specially manufactured 

cruciform stiffening made from UHM CFRP



Hammersmith Road

Hammersmith Road

4No. 30mm wide 
tapered multi-layered 
pultruded plating to 
transverse stiffeners
Pultruded CFRP 
Cruciform to diagonal 
stiffeners



Proposed FRP 
strengthening

Resolven aqueduct

Cast iron main girders in 
flexure for flood 

alleviation scheme



Sheffield – Attercliffe Road

Cast iron cruciform bracing 
between main arch ribs 
for axial compression

Further reading



Further reading – CIRIA reports

Report C595 Report C664
See www.ciria.org for details

Conclusions

• Strengthening of metallic bridges happens regularly
• A number of different techniques can be employed
• Traditional solutions dominate
• New materials can be useful, but care must be exercised
• Always think about the long term implications of what is 

proposed
–Because we don’t want to see this kind of thing …



Bridge construction (1)

Source-RAIB accident investigation report



Bridge construction (2)

Source-RAIB accident investigation report

Investigation conclusions

• The immediate cause of the derailment was:

– the collapse of the bridge, which followed the catastrophic 
structural failure of its east and centre main girders. 
Heavy corrosion had so significantly weakened these main 
girders that they were no longer able to carry the loading from 
trains that were permitted to run over the bridge.

• A causal factor was:

– the form of construction of the bridge that meant there was a 
hidden corrosion trap that affected the inner surfaces of the 
main girders; the corrosion resulted in a loss of thickness of 
the web plates of these girders, and in places holes formed.

Source-RAIB accident investigation report



Failed centre main girder

Source-RAIB accident investigation report

Thank you
Any questions?
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1. INTRODUCTION



>>Introduction

The italian national railway manages today a total number of 
approximatively 3500 steel railway bridges

The main part of these railway bridges, 
were built in the period of the late ‘800 till 1950

The majority of them, are riveted, and most of these still remain in use 
today, even though their average age is high and also despite the fact 
that they are exposed to loading conditions and traffic originally not 

expected

>>General

The literature review shows that the control parameter for the remaining life 
assessment of these bridges 

(t > 75 years) is the high cycle fatigue strength 
(n>1000, Fisher 1999, Kulak 1998, et al.)

To deeply study this topic, a collaboration with RFI has been developed 
in order to perform:

a full scale fatigue test on a real bridge (bending and shear)
an assessment of the remaining fatigue life of the bridge

>>Introduction
>>General



2. STATE OF THE ART

Foundamental and complementary lineConstruction date of the italian railway lines

>>State of the art
>>The italian railway network



Official data of consistence of railway line.

>>State of the art
>>The italian railway network

Example of the cast iron table material

Material catalogue from literature 
analysis: data base  

Cast iron  
 

Description 
 
High carbonised iron, the direct product of the blast furnace; used for making castings, 
and for conversion into wrought iron and steel. It can not be welded or forged, is brittle, 
and sometimes very hard. Besides carbon, it contains sulphur, phosphorus, silica, etc. 
 

 
Microstructure 

Microstructure of grey cast iron with lamellar graphite (left) and in comparison 
of cast iron with spheroidal graphite (right)  
[TU Graz, 2001] 
 

 
Mechanical 
properties 

 

Time period 
Ultimate tensile strength 

[N/mm²] 
 min max 

14th century - 1850 80 120 
1850 - 1900 120 180 
1900 - 1942 120 400 

Ranges of ultimate tensile strengths for cast iron  
[Piwowarsky, Wittmoser, 1949] 
 

 
Mechanical 
properties 

 
Elasticity modulus 85000 ≤ E0 ≤ 130000 N/mm² 
Compressive strength 320 ≤ RD ≤ 780 N/mm² 
Tensile strength 80 ≤ RM ≤ 180 N/mm² 
Acoustic velocity 3800 ≤ cI ≤ 4900 m/s 
Carbon content 3.00 ≤ C ≤ 3,5 % 
Saturation level* 0.09 ≤ SC ≤ 1.00  
Average length of lamellae 80 ≤ lLam ≤ 500 mm 

Material parameters of old grey cast irons (range)  
[Käpplein, Wiegolsch-Frey 2001] 
*: The saturation level specifies the influence of additional chemical elements within the 
cast iron on the position of the eutectic carbon value. 
 

Fatigue 
properties of 
old cast iron 

For old cast iron the fatigue strength can be estimated between 10 and 15 kg/mm² 
[Piwowarsky, 1949]. It was examined in [Gilbert, 1953] for especially low-strength, high 
phosphorous cast iron (weak cast iron), which was used at the time of the 19th century: 
• The fatigue limit of weak cast irons can be increased to a remarkable degree by 
prestressing at or just below the fatigue limit. 
• Weak cast irons show a remarkable ability to absorb overstress, both in the notched and 
unnotched condition. 
• Cast irons in general have low notch sensitivities in fatigue. 
Later examinations [Nanjing University, 2006] confirmed the independency of fatigue 
strength on notches. In case of fatigue loading it is generally recommended to limit the 

>>State of the art
>>Material properties



= persistent slip band

= the matrix between the PSB in the crystal

>>State of the art
>>Literature reviews of material properties: fatigue failure of metal structures

Main collapses of metal bridges due to fatigue 

Tay bridge, Scotland 1879, 75 dead

Silver bridge, Ohio-Usa 1967, 10 dead

Minneapolis bridge, Minnesota, 
2007, 30  dead

yesterday today

>>State of the art
>>A recent fatigue collapse



>>State of the art

Layout of the literature review

>>Previous work, a literature survey

Static tests of riveted members
Fatigue tests of riveted members
Static tests of riveted connections
Fatigue tests of riveted connections
Material, crack growth and other tests of old steel and wrought iron
Analysis of experimental results

3. CODES, GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS



>> Codes, guidelines and recommendations

Example of EC3 - SN curve

EUROCODE 3
ITALIAN CODE, N.T. luglio 2007

ITALIAN TECHNICAL CODE, CNR 10011/97
ITALIAN RAILWAY TECHNICAL CODE, ISTRUCTION 44/f

AISC
BRITISH STANDARD  BS 5400

AASHTO 1994
AREA

NORSOK STANDARD
GERMANISCHER LLOYD

-not all details are provided by the codes;

- Di Battista (1998) has suggested to use  the category 112 (EC3 1992), even if  comparison with 
experimental data provided that this category overestimates the test data;

- design category of EC3 are C=112 
for normal tensile stress and C=100 
for shear stress for bolted connection;

-some researchers and recent R&D project (Akesson and Edlund 1996; Helmerich et al. 1997; 
Sustainable Bridges 2007) have suggested that the detail category 71 could be used for riveted 
connections;

- about the description of the cut-off limit, the limit below which no crack propagation occurs:  
Kunz (1992) has proposed that this would not be costant but to decrease it with increasing 
damage.  According to Di Battista (1998), this approach to forecasting fatigue life offers the 
possibility of improved predictions, particularly when variable amplitude stress cycles are present.

>> Codes, guidelines and recommendations



4. ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT FATIGUE MODELS

2. Then experimental data have been compared to Wohler curve 
according to the design category of the code analized. 

Example of full scale test on composite plate girders, compared 
to category C=71 and C=63 of EC3; here  cat. 63 is sufficiently 

safe for N<5x10^6 costant amplitude cycles. 
The procedure is according to EC3-EN1993-1-9,  with a survival 

probability of 95% and a confidence level of 75%.

>>ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT FATIGUE MODELS 

1. All data availables, more than 300 results, have beeen subdivided 
into detail categories groups
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>>ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT FATIGUE MODELS 

Example of the riveted connection: 122 results compared to code
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>>ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT FATIGUE MODELS 
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5. CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE

>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE

Localization and layout of the bridge

• The Meschio bridge, built in 1918 was taken out of 
service in 2005. The manufact (km 62+193.08) was 
in service in the line Mestre-Cormons, between 
Conegliano and Casarsa, under the supervision of 
the Compartimental Direction of RFI of Venice.



Localizzazione del ponte nella rete veneta.

Geometry 

• Composite flanged girder 

• Span: 12,3 m

• Simple span steel girder bridges

Original design of the bridge

>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE

• Every wooden under-rail beam is supported 
by transversal stringer to floor beam 
connection

• Distance between top flange: 30 cm

• Principle girders are 78 cm high and 
connected by the stringer to floor connection 
at 1m distance

Type section of a twinned composite  girder bridge

>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE



>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE

Three dimensional model of the structure of the Meschio Bridge.

>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE

Three dimensional model of the structure of the Meschio Bridge.



>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE

Out of service, 2005

>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE



Recovery operation

>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE

Dismantling operation

>> CASE STUDY:  THE MESCHIO BRIDGE



6. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
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Tensile test: Test 1, Test 2, Test 11
(UNI EN10002/1 del 2004)

• Performed on web panel 
of the girder

• Load slip diagram similar 
to a Fe430 (S275)



Impact strenght test: Test 3
(UNI 4714 del 1969 e UNI EN 10045/1 del 1992)

All values of impact energy  are under the minimum of 
27J. 

The fragile behaviour is also proved by the clear 
separation of the fibers.

 
Test code 

Temperature 
 

[°C] 

 

Average impact 
energy 

[J] 

C_1 20 2 

C_2 ‘’ 10 

C_3 ‘’ 10 

C_4 ‘’ 11 

C_5 ‘’ 11 

C_6 ‘’ 25 

Medium value  11.5 

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: MATERIAL SPECIFICATION

Chemical GDS analysis
(Glow Discharge Atomic Emission Spectrometer ) : 
Test 4 e Test 11

Results:
• iron-carbon alloy, cast iron, with a 0.025/0.060 weight % 

carbon tenor, that is very low;

• fusion temperature more much minor and more elevated 
fluidity ;

• better resistance to the atmospheric corrosion and a relative 
inferior cost, insufficient mechanical resistance [Colombo, 
Festa 2005];

• Similar to mild steel behaviour

Chemical content - Test 4 (%)

C 0,025

Mn 0,350

Cr 0,006

Ni 0,020

Mo 0,001

Co 0,010

P 0,036

S 0,050

Chemical content - Test 11 (%)

C 0,060

Mn 0,490

Cr < 0,005

Ni 0,041

Co < 0,040

P < 0,005

S 0,029

Si < 0,05

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: MATERIAL SPECIFICATION



Metallografic test: Test 5

the specimens analized is mild steel, “ferro dolce”, with a ferritic structure, not resulphurated, 
and consequently with a high content of sulphur

Images of the metallographic test

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: MATERIAL SPECIFICATION

Vickers test on rivets: Test 10
(UNI EN ISO 6507-1)

• Equivalent tensile: 460/490 N/mm2. 

• Mechanical values similar to a Fe44B steel usually used for rivets as 
from Istr. 44/M of RFI and UNI 7356-74

Sample tested

Durometer machine

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: MATERIAL SPECIFICATION



7. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE STATIC TEST

Test 6, static test on principal girder

Test set up
- Displacement  elongation 20 mm / precision  0,01mm
- Strain DD1  100 mm maximum elongation

• The test has been performed until 261 t, a load 
in corrispondence to buckling  (out of plane) of 
one of the webs

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE STATIC TEST



Test T6: bending static test on principal girder

• At the midspan of the girder have been observed the 
more relavant deformation; 

• The superior flange has been subjected to a vertical 
displacement due to the absence of a shear 
reinforcement; 

• Maximum displacement recorded :
11 mm at the midspan (ch 3), with linear behaviour up to 

261 t 

The lateral displacement is approximately 3.1 cm

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE STATIC TEST

Test T7, bending low cycle test on principal girder

Test set up
- Displacement  elongation 20 mm / precision  0,01mm
- Strain DD1  100 mm maximum elongation

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE STATIC TEST



Test T7, bending low cycle test on principal girder

Loading phases:

• 1: load and unload from 0 to 3000 KN, that is the 10% of the maximum load bending elastic 
capacity of the beam;

• 2: load and unload from 0 to 10000 KN, that is the 33% of the maximum load bending elastic 
capacity of the beam;

• 3: load and unload from 0 to 15000 KN, that is the 50% of the maximum load bending elastic 
capacity of the beam;

• 4: load and unload from 0 to 18000 KN, that is the 62% of the maximum load bending elastic 
capacity of the beam;

• 5: load and unload from 0 to 22000 KN, that is the 72% of the maximum load bending elastic 
capacity of the beam;

• 6, 7, 8: load and unload from 0 to nearly 30000 KN, that is the maximum load bending elastic 
capacity of the beam.

Cycle
Min load 
(t)

Max load 
(t)

1° serie

1 0 30

2 0 100

3 0 150

2° serie

1 0 180

2 0 220

3 0 300

4 0 300

5 0 300

6 0 300

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE STATIC TEST

Test T7

Observation

• At the end of the 1° cycle of the second series has been observed a permanent 
deformation of 2,4 mm.

• To highlight an additional plastic phase in the second phase of the cycles,  from 260 t 
(slope changing of the curve load-slip).

• Reached 290 t has been evidenced an increasing deflection with costant loading. 

• The load-deformation graph for the superior and inferior flange in correspondence of the 
thickness changement has evidenced a tendence to the plastic phase (ch. 6, 7)

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE STATIC TEST

• During the test execution, have been evidenced some paint raisings, especially in the connection points 
between the web and the angles where there are not shear reinforcement



Test T8: shear test

Aim of the test

• Experimental determination of the shear strength of the stringer to 
floor connection

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE STATIC TEST

Test T8

Results

The test is terminated at 107 t for shear collapse of the 
rivets connecting the stringer to the floor beam

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE STATIC TEST



8. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TEST

Test T9: high cycle fatigue test (2.5 mil.)

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS

The upside-down girder.



>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS

Test T9: high cycle fatigue test

General data

• time: 28 days 
• Number of cycles: 2,5 x 106

• Δ P =28.5 t = 285 kN 
• Pmin = 1,5 t =15 kN  
• Pmax = 30 t = 300 kN
• Frequency = 1,01 Hz
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>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS

The test, is a bending fatigue test developed with the aim of reproduce the repeated passage of the deltaP 
= 28.5 t, in order to test the rivets behaviour to fatigue loading (the load is high in order to reach possibly 
the failure with a lower n. of cycles).

Test T9: high cycle fatigue test
Cycles/Time
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The test has been divided in 3 parts about acquisition:
•continuous from 0 to 50.000 cycle;
•periodic from 50.000 to 2.500.000 cycle (1 min every hour);
•continuous from 2.500.000 to end cycle;



Results
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>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS

Test T9: high cycle fatigue test

Load min and load max during the test. Supports and lower flanges vertical slip:
no significant slip changes recorded

Central plates:
no significant changes recorded

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS
Test T9: high cycle fatigue test

- for this test, the suggested category 
C=100 (EC3 – shear detail) appear to be a 
safe category for the specific detail 
analized;

- the suggested category C=71 (SB2006) 
doesn’t appear to fit the behaviour, being 
more conservative than C=100;

- possibility that there is an higher level of 
fatigue resistance of the rivets of the 
stringer-to-floor beam connection: 

-for this reason, other tests were 
necessary, like a shear high cycle test, in 
order to evaluate the category detail of 
this joint. 

Tension level on the stringer to floor rivets (2-3), compared to EC3, C=100.



Test T10 shear fatigue test

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS

Aim of the test

• Experimental determination of the fatigue detail category of the rivets connection of the stringer to 
floor beam connection

Test T10 shear fatigue test

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS

-The stringer to floor beams, dismantled from the bridge, were tested in cyclic shear at the University of 
Trento, in order to characterize the category detail of this very ususal riveted connection in railway 
bridges;

- In particular, the choice to use this part of the structure was suggested from the analysis reported in 
the next chapter related to assessment (Chapter 9), because of the high value of the damn index 
obtained in the deterministic reliability assessment with two different procedure and from the previous
high cycle fatigue test reporting no failure for C=100 @ 2.500.000 cycles;



Test T10 shear fatigue test

Results

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS

Specime
n 

Maximu
m load  
[kN] 
 

Minimu
m load 
[kN] 
 

Stress 
range 
Δτ 
[MPa] 
 

Frequency 
[Hz] 

Progressive 
 [N. of cycles] 

 Remarks 
 

I 900 100 352,88 5 138.000 Paint cracks under the 
rivets loaded 

     150.000 
Paint cracks under the 
rivets loaded in the 
posterior part 

     159.000 Rivets visible head 
deformation 

     176.000 

2-3 mm detachment rivets 
heads from the central 
plate in the posterior sx 
part 

     184.000 Failure 
       

II 800 100 308,77  23.300 Paint cracks under the 
rivets loaded 

     188.400 

1-2 mm detachment rivets 
heads from the central 
plate in the posterior sx 
part 

     560.000 Failure 
       

III 850 100 330,82  203.850 
Paint cracks under the 
rivets loaded, posterior 
part 

     208.850 Failure 
       

IV 700 100 264,66  430.515 
Paint cracks under the 
rivets loaded, posterior 
part 

     504.515 Failure 
 

Test T10 shear fatigue test

Results

>> EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS: FULL SCALE HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS

Test T10 , results given in a Wohler 
diagram (number of cycles until failure as a 

function of the stress range). The fatigue 
design curve C=100 of EC3 are compared 
with the Rm and Rk (experimental: C=110) 

line from testing data



9. FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Ageing distribution of bridges considering bridge 
construction materials (European railway bridge 
demography 2004, Sustainable Bridges 2006)

Why to assess expecially 
steel bridges?

Steel bridges are not the 
largest category…

Because for the rail operator 
(RFI) they are the most 
strategic in the national 

railway net, being built on the 
most relevant river and in 

crucial point of the net



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Chapter 3, 4, 5

Chapter 2

Chapter 6, 9

Chapter 7, 8, 9

Flow diagram – step level procedure  for assessment of existing bridges  (Sustainable Bridges 2006)

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

General stage assessment

Stage 1: the capacity of the bridge is initially assessed on the basis of simple calculation checks and 
readily accessible data (drawings, design calculations, earlier assessment calculations, inspection records, 
etc.). On this basis, the extent to which the bridge fails to comply with the given requirements is evaluated. 

Stage 2: in the intermediate level of assessment, the capacity of the bridge (which fails the initial 
assessment) is evaluated using more advanced analysis (e.g. elastic but giving better idealisation, plastic, 
etc.) and more accurate data (obtained from inspection an simple tests) on the material properties, the 
loads, the current state and the behaviour of the bridge (e.g. material properties obtained from simple 
measurement, loads defined by measurements, etc.).

Stage 3: in the enhanced level of assessment, the capacity of the bridge (which fails the intermediate 
assessment and which repair or strengthening costs are significant) can be evaluated using most 
advanced assessment methods (e.g. reliability-based assessment methods, system level assessment, 
etc.) and tools available (e.g. nonlinear analysis, probabilistic analysis, testing, monitoring, etc). Testing 
and monitoring may provide relevant data regarding actual bridge loads, actual properties of material, and 
actual behaviour of the bridge. However, probabilistic analysis and nonlinear analysis allow for considering 
the actual variability in modelling loads and resistance properties, and taking into account bridge 
redundancy.



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage assessment performed

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

SIMPLIFIED PROBABILISTIC METHOD

SIMPLE CALCULATION CHECKS 

SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD 
SUSTAINABLE BRIDGES

EUROCODE 3 EN 1993-1-9

DECISION ON REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT:
GLOBAL COST ANALISYS

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Historical rail traffic, number of train vs. year, according to data from RFI-Trenitalia(2006) 
and Trail (2006): regional train, pas (other passengers train), merci (mixed freight train)

   
Year Regional train Mixed freight train Other passengers train 
1916 – 1920 15000 15000 12500 
1920 – 1925 20000 16000 13500 
1925 – 1930 27500 17500 15000 
1930 – 1935 32500 18000 16500 
1935 – 1940 40000 18500 17500 
1940 – 1945 55000 19000 18500 
1945 – 1950 62500 20000 19500 
1950 – 1955 70000 21000 20500 
1955 – 1960 75000 22500 21500 
1960 – 1965 80000 23500 22500 
1965 – 1970 85000 25000 24000 
1970 – 1975 90000 25500 24500 
1975 – 1980 95000 26000 25000 
1980 – 1985 105000 27500 25500 
1985 – 1990 122500 28000 26000 
1990 – 1995 127500 28500 26500 
1995 – 2000 132500 29000 27000 
2000 – 2006 137500 29250 27250 
 



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Method A: Sustainable bridges (2006):

Axle spacing and length over buffers for a freight wagon of the “Equivalent Freight Train” for all lines

Axle loads (kN) and number of axles per wagon of “Equivalent Freight Train" (based on LM71) for different periods

Where:
•Year is the period for the particular amount of freight.
•Speed is the speed of the train (km/h)
•Pk is the characteristic value of the axle load (kN) for the 
calculation of the stress range.
•Pm is the mean value of the axle load (kN) used to 
calculate the number of train passages.
•a is the number of axles per freight wagon and is used to 
calculate the number of train and bogie passages.
•Po is the axle load (kN) of an empty freight wagon.

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Method A: Sustainable bridges (2006):

According to this method, the fatigue safety of all fatigue vulnerable construction details may be
expressed by the fatigue safety ratio defined below: 
 

 the fatigue limit (limit below which no crack propagation will occur): 
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≥
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Δ
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ηfat  : degree of compliance 
ΔσD : fatigue limit of the investigated construction detail 
γ fat : fatigue resistance coefficient 
Δσmax : maximum fatigue action effect (stress range) 
 

 the fatigue strength (fatigue damage, crack propagation, will accumulate if a part of the spectrum 
of stress cycles is above the fatigue limit): 
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Δσ c : fatigue strength at 2 million cycles (fatigue category) 
Δσ e : (equivalent) fatigue load effect referred to 2 million of cycles 



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Method B: EC3 – 1.9

The assessment method adopted is the “safe life” (EN 1993-1-9, Ch. 3) using nominal stress and loads from Istr. 44/f.

istr.44/f load spectrum

Also using this method, have been performed fatigue limit and fatigue strenght verification.

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Hot spot details

Detail 1

Detail 2



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Cycle counting

To perform the damage assessment of the details, is essential to
make an estimation of the cycles affected by the single detail. 
This has been performed making tension/time fluctuations 
analisys, for every detail and loading spectrum, and counting 
effective cycles as per ASTM E1049-85(2005) Standard 
Practices for Cycle Counting in Fatigue Analysis. 
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Treno tipo 1 I.C.  v = 55,55 m/s

Treno tipo 4 DIR.  v = 38,88 m/s

Treno tipo 9 MERCI MISTO  v = 33,33 m/s

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Verification procedure
Sustainable bridge



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Verification procedure
EC3

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Verification: detail 1, flange

From these results we can observe that:

•comparing detail 1 method, the two loading models used are quite different, EC3 and SB2006; 
assuming the EC3 load spectrum it induces more damage than a real historical traffic, so a load 
spectrum much more precise is needed;



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Verification procedure
Sustainable bridge

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Verification procedure
EC3



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 2 SEMIPROBABILISTIC METHOD

Verification: detail 2, rivets of the stringer to floor beam connection

From these results we can observe that:

•concerning detail 2 rivets, we have to highline that there are differences due to the loading models assumed: 
SB 2006 uses loading models growing from 1920 to 1980 (up to 225 kN), that are more adherent to the real 
evolution of train axis; using EC3 would mean to accumulate the load damaging effect of the 225 kN as a 
costant value during the whole life of the bridge, and this can lead to an overestimation of fatigue damage as 
we can also observe for detail 1.

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 3 SIMPLIFIED PROBABILISTIC METHOD

Intro This probabilistic method have been developed according to Kunz (1992) and Sustainable Bridges (2006)
simplified method.  
 
The probability of crack detection during inspection and monitoring is generally evaluated in an 
intermediate stage, and subsequently linked to the (calculated) probability of fatigue fracture to obtain the 
probability of failure (Sustainable Bridges 2006): 
 

pfail = pfat (1-pdet)                                                                                                                           (9.5.1) 

where 
 
p fail : probability of failure 
p fat : probability of fatigue fracture 
p det : probability of detection 
 
The probability of failure can also be expressed by means of the reliability index according to the standard 
normal distribution (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970). Finally the reliability of a structural element is compared
to the target value: 
 
βfail ? βtarget 
βfail : reliability index with respect to failure 
βtarget : target reliability index 

>



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 3 SIMPLIFIED PROBABILISTIC METHOD

Intro
 

Fig. 9.5.1: Operational load factor for influence lengths over 10 m, year of construction: 1900±25, traffic model UIC 

779-1 (1986) for past and future, 75% freight traffic. (Sustainable Bridges 2006) 

 

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 3 SIMPLIFIED PROBABILISTIC METHOD

Values used for the analisys

Detail 
Detail 
category 
(EC3) 

Detail  
category  
 (experimental) 
 

Max Δσ (Δτ) ∗ φ 
[MPa] 

1: Inferior flange at the midspan 
 112 - 72  

    
2: Rivets of the stringer to floor beam 
connection (rivet 2-3) 
 

100 110 77 

 



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 3 SIMPLIFIED PROBABILISTIC METHOD

Results

Probabilistic modeling of the likelihood of failure, detail 1(detail category as per EC3).

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 3 SIMPLIFIED PROBABILISTIC METHOD

Results

Probabilistic modeling of the likelihood of 
failure, detail 2 (detail category as per EC3, 
C=100).

Probabilistic modeling of the likelihood of failure, 
detail 2 (detail category as per experimental 
category C=110).



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 3 SIMPLIFIED PROBABILISTIC METHOD

Observation

- central rivets 2-3 have the worst reliability index;

- results obtained, according to the experienced life of 89 years and of an average number of 50.000 
train/year from 1990 to 2006 (137 train/day); 

- considering EC3 and Istr. 44/f loading spectrum, the minimum value of reliability will be reached in 2033  
using category C=100, taking into account the higher level of damage of the stringer to floor connection 
against other details considered (the rivets suffer more cycles than the flange: 1 train = 4 cycle = 4 boogie 
axle passages of the tractor) and doesn’t take into consideration proliferation of corrosion, ageing in general, 
maintenance, and moreover doesn’t take into account the possible development of cracks;

- considering the flange (C=110), life is extended over 2040 (the diagram 9.5.6 is not complete because the 
Kunz (1992) method doesn’t provide Nfut > 107); 

-for this reason, also economical consideration on repair or replacement are given in the following, taking into 
consideration economical convenience related to possible localized failure and maintenance.

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 4 DECISION ON REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT: GLOBAL COST ANALISYS

Repair index

In the proposed model every repair decision is made according to repair index (RI) of each option that 
indicates how much the proposed repair costs compared with the no-action option or with respect to any 
other alternative taken as a reference. The smaller the coefficient for a particular option, the better 
investment that option is. In the calculation of RI, the inspection costs CI, the maintenance costs CM, the 
repair costs CR, the failure costs CF, the road user costs CU, other costs CO and the salvage value VS are 
considered. For each option the RI may be quantified by:

In which CC are the construction costs, CI the inspection costs, CM the maintenance costs, CR the repair 
costs, CF the failure costs, CU the road user costs, CO other costs and VS the salvage value of the 
bridge. The objective remains to develop a strategy that minimizes C while keeping the lifetime reliability 
of the structure above a minimum allowable value.

• CI inspection costs 
• CM maintenance costs 
• CR repair costs 

o CRA structural assessment costs 
o CRR structural repair costs 

• CF failure costs 
• CU road user costs 

o CUD traffic delayed costs 
o CUR traffic rerouted costs 
o CURT time costs 
o CURO vehicle operating costs 
o CURA accident costs 

• VS salvage value 
• CO other costs 



>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 4 DECISION ON REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT: GLOBAL COST ANALISYS

Application to the Meschio Bridge

This example consists in the proposal of four  alternatives for the repair or replacement of a deteriorated 
bridge. The general characteristics of the bridge are:

•Construction and opened to traffic: 1916.
•Assumed service life: 100 years.
•Year of the analysis: 2007.

1. Replacement on 2022; three failure during the period 2006-2022 discovered during inspection; cost 
due to traffic delayed: rerouting problem for 170.500,00 euro during the period 2006-2022; no 
rerouting from 2022 to 2056, but 8.000,00 euro cost due to failure;

2. Replacement on 2022; three failure during the period 2006-2022 discovered during inspection; no 
cost due to traffic delayed, no rerouting;

3. Replacement on 2022; one ordinary failure on 2015 and one important failure of 60.000,00 euro on 
2008 discovered during inspection; cost due to traffic delayed: rerouting problem for 170.500,00 
euro during the period 2006-2022; no rerouting from 2022 to 2056, but 8.000,00 euro cost due to 
failure;

4. Reference case: Replacement on 2006; ordinary failures during the period 2006-2056 and no 
important failure; failures discovered during inspection; no cost due to traffic delayed, no rerouting.

Common hipothesis

A
l

t
e
r
n
a
t
i
v
e
s

>> FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Stage 4 DECISION ON REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT: GLOBAL COST ANALISYS

Application to the Meschio Bridge

Global cost analisys: REPAIR INDEX       

           
   RI     Ranking 
Alternative 2  0,875     1 
Reference case  1     2 
Alternative 1  1,310     3 
Alternative 3  1,418     4 
           

 

Example: alternative 1, cost evaluation.



10. CONCLUSIONS

>> CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this study was to analyze the high cycle fatigue behavior of riveted railway bridges 
and to suggest methods about remaining service life of these bridges. 

A literature review and an assessment of code provisions have been initially performed; 
- the riveted shear diaphagm  riveted connection could be considered  a critical detail of this 

type of metal railway bridge, being subjected to more cycles than other substructure of 
metal bridges;

- full scale tests on short shear diaphragm riveted connection haven’t been deepen in recent 
research project, altough a relevant amount  of this bridge type are in exercise for e.g. in 
Italy; 

The case study of a full scale bridge structure has been considered to deeply analyze this 
phenomenon:

- the Meschio bridge was taken out of service and dismantled at the Laboratory of the
University of Padova;

- material characterization, full scale bending and shear static and high cycle fatigue tests
were performed;

Conclusions



>> CONCLUSIONS

Experimental results:

- characterization material tests: the base material was a mild steel with a low carbon and an 
high sulphur content , mechanically equivalent to an FE430 but physically and chemically it 
doesn’t match with EC3 and EN10025-2/2004 standards; 

- full scale bending an shear static tests: the static resistance of the structure, seems not 
varied, after a great period of service also if small local deteriorations and localized or 
diffused corrosion phenomena were highlighted;

- full scale high cycle fatigue: 
--- bending full scale girder tests until 2.500.000 cycles  (additional to the in service cycles) 
have not  shown any cracks, or remarkable deformation and distortion for a ∆P= 275 kN; 

--- shear full scale test has outlined that the EC3 detail C=100 seems conservative for short 
diaphragm connection, and a new category has been suggested;

Semiprobabilistic, and simplified probabilistic assessment has been carried out:
-- the use of a growing characteristic axle loads value according to each historical period leads 

to more realistic results;
-- confirms that the weak point of the bridge was the short diaphragm connection.

Conclusions

11. Current and future works 



Historical bridges

Analysis of historical traffic for railways and highways

Historical rail traffic, number of train vs. year, according to data from RFI-Trenitalia(2006) 
and Trail (2006): regional train, pas (other passengers train), merci (mixed freight train)

   
Year Regional train Mixed freight train Other passengers train 
1916 – 1920 15000 15000 12500 
1920 – 1925 20000 16000 13500 
1925 – 1930 27500 17500 15000 
1930 – 1935 32500 18000 16500 
1935 – 1940 40000 18500 17500 
1940 – 1945 55000 19000 18500 
1945 – 1950 62500 20000 19500 
1950 – 1955 70000 21000 20500 
1955 – 1960 75000 22500 21500 
1960 – 1965 80000 23500 22500 
1965 – 1970 85000 25000 24000 
1970 – 1975 90000 25500 24500 
1975 – 1980 95000 26000 25000 
1980 – 1985 105000 27500 25500 
1985 – 1990 122500 28000 26000 
1990 – 1995 127500 28500 26500 
1995 – 2000 132500 29000 27000 
2000 – 2006 137500 29250 27250 
 



To perform the damage assessment of the details, is essential to
make an estimation of the cycles affected by the single detail. 
This has been performed making tension/time fluctuations 
analisys, for every detail and loading spectrum, and counting 
effective cycles as per ASTM E1049-85(2005) Standard 
Practices for Cycle Counting in Fatigue Analysis. 
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Net assessment of the Veneto Region bridges

 

Fig. 9.5.1: Operational load factor for influence lengths over 10 m, year of construction: 1900±25, traffic model UIC 

779-1 (1986) for past and future, 75% freight traffic. (Sustainable Bridges 2006) 

 

Innovative methods for damage prevention: reliability assessment



In situ testing and assessment of historical bridges

Monitoraggio e analisi di un ponte sulla linea Rovigo-Chioggia

In situ testing and assessment of historical bridges

Studio della vita residua di un ponte sulla linea Monza-Bergamo



In situ testing and assessment of historical bridges

New bridges



Design of new steel bridges
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